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PREFACE

0

1

' The variety,. of Arabic described in-this study is
Modern Literary Arabic, also referred to as "Modern
Standard Arabic" and "Contemporary Arabic". It is the
language of publications in all the Arab-states, as well
as the oral language of formal occasions--radio and._
television, lectures and conferences,'discussions on
technical topics, etc. Literary Arabic is.essentially
the same the Arab world, and exists alongside
the various colloquial dialects, which do vary from
country to country and even from village to village. The
colloquial dialects are -used to carry on the day-to-day
activities of everyday life.

The literary language.rather than a colloquial
dialect has been chosen for this study becauSof the
great universality of its applicability. The phonology
morphology and syntax of.Literary Arabic are more com-
plex and more comprehensive.thap those of any of the
dialects; thus, while the literary is not the first
language of any Arab, its problems do represent those
of all Arabic dialects. If any one dialect were to be
chosen to represent all the rest,.the range of problems
presented would not be substantially different from
those presented herein, whereas the particulars of the

'dialect would be so peculiar to that dialect
with

to limit
the utility of this study to those familiar with that
particular dialect. The literary is, in a very real
sense, a composite of the features of all the dialects
.and represents a linguistic common ground for all Arabs.
Finally, all formal education in the Arab world is in .

'terms of Literary Arabic, and the educated Arals will tend
to transfer into English,the patterns of Literary Arabic
rather than those of his particular colloquial dialect.
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A Contrastive Study.of English and Arabic.

Part One

The Phonology of English and Arabic'

1.1.1. Intonation

The prosodic features of language (intonation, st ess, and
.
rhythm) are not as well understood as the segmental phonemes._
Less detailed attention is usually given them in language teach-
ing than to the other areas of,syntax and phonology. This.is un-
fortunate, since it is the imperfect mastery of these features
that gives rise to foreign accent and to' misunderstanding of a

fspeaker's intent.
Tone refers to the rising and falling of voice pitch in con-

versaETUF. ,

Stress refers to the relative prominence that is giVen to -

patticular words in phrases and to particular syllables in words.

.

- Rhythm is the more or less regular recurrence of stressed
syllab es in speech'.

These features are dependent on each'other only to the ex-
.

tenethat.none of them occurs without the other two. They con-
stitute a set of vocal features wLict. every language draws upon
to perform different functions. For example, in atone language
such as. Chinese, rising or falling voice pitch (tone) may be used
to distinguish meanings between words. This is not the case in
English, however, where stress sometimes performs this functions

noun : digest - dig6st : verb

In Arabic, none of the prosodic features performs the function of
distinguishing between parts of speech,

4, 1.1.2. An utterance may be said witha variety of different,
though related; meanings. For-example, by shifting the location
of contrastive tone and stress:

Numbers refer
to the rela-
tive frequency
of the vibra-
tion of vocal
bands.

high 3. (emphasizing where we
mid 2. We went ho e. went)L--

high 3.
mid 2. Welwent home. (emphasizing who went) ,

low. 1.

1.1.3. Tone refers to the rising and falling patterns of voice

pitcp.in conversation. In English, voice pitch is contrastive,
inasmuch as there are times when it alone distinguishes meaning.
However, it is contrastive only at the utterance level, but not
at the word level, as it is in'a tone language:

1 '.

16



3.

2. 'Va.' (answer, with falling intonation)
1.

3.

2. yes'? (question- response, with rising intonation)
1.

3.
2. You're going Pme. (statement, with falling pitch)
1. L_

3.

2. You're-going ho gT (question, with rising pitch)
1.

1.1.4.. The unit'in an English utterance which carries a con-
trastive pitch - pattern is called a to4e group. It consists of a
single information-bearing unit:

In aria.

Mary.met John in (Tigris

1.1.5. An utterance
A

may contain more than one tone group:

Steve wants a Fc3 se, but he can't avej one

I'll go 4`ter when it's coniNient.

Mary met Pan, in 0Wrisi

The last example contains two tone groups because the speaker.is
focusing on two information units: Mary met John (not someone
else) in Paris (not somewhere else).

1.1.6. The location at which co ntrastive tone Is found is cal=
led the tonic. This location may vary from sentence to sentence,
depending on what information the speaker wishes to emphasize.
Tones occurring elsewhere than on the tonic syllable are not con -
trastive:

1. Mary met John in Fir1 is. (Not Rome.--)1_ 40
2. Mary met Pan in Paris. (She met John, not George.)

3. Riiirpr me'z John in Paris. - (Mary met' him pot Elilabeth.)

If the tonic is not being used to express special emphasis, as it
is in examples 2 and 3 abbve, it-normally occurs toward the end
of the utterance, on the last contept-woidbut not onftpronouns:



I #0

ti

English uses three kinds oP contrastive tone
t

rising: Y95T

falling:- . cgs..

sustained: Well...

.t

1.1.8. t, Falling tone occurs at the end of a statement, on the
. last content word. It indicates that the 'utterance is finished:.
,., - .

... ,s'
. '*; ...._, . t

, ,

Mary 'met John in Pat-is.
.

-.4 L/101.1.M. 0 . ff
0

It often happens that the,voice rises in pitch just before the
falling tone on the tonic syllable. This is not centrasfilie;.it
is merely a transition to the tonic falling. tone.

When falling tone occurs with stress anywhere else in. the
sentence, it indicates-contrastive emphasis:`

Mary met 1.10 n in Paris.

M y met John in Paris.

O

1.1.9. When rising tone odcuks'finally, it signals a question
or incredulity or emotion:

rt I

Are you go76

You were the?

when it occurs elsewhere in the sentence, it indicates'in-
0

credulity'or:emotion too:,
,

Mary met J* in Paris?
. .i

Syllables occurring after the tonic may remain at high pitch.
.,.

This is not contrastive. .
.

-
.

. .

1.1.10. Sustained tone occurs in clause-final positiori and in
series. It is manifested as a fading tone, either level or
slightly rising. It indicates that something is to follow.

Sustained tone connects the parts of discourse. It binds
together subordinate and compound clauses: .

eVib ())
Mary met 7o n in Paris and they went to the PlAra

. .---) -L___
Steve wants a IPFse, but he can'ttRve one 'now.

I

-

Su stained tone occurs in interrupted aiscourse: It indi-
cates that the speaker is leaving hisutterance unfinished:

72 if you 'say! so..'.

4
3

aR

...I, . 4:
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(1-0
We'd like. to 'tst4r,

Sustained tone` occurs in diredt address:

Sam, I'd"like yoU,to meet Fidy.

1.1.11. A primary stress occurs with the tonic syllakle:

She brought a newidiWss.
L__

Steve wants a Prse.

We ate at S.
..

Mary met FiTtIn in Paris.

^,-.1:1.12. Tones which occur other than atikhe tonic are not con-
trastive. They may be neutral in pitph, high, or fow, and are
extremelic:difficult to analyze, because they are not contrastive.
English speakers do not listen 'for them.

1.1.13. The tone group is divided into one or more, feet. A
foot contains a strongly tgessed initial syllable, and any
weakly stressed syllables which may occur before the next strongly.
syllable. We use single'accent marks to mark foot divisions. The
`sentence:

7. s

. '

GertXmde met 11.1d6lph in pahgkok.

,consists of one tone group containing three feet, the tonic syl-
lable showing falling tone.' The sentence:

consists of one tone group containing one foot, which in turn con-
sists of only one syllable. The tonic shows rising tone. The
sentence:

Kni little girls are od

consists of one tone group containing three feet, with falling
tone on the, tonic syllable.

1.1.14. Within the same tone group,, earl' foot tends to have,'
approxiMately.the same time duration. means that the major
'stresses occur at ,approximately the same tittle intervals.- This is
the'famous English "stressed- time" rhythm. These foot durations

.are only approximately equal, and their length (or tempo) may -

change from-onvtone group to another, .

It'usually happens that an utterance consists of feet which'
, contain unequal numbers of syllables,. In order to keep the tempo_
`regular, the speaker compensates for this in two ways:

1) By pronouncing syllables, more. slowly' when there are fewer
of them per foot.

4
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2) By pronouncing them faster and sometimes phonetically re-
ducing them when there are more-of them per foot. Similar pho-
nemes .get squeezed together in a process called assimilation.
Compare:

All little girls are good.
L.__

.Food.
L__
good ii pronounced more slow-
preceding foot, and that good
of the preceding feet.

And All of those little girls are

Here we see that the final syllable
ly than individual syllables in the
is of about the same lengtheas each

1.1.15 When assimilation and reduction occur, such pronuncia-
tions as these occur:

'What kind do you want? : /hwa kain d3u want/?
Did you eat yet? : -/d3itfft /?

1.1.16. If English were actually pronounced' such that each ini-
tial foot syllable were strongly stressed, the language would
have a singsong sound to it, of the sort particularly noticeable
in bad poetry. We avoid this by means of a device called iso-

chronism. Isochronism is the term for the fact that feet Can be
squeezed together in such a. way that syllables are pronounced
faster,'and feet are reduced. For example, pronounce:

The horse trotted into the barn. ,

That rubber baby buggy bumper's expensive.
It's almost exactly thirty-seven and a half miles.

1.1%17. Rest may occur at any point in a foot, including the

initial position. Here it is manifested as a mere silence which
takes up time which would otherwise be taken by a stressed syl-

lable. Compare, for instance, the following utterances:

This is my giEpher, A Mr..Browhing. (Rest is indicated by
the caret.)

Here, the utterance consists of two tone groups, and Mr. Brown-

ing isin direct address, that is, Mr. Browning is being intro-

duced to my teacher.

This is my teacher, Mr. proWhing.

Here the utterance consists of one tone group. Mr. Browning is

given as supplementary informdtion. That is, Mr. Browning is
thepate of Exteacher.

The first foot of the segiond tone group in the first example

has no initial stressed syllae. ,Instead,,there is a pause, or

rest, which we. indicate with /A/. The rest here, plus.the word
mister, roughly".make up the total time duration of this foot, so
EfiiI-It is about equal in time duration to that of the following '

foot.

a
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It isnot uncommon for tone.groups to start with an unstres-
#.sed syllable. In all such cases we'postulate the occurrence of

rest in the first part of the fodt:

'4 He 165'n't speak.German..
1

.

But I thought he _Pi's German!

1.1.18. In abstract and general terms, Arabic prosodic features
can be decribed much the same way as English. However, in par-
ticular details, there are enough major differences so that an
Arabic speakeg has a fair amount of difficulty in Mastering. Eng-
2ishiprosodic patterns.

1.1.19. As in English, Arabic sentence stress normally coin-
cides with the tonic, which is usually located at the end of an
utterance. but which is moveable in situations of special empha-
sis. .

1.1.20. Arabic, like English, is stress- timed. That ,is, the
time lapses between stresses are approximately *equal.- However,
in Arabic almost every word has a primary or secondary stress.
Many single Arabic words, which consist of a step plus one or
more bound morphemes,, are the translation equivalents of English
phrases; which have strongly stressed "content" words and weakly
stressed "structure" words:

s

What's his brOther's name? "(not his sister's) '

Note the one primary stress on brother.'" .

Arabic' m&smu 1?axilh
English gloss: what namelhis brother

Note the two primary stresses. Whereas in Engfish-there.is one
strongly stressedsyllable per phrase, Arabic has one rhythmic
,stress per-word. Other less-stressed syllables in a word are
quickly passed.over, as are weakly stressed syllables in English.

1.1.21. Arabicaritonation also uses rising, and falling pitch
patterns. However; pitch' in Arabic does not fall as low as in
English. This, and the fact that comparable pitch patterns serve
-differeni functions in the two languages, Constitutes a major
problem for the Arabic student 'learning English.

1.1.22. When the voice changes pitch leVels in English, the
change may spread either over a single vowel or over a sequence
of vowels. 'The time length of the change depends on the number
of vowels. In Arabic, a change may occur on only one vowel at a
time, with abrupt .change from one to the next.

1.1.23 Word stress in Arabic operates on enti rely different
principles than in English. Placement of word stressin Arabic
is determined by the structure of the word,' that is, by its



arrangement in terms of consonants and vowels:
1) The last syllable of a word is never_ stressed.
2) It the next to last syllable is "heavy", that is, if it

contains either a long vowel or a short vowel plus two consonants,
then that syllable is stressed. .

3) If the penultimate syllable is not heavy,. stress then
falls on ,the third tip-last syllable.

4) Any suffixes added may change the structure of the word.
When' -this occurs, stress is then moved to meet the above con-
ditions.

1.1.24. Wo d stress in English does not follow such simple
,rules, and it is much less well-understood than in Arabic. In

part, this is because stress,is bound up with the derivational
history of words from their original Latin, Germahic, and other
roots. Some general rules can be given, bUt,.individual cases re-
quire lengthy explanation.'

1%1.25. Arabic speakers tend to substitute primary or secondary
stress for weak stress when speaking English:

Miy I hive another cup of tea, please?

Explanation: In both languages,the word(s) on which sentence,
stress,,falls becomes the most prominent part in the sentence, and
other stresses, except'the primary, are reduced to secondary and
_sometimes weak.stress, but Arabic words keep the citation form-vf
Stress or are reduced only to secondary stress. The tonic'is
usually pronounced in Arabic with a kind of super7primary stress
(extra loud).

1.1.26. Arabic speakers tend to pronounce English monosyllabic
words such as am, is, are, for loudly with primary stress when
used in conversational speech.

Monosyllabic words in both languages receive primary stress
(citation stress) when pronounced in isolation. However, stress
distribution patterns within longer utterances differ in each
language. . In English conversation, such'words receive weak
stress, along with reduction of some phonemes. For example, He
is becomes He's. Since Arabic does not follow the same pattern
3Y distribuiri, the speaker produces He is with citation stress.

1.1.27. Arabic speakers have difficulty placing stress in Eng-
lish words, especially in words of four or more syllables.

Stress in Arabic must fall within the last three syllables

of a word. Exact placement is determined by the position of long

units in the word (see 1.1.23). Using Arabic Stress rules, the
speaker produces such Sounds as:

roommate - stressing the final long vowel
'comfortable - stressing the vowel followed by 2 consonants

yesterday - stressing the final long vowel
eleven - stressing the third to last syllable, since

neither a long vowel nor,a vowel plus two
consonants sequence occurs

7
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1.1.28. Arabic speakers shorten English syllables receiving
primary stress and lengthen syllables receiving weak stress.

Stressed syllables in.English are pronounced longer than un-
- stressed syllables. Arabic speakers, in shifting primary stress,
shift length concurrently:

r6ommate room is shortened; mate is lengthened

1.1. 29. Greetings

English: Good na ning. Ar abic: Good FOrning.

English and Arabic use the same intonation contours for this
phrase. However, since Arabic pitch does not fall as low as Eng-
lish, Arabs.,tend to sound somewhat curt to native English speak-
ers.

1.1.30. English: First speaker: How larel you?

Response: How are WFU?

In English, the first speaker raises pitch on the second
word,-are, while his responder, replying in a friendly manner,
raises pitCh on the final word, you.

O

Arabic: First speaker: How are (you?

Response: -How are 'you?.

In this example, the Arabic pattern requires a high pitch on the
first word, which is transferred into English. In the response,
the Arabic pattern requires the addition,of a pronoun, rather
than a changp in pitch. Hence, the Arabic speaker can't handle
the intonation pattern at all:

1.1.31. The tone group in English often is co-e4ensive with
the entire utterance. Thus:

. How are you today?

has one primary stress on you,the other lesser stresses falling
into place, and it has one tonic syllable--that of the word you..
So, the voice goes like this,in Arabic:

How Are hroul today?

1.1.32. Matter-of,,,fact statements:
Both languages use a final falling intonation in matter-of-

fact statements. However, Arabic pitch does not fall as far as
English, giving the impression, when transferred to English, that
the speaker As not yet,finished talking. For example, an Arabic
speaker might say:

8

0
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I don'twant you to bring it in the Orping.

This leaves the, impression that he is immediately going to say
when he,wants it to be brought. His final intonation sounds like
English sustained intonation.

1.1.33. In contrastive situations in English, with attention
centered on verbs and numerals,tthe center of the pattern falls
on the auxiliary verb:

But, I .lad lived in Chicago before I went to New York.

And on the second digit of the\numeral:

I said twenty - eight, not T11

,The auxiliary construction does not exist in Arabic, so the
speaker focuses on the main verb:

But I had in Chicago before I went to New\York.

The first digit of the numeral is emphasized ieArabic. Thus:

I-said went a ht; -not twenty nine.

1.1.34. The use of the verb to be in English is different from
its use in Arabic, especially in its presenttense forms A con-
trastive situation, which, in English puts emphasis on the verb:

English (is 1a difficult language.

is indicated in Arabic by the addition of an emphatic word or
particle. The Arabic speaker neither notices nor reproduces the
pitch emphasis in English, especially since he tends to emphasize
each word anyway.

1.1.35. Tone in questions: Wh- questions
English uses falling tone at the end of a question which re-

quests information. The center of the sentence contour in Eng-
lish is moveable, depending on the focus of attention.

Arabic also uses falling tone, which, however, does not fall
as far as in English. The intonation is centered on the inter-
rogative word, so that the Arabic speaker, when speaking English,
raises pitch on the interrogative word no matter where the in-
tonation center is focused. For example, an Arabic speaker says:

ITIFIer q. are you ping?

Compare the usual English:

Where are you Pang?

9



1.1.36.. Lack of stress on pronouns
In contrastive situations involving pronouns, English puts

added stress on the pronoun to be emphasized. When a pronoun is
to be emphasized, Arabic adds another pronoun, without stress, to
achieve the same. effect as does stressing a pronoun in English.
Hence, Arabic speakers speaking English pronounce the sentence
with no focus to indicate contrast.

The Arabic verb includes within it reference to the subject
of the verb. It has a suffix that means pronoun subject. This
is similar to Latin amo, meaning I love. Compares

katabna ...we 'wrote. and katabat,- QTae.

To emphasize the subject, an independent subject pronoun is sup-
plied without stress:

katabna nahn, 9 wrote. katabat hiya, wrote.

Independent pronouns may also be added after a pronoun suffix
for emphasis:
kitabr, ...my p3ok kitdbi Una-,

Eng14111.4oes-not -stress sentence -firial-pronouns-,

I give it to him.

Arabic stresses all words, including sentence-final pronouns:

I give it to- him.

thuS producing contrast where it is not intended. se

.1.1.37. Yes-no questions -

The standard contour for yes-no questions in English 'is a
fall).4n pitch at the end of the question. Arabic uses a pitch .

rise 11ti' that position, similar to the polite incredulous English
question, which Aiabic speakers then transfer into English:

Is he the new huatermaster? becomes
4.

..

Is he tlzey,lew fguaytermaster?
i.

to which one is tempted to respond:,"Yes." Or furthermore:
5,,"

Do you want tqAor_Pafee? (one or the othef) becomes

ffq you !want teal or coffee? (causing one to want to answer
"yes")

1.1.38. In English, amazement can be expreised by a question
using a cont ur which emphasizes key words. Arabic uses a level
contour for t is purpose, which, when transferred to English,
makes a speak r sound a little angry when-he does not mean to be:.

Do you (really like to eat Arab food?
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instead of the more normal (in English):

Do vouRally like to eat Arab food:i
1

1.1.39.. Echo Questions
Whereap English uses a high rising contour at the end of an

echo question, 4rabic uses a falling one, which Arabic speakers
transfer to English:

English: What did yo.u say, his brother's name lis?

Arabic: his

1.1.40. Requests and Commands
Normally, both languages use falling final contours:

tziErEla minute.

Here, as elsewherekArabic intonation does not fall as far as
English. The Arabic Speaker tends to say:

Waitl,a minute.

For contrastive requests, English uses a rising final contour:

May I have another cup of tea, please?

Here, Arabic 'speakers are likely to substitute the falling
_contour_which_Arablc uses in such situations.

Ma another

1.1.41. Exclamatorysentences
Exclamations are genetally indicated by rising contours in

both languages, but Arabic contours are typically of a higher
pitch than those in English. In substitiltingthese contours,
Arabic speakers.seem to, express stronger emotions feelings than

do their ghglish counterparts.

English: WTat r--
. becomes What?

4
1.1.42 Attached questions

Eriglish uses falling intonation when expecting confirmation:

English: He likes Pilk,An't.he?
1

Arabic: He (likes milk,Adoesn't he?

and rising intonation when asking for information:

English:' He likes glk,Adoegn't he?

Arabic: Hejlikes milk,AUoesn't he? j

Arabic uses a rise in both cases, slightly higher in the latter,

1.2. English and Arabic Segmental Sounds: Consonants and
Vowels

11
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Sounds enclosed by circles are not phonenic in Arabic.-.

*Arabs from different parts of the Arab world will use only
one of these three -- /d3/, /3/ or /g/ -- and will lack the
other two. For example, Saudis and Iraqis will say /d3/ and
evantines and most North Africans will say /3/ while Cairenes

1 say /g/.
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Chart II
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Sounds in circles are not phonemic in English.'Subscript dot
indicates velarization (pharyngeali-zation).

*Arabs from different regions will 'use one of these three
sounds, /d3/3/g/, and will, lack the other two.

u

bIn some dialects /0/ is replaced by /s/, /6/ by /z/, and /4/
by velarized /z/ which occurs only as a substitute for A/.

#English and Arabic r's are phonemically (structurally, func-
tionally)'interchangeabIi,.but not phonetically: ,/r/ is a flap,
while /rr/ is a -tkill.

Note: The ideal pronunciation of literary Arabic that All Aram
aim at includes:

/d3/ rather thah /3/ or /g/ /8/ rather than /s/

/6/ rather than /z/ /§/ rather that; /z/

For those who have the first of these pairs of sounds in their
own dialect, English is no problem. However, those who have the
second sounds in their dialects tend to substitute theSe"sounds

instead. Thus, a Cairene will tend to say g-s-z-u a Druse,

3-8-6-4; a Baghdadi, d3-0-6-0, etc.
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1.2.1. Bilabial stops: /p/ and /b/

a. /p/ and /b/ do not constitute separate phonemes in Ara-
4,bic. The voiceless stop tp] occurs only as an allophonic variant
of the voiced /b/. The problem, then, for Arabic speakers learn-.

ing English, is in learning to distinguish /p/ and,/b/ as sepa-
rate phonemes, and irOlearning proper pronunciation of /p/.

b. In releasing both sounds, in both initial and final
positionS, the Arab often muffles the distinction between them,
Thus /pen/ and /big/ appear to haye the same initial. articulation
and an English listener has difficulty determining whether /p/ or
/b/ is being used. Arabic word-final stops are fully ieleased:

cat in English is [kmth] or (kefl, but Arabic is always [kat].

Arabs who learn to make /p/ and /b/ distinct often'hy-
.pe"rfori /p/, so that it is aspirated where,it shouldn't be:

topmost *(taphmost]
- clasps *Eklesphs]
tap with *[tephwzG]

d. The semivowels /1/, /r/, /w/, and /y/ should be
slightly devoiced,after /p/. The Arab does not devoice these
phonemes in this position:

. pray. *Ebre]
pure *[byur]

An epenthetic vowel may be inserted between /p/ and /1/:

play *(pilet)

e. /p/ and /b/ should not be exploded before /t and /d/.
The Arab has some difficulty with this:

apt - *[mpFt]
rubbed *(rabhd] or *(rabId]

0
'f. Before /8/ 'and /6/, the plosion of 'p/ should be absorb-

ed by the fricative: depth. Arabic difficulties here depend on
-the dialect, and on the native speaker's famil4.arity with Classi-
cal Arabic, which has the phonemes /e/ and /6/. The Arabic
speaker will produce a strongly released /p/ in these positions.

depth *(dephe] or *(dephas]

'1.2.2. Alveolar stopS: /t/ and /d/

a. Arabic /t/ and /d/ Are dental stops, produced by clos-
ure of the air passage by the tongue at the teeth. But English
/t/ and /d/ are alveolar. Learning to produce the English alve-
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olar versions is,a relatively simple matter, once the articula-
tory differences are explained.

b. In places where English /t/ is strongly aspirated:

initially: tool [thgl]

'before stressed syllable: attempt [ attempt]

Arabic speakers can produce a satisfactory /t/ fairly easily. But
where English /t/ can be weakly aspirated:

finally: pit [pit]

before unstressed syllable: writer (raIta']

and where both /t/ and /d/ can be unreleased:

finally: bad [bed) etc.. pit [phIt']

the Arabic speaker has a more difficult, time mastering proper
articulation. Arabic,/t/ and /d/ are strongly released in these
positions; the carry-oiler from Arabic habits sounds rather empha-

tic to English speakers.

c. Both /t/ and /d/ resemble a flap [r] intervocalically.
The Arabic speaker will carefully pronounce /t/ or /d/ clearly

in these positions.

ladder *[lede] (citation form) .

'letter *acthaq (citation form)

d. English , /d/ is dental precediz4 /4/: width. The Ara-

bic speaker who,is familiar with the,/6/ of 'Class3c-il Arabic has

no' problem here. ,

e. A voiced /t /'occurs in English:

1) Intervocalically: butter [bAto0 -

2) Preceding syllabic /1/: subtle [sAtd.]

3) Between. /1/ and unstressed vowel: malted [ma Id]

4) Between /n/ and unstressed vowel: twenty" [tvidiTY1--

5) Between unstressed vowels: At. another [mtanaad

.

In these positions an Arabic speaker w ill fend to use a strongly.
..'articulated voiceless [t], which makes him sound like a foreigner.

\LI
f. There is no p4)sion [h] when /t/ .occurs stops: '

at camp * [mtkhemp]
light bomb . [laItbam]

. " ..

The Arab is likely to pronounce these:

1'5
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4.

at camp
light'bomb

*[mthkhmmph]
*[laIthbam]

g. The release's:3f /t/ and /d/ is absorbed by a
fricative:

hits
bids

[hIts]

,The,Arabic speaker can handle' this with relatiire
[hItas] and [bIdaz] will be heard occasionally:'

Velar stops: /k/ and /g/ ,

a. English /g/ will be no problem to Egyptians from Cairo,
or Alexandria, to Muslim Iraqis, or to Bedouin Arabs, all of whom
have /g/ in their dialects. Other Arabs have instead of /g/
either /d3/ or /3/, and will find-/k/,7 /q/ a problem.

b.. The aspiration,rules for /k/ and /g/ are thesame'as%
those for other English stops.

c. The plosion of both phonemes in English is absorbed by
a followAg stop or fricative;'" but Arabs may insert an extra'vow-
el.,

following

ease, although.

act
racks

*[mkat]
*[rekas]

begged
dogs

1.2.4: The Glottal stop: [ ?]

It is difficult for an Arabic
before every' word- initial vowel:

*[begad]
*[dogaz]

'speaker not to pronounce [?]

Write ?it ?as ?it ?is ?on the paper.

He must learn to talk in terms of phrases rather than words. The
glottal stop occurs in English, but it does not have phonemic
status. It occurs:

. between vowels.: India office [IndIcaofas]
before vowels, phrase initially: I did

.

The glottal stop has phonemic status iWArabic. The problem for
Arabic speakers is in learning to think of it and use it as a
non-distinctive sound.

1.2.5. Fricatives:

/f/. /tr/
/e/- /6/

/s/.- /z/
// /3/

a. /v/ does not exist in Arabic. The Arabic speaker will
at first*lave some difficulty hearing and producing /v/ as a

2
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separate phoneme from /f/:

feel *(fil) feel *(vir) (hyperformY
veal

b. /0/ and /6/ exist in Colloquial Arabic, but only in

certairi dialects. They do, however, occur in Classical Arabic.

Q4 Persons familiar with Classical Arabic may have relatively lit-

tle difficulty'with these sounds. Those not familiar with Clas--
sical Arabic are likely to substitute /z/ for /s/ for /6/:

brother *(brAzbi
author *(?oss4

c. /s /and /z/.have dental articulation in Arabic. A mi-
nor problem is learning English alveolar articulation of /s/ and

/2/.

d. /f/ is phonemic in Arabic, and compares with English

/17.

e. /3/ does have phonemic status in certain Arab regions.

See /d3/, 1.2.6.

1.2.6. Affricates: /tf/ and-/d3/
Whether an Arabic speaker has difficulty with these sounds

, dep&Ids on his dialect. The phoneme /d3/, which is standard in

- Modern Literary Arabic,'may' be replaced by:

/g/ in Cairo and Aleicandria
/3/ in Damascus, Jerusalem, Bairut,and North Africa.

So, speakers from these cities may substitute /g/ or /3/ for Eng-
lish /d3/ because of the habits in their dialects. The phoneme

/q/, the uvular voiceless Atop; is separate from ./k/ in all dia.:.

lects of Arabic. But Iragi'and Bedouin Arabs (includingSaudi)

\will tend to confuse /g/, the voiced velar stop, which they, not-
many substitute for Modern Literary Arabic /q/, with /d31 and.'

/3/A

1.2.7. The voiceless /h/ with cavity frictiOn:

a. occurs Only initiallii horse
and medially: behind.

/h/ is more restricted in English than'in Arabic. For instance,

/h/ can't occur following a vowel in English in the same syllable.,

but it can occur insall positions-in Ar'abic. Consequently, it

causes relatively little difficulty for Arabic speakers,

b. Arabic speakers do have some difficulty with /hw/:

where *(wer)

which *NW.)

17
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substituting /w/ for /hw/ in all cases. However, this is also
common among English speakers:

o

.Nasals -/m/ /n/ /0/

a. In both languages /m/ is bilabial except before /f/:
(comfort), where it is labiodental. It causes no articulatory

-problems for Arabs. 4

, b. /n/ in English is alveolar, except before /0/, where it
is" dental. In Arabic, /n/ has dental articulation, except when

,- followed by a consonant which is not dental. In this case, it
varies in point of articulation:

/nt/ bint (girl) (bIil$] (dental articulatiori)

c. The velar nasal /0/ has phonemic status in English. It

occurs medially:

Singer

andfinally:

long. .

/0/ occurs in Arabic only as a variant of /n/, when in/ is fol-
lowed by a -Velar consonant (as in the English fin r"). Hence, an
Arabic speaker has much' difficulty forming /0/ wi out a follow-

- ing velor stop: .

.sanger *(slogal
ringing *(rI0gI0g)

An Arabic speaker will carefully pronounce
both of the above words. His difficulties
fact that the velar stop is spelled in all
whether it is pronounced or not, and since
much the way it'is spelled, he carries his
pronunciation over into English.

the /g/ incorrectly in
are compounded by the
words where /0/ occurs,
Arabic is pronounced
habits of, spelling-

The nasals /m/ and /A/ can function as vowels in Eng-.
lish. In this case, they are called syllabic consonants:

bUtton
glisten
hidden"
schism
chasm

(batO
(glIsn)
(hIdn]
(sImpl
(kszm]

This causes two problems for the Arabic speaker: 1) when the word
is spelled with a final -en or -em, he will give the vowel its full

value:

18.



bitten *[bIthen]
glisten *[gelIs(t)eni

2) When the word is spelled with a final consonant plus nasal
letter, the Arabic speaker considers Ehe nasal to be part of the
preceding syllable and does not.give itits full syllabic value:

.rhythm *[rIbm] instead of [rIbm]
sChism

1

*[gIzm] instead of [sIzm]
1

1.2.9. /w/ ,.

Arabic /w/ is satisfactory in English im prevocalic posi-
tions. For problems in preconsohantal or final positions, see
Diphthongs, Section 1.2.15.

1.2.10. /r/.in English is a retroflexed vowel. In Arabic it
is a flap or trill of the, tongue-tip: [r] or [k]. The Arabic
speaker has difficulty, learning to produce. the English sound, and
-often,*at first, substitutes the Arabic flap.

rat *(rmth]
car *[khar] or [(khaki

.1.2.11. /y/
Arabic and English articulation of /y/ is equivalent, and

in prevocalic positions it causes no problem for Arabic speakers.
For postvocalic problems, see Dipthongs, Section 1.2.15.

1.2.12. /1/
English has only one /14 phoneme, which varies in articula-

tion according to environment:

clear /1/ before a front vowel or /y/:

leaVe
lit (lit]

value [velyu]

velar /1/, the English dark /1/:

medial + unstressed vowel: telephone [teiekon]

finally: fill
before a back vowel: lose [luz]

syllabically: beetle

palatized (or velarized) /1/ before /y/:

million [mI;yenJ'

dental )1/ before /0/ and /5/:

health [he10]
fill the cup. [fIlbekAp]
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Arabic has two separate /1/ phonemes: a clear /1/, like that in
leaver and a velar /1/, like that in fill. An Arabic speaker
tends to use only one of his /1/ phonemes, the clear /1/, in all
positions when speaking English, thus pronouncing certain words
with a foreign accent.

1.2.13. ' Vowels
As can be seen in Chart III, many of the-vowel sounds in

English and Arabic have similar points of articulation.

Chart III

English Vowels

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

HIGH
i

I

u

U

MID (i)

0
LOW 0 0

IArabic Vowels-

FRONT BACK

HIGH
ii

i

uu

u

LOW
a

as

Sounds in circles are not phonethic in Arabic.

Arabic /aa/ ranges from [m:] to [a:]. /a/ ranges fr6m [e] to
(a] to [a]. In some local dialects one even hears [o] fbr
In addition, most Arabic dialects contain /ee/ (i.e., ['e:]), and
/oo/ ([0:]), which are (unglided) monophthongs.

English Dipthongs aI I aU aI

In addition to these three traditional diphthongs, other English
vowels have been considered to be diphthongal in nature, as
follows:

ii/ 9 [ij]
/e/ [ ej]

/u/ -O [law] .

/a/ 4 [ow]

In this book we will treat only /aI /, /aU/ and /oI/ as diphthongs,
but spell them /ay/, /aw/ and /oy/.
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Front, Central, Back, High, Mid; and Low refer to the posi-
tion of the tongue in the mouth. The point at which the tongue
is closest to the roof of the mouth is the point of articulation.

In both languages, back vowels are pronounced with lip
rounding; front and central vowels are not. Examples:

/e/. as in 'bait'
/a/ as in 'but'

/o/ as in 'boat' =

The proper pronunciation of vowels is one of the most dif-

ficult aspects of English ,phonology for the Arabic speaker to

learn. This is because English has more vowels, glides, and diph-

thongs than Arabic, and because the vowel structures of the two

languages are quite different. A phoneme, that is, a class of
sounds in one language, may correspond to an allophonic variant

of a phoneme, that is, to a particular sound in a limited environ-

ment (such as before a velar consonant) in the other \language.,

'It often proves difficult for any.speaker to learn to produce

such phonetically conditioned sounds in other environments.

1.2.14. PrObiems

\ English Phoneme

1) /i/ beet

2) /I/ bit

3) /e/ vacation

4) /e/ bet

Description of the Problems

This vowel is Somewhat lower than
the high, tense Arabic /ii/.

In Arabic this vowel ispronounced
as [e] under certain conditions.
Hence an Arabic speaker has some
difficulty in hearing /I/ and /e/

'as separate sounds. Distinctions
such as in bit/bet may be confusing.

/e/, /c/, and imi are all allophon-
ic sounds in Arabic. The Arabic
speaker must learn to produce them
independently in all environments'.
He will have difficulty in'learning
to distinguish them, as

/e/ - /c/ in bait/bet
/m/ - /c/ in bat/bet

For description of problem see
1.2.14.2. and 1.2.14.3.

5)' /m/
These vowels of. English are sub-

/e/ phonemi6 in Arabic. [a] as in the

/a/ English cot, is the backed version of
Arabic short vowel /a/. It occurs
only in syllables preceding a vel-

t ,arized consonant. [a], as in Eng-

21
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English Phoneme

/v/ cook

7) Yo/' taught

1.2.15. Diphthongs

rn

Description of the Problems

lish cute is the front version of
the sine phoneme. [a:], as%in the
English father (but more prolonged)
is the backed version of the Arabic Tong:.
vowel /aa/. It too occurs preced-
ing velarized consonants; [ad as ..
in English can(but more prolonged)"
is tlironETrersion of the long
vouel. The Arabic speaker maTave
difficulty in heating these as sep-
arate phonemes F_ and in learning to
produce /a/ without concomitant ,

velarization.

The'Arabic short /u/ .is like the
% vowel in English at. However, in

certain positions it becomes an [o]
som9what like the vowel in boat,
bUt without the [14,] off-gli3K The
Arabic speaker may not at firit dis-
tinguish these vowels, ab in book
and boat..

,This vowel does not occur in Arabic.
An Arabic speaker will confuse it
with /o/ as in low/law..

Diphthongs are one-syllab
vowel immediately followed by
None of the following diphth9r

Diphthong

1) /i/ = [ij] seen

2) /e/ =.[ej] fate

'3) /u/ = [law] moon

4) /o/ = [ow] sow

31

le sounds. They consist of amain
a fronted or rounded off-glide.
gs occur in Arabic.

Description of the Problems

Arabic speakers have trouble learn-
ing to produce the off-glide [-jJ.

English /e/ is diphthongal in stres-
sed positions. An Arabic speaker
is likely not to hear the [-j] off-
glide. Thisis why he may confuse
the diphthong in bait with the
shorter vowel in SEE:

This sound is like the Arabic long
vowel /uu/, except that the Arabic
vowel does not have a [-w] off -
glide. Learning the glide may be
difficult.

This sound has no Arabic equivalent..
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Diphthong Description of the Problems

An Arabic speaker will have diffi-
culty both in hearing the off-glide
and in distinguishing the main vow-
el from /u/ and /3/.

The problem with these diphthongs
is that they are similar to sounds.
in Arabic. Following the rules for
the main vowels /a/,),/, and /e/'
(See preceding section) the normal
(non-velarized) pronunciation in
Arabic is /my/ and /mw/. The Ara-
bic speaker is likely to use his
own version of the back diphthongs
in English, as in [khA7] cow, and
IphAA4 pie.

Since [0] simply does not occur in
Arabic any aspect of its pronuncia-
tion is likely to be difficult for
the Arabic speaker.

1.2.16. English vowel length is conditioned by a variety of
factors.

5) /ay/ bind

' iaw/ 14T5und

1) Stressed vowels are longer than unstressed vowels.
2) Stressed vowels are longer when they occur:

a.. before voiced consonants:

seed/seat
goad/goat

b. finally in a phrase:

He .should 22.
He should go home.

c. preceding /m/, /n/, /0/, /1/ and a voiced consonant (in
contrast to /m/, /n/, /0/, /1/ and a voiceless consonant):

crumble/crumple
ones/once
songs/songstress
killed/kilt

In Arabic,.which.uses a system of long'and short vowels,
length is inherent to the vowel itself. Since the Arabic system
does not apply in English, the Arabic speaker will tend to pro-
nounce all English vowels with approximately equal length. This

results in clipped-sounding speech. .
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_ 1.2-17. In unstressed positions English vowels tend to be re-
duced. Thus:'

/i/ [I] beautiful
/e/ [I] Monday, solace

Unstressed /e/ occurs in any position. Most unstressed vow-
els are schwa; It is the neutral vowel:

again ti

potato
a.
the
from

In,all cases involving Vowel reduction, the Arabic speaker will
produce instead the citation form, since vowels in Arabic are not
reduced; they are always prwounced clearly and with their full
value.

1.2.18. Since, in English, In is not a true consonant, but a
retroflex vowel functioning as a consonant, Vowel In produces
a diphthongal glide:

-Ir/ fear
/-er/ care
/ -3r/ for
/-ur/ poor
/-ar/ far

When In is added to a diphthong, a complex triphthongal
glide is produced:

/-eyr/ mayor
/-ayr/ fire
/-3yr/ foyer
/-awr/ hour
/-owr/ blower

Inasmuch as an Arab has difficulty with /r/, he will have prob-
lems with this glide.

1.3. Consonant Clusters: Syllables

1.3.1. Any single consonant which causes difficulty will also
_give trouble in clusters. Single consonant problems are treated
in Sections 1.2.1. to 1.2 12. Only those problems peculiar to
clustering are considered here.

1.3.2. In Arabic, no more than two consonants may occur togeth-
er.in, a cluster. Clusters never occur in initial posItiob in a
word. To prevent clusters of more than two consonants, an epen-
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/
thetic vowel is inserted between two of the consonants. It is
quite difficult for the Arabic speaker to cease using this device
when speaking English. Mistakes such-as the following are com-
mon:

skate *(sIket]
gleam *fgalim]
true *(teru] 1
express- *[eksa res]

1.3.3. 'Gemination t
Clustersof two identical consonants occur frequently in

Arabic; any consonant in the language can occur geminated. Double
consonants have limited occurrence in English and are not normally
phonemic within the word, as they are in Arabic. They can occur
in English across word boundaries: .

grab bag [grabbeg]
at tea [etthi]

and with some words:,

thinness
cattail

leInnes]

[khalt:01]

-I

'unnerve t (arinarNi]

bookkeeper Lbuk:i:pr]

The Arabic speaker tends to geminaL.e consonants in English, as-
signing double value to any consonant which has a double spell4g:

' cattle (ket.1]
butter (bat:4r] .

1.4.1. HandWriting
The Classical Arabic writing system (generally called the

Arabic alphabet) consists of 28 letters and a number of signs.
Some of the principal features of this system are as follows:-

1) The writing runs from right to left.
2) Normally only the consonants and the long vowels are in-

dicated, except in dictionaries, books for beginners, and in the
Qur'an.

3) There are no capital letters or italics.
4) Most of the letters have a cursive connection to preced-

ing and following letters in the same word.
5) There are no meaningful differences between the printed,

typed, and handwritten forms of the letters.
6) Most of the letters have four variant shapes, depending

On their cursive connection to neighboring letters.
7) Some of the letters are identical in basic form, and are

distinguished from one another only by arrangements of dots. See
/b /, /t /, /0/ below.

1.4.2. The alphabet'
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The following list shows the letters of the Arabic alphabet
in the shape they have when they etan'd alone, that is, not con-
nected to a preceding or following letter. The order is that
adopted by most dictionaries and other alphabetical listings.

Symbol Arabic name

/?/. /aa/ ?alif.

/b/ baa?

/t/ taa?

/0/ Oaa?

/J/* jiim

/V haa?

/x/ xaa?

/d/ daal

/6/ 6aal

/r/ raa?

/2/ zaay

/s/ siin

/§/ §iin

/q/ saad

/d/ 4aad

/t1 taa?

// Oaa?

/T/ Tayn

vayn

/f/ faa?

/q/ ciaaf

/V- kaaf

/1/ laam

*Henceforth /j/.will be used

3 I )

Arabic letter

C

;

uN

U

e.

e.

J

rather than /d3/.
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I

, Symbol Arabic name Arabic letter

,/m/ . , miim
,

e

/n/ . I nuun,
I

0

h ; haa? .

/w/, /uu/ waaw
. 1

/y /, /ii/ yaa?
I

1.4.3. Numerals

The numerals are as follows:

1 Y r t o 1 V A A

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9

C They are combined as shown below:

1959 iol 58.4 0A, I.

1376 aryl '75% 7.-110
2,228 YYTA 2/9/55 00/A/Y

Note that the numbers are written from left to right.

1.4.4. .Handwriting Problems

a. 4-# ?, 4-4), ', These letters have
curving lines which double back, forming loops. Arabic writing
does not have such lqpps. Curved lines extend in one direction,
as in j /1/, and in /k/. Learning to.form loops may be dif-
ficult for, an Arabic student.

b. (AI', 4.4), (4): These letters have an upward
curve, which is immediately retraced downward and back. This type
of stroke is not used in Ara c, and will prove difficult for the
student.

c. C
> <4 > >: There are no

loops such as thege below the line An Arabic. 'Learning to form
them may be difficult.

d. Arabic writing does not have apital letters. The Arab
student will be inclined to forget to us- them.

'i.5. - Punctuation constitutes a major .oblem for Arabic stu-
dents. English punctuation is used by some Arabs, however.
Since punctuation is not taught as part of th= study of Arabic,
punctuation usage is quite inconsistent.
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a. Question mark: This is quite easy f r Arabs to master,
since its occurrences are well defined. Often at first, a stu-
dent may be inclined to use a period.

Exclamation mark: Like the question-mark, this device
is fairly easy to learn.

c. Period: This is freqUently used in Arabic,. However,
if the Arabic student forgets to use it in Arabic., he'll probably
also forget in English.

d. Abbreviations and initials:. These have only recently
begun to,be used in Arabic, and. not on a wide scale. Individuals
using them may punctuate them with periods at their own discre-
tion. Learning proper usage in English may constitute a problem.

e: Semicolon (between statements): The semicolon is. not
used in Arabic. Learning it should not be too difficult, since
there is no interference from Arabic.

f. Colon (equation): Like the semicolon,it should not be

too difficult.

g. Hyphen (dividing words at the end of a line; connect-
ing words): The hyphen is not used in Arabic.

h. Quotation marks: The French form (44....,4 is commonly
used, though the English form does Occur. Remembering to use the
,proper English form May prove' difficult.

i: Single Quotation marks (quotations within quOtations):
Single quotation marks are as confuding as double quotation marks.

j.; Parentheses (supplementing informatiOn): Exact usage in
Arabic is not well defined. Some writers, use parentheses for
quotations. Their usage in English may be confusing.

k. Square Brackets (editorial insertion): Brackets are not
frequently used, and may be confusing.

1. Ellipsis (...omissions): Ellipsis is used in Arabic and
English, and should not be difficult.

m. Comma (used after yes and no, in a series, before a.di-
rect quotafTEE7 before words and clauses in apposition, in con-
necting sentences, and before non-restrictive clauses): Commas
are never used in Arabic after yes or no, before a direct quota-
tion, or in connecting sentences. Oth-aWise, usage is very incon-
sistent. It is a large problem for the Arabic student learning

English.
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PART'2: MORPHOLOGY

/ 2.1.0. Parts of Speech
.

.

.

2.1.1. Theie are considered to be three.parts of speech in 4,
Arabic: nouns, verbs, and particles.

Nouns are inflected for a) gender, -b) determination, -c)
number, and d) case.

Gender is masculine or feminine. If the noun*is animate,
then gender corresponds to natural sex; thus /rajul/ man, and

are fend:Tait There are also may pairs wifiFi-Ene member is
marked as feminine by the feminine suffix a (full form, atun),
e,g, /mufallim/ teacher (masculine) and /muTallima/ teacE0-(fem-
inine), /kalt/ 422, /kalba/ bitch.

For inanimate nouns, feirar-ie nouns generally have a femi-
nine suffix .while masculine nouns are unmarked, e.g. /bayt/ house
(masculine) anC/siTa/ hour, clock (feminine); another pair:
/jamiT/ mosque anmzfa/ university (feminine)

Because of the lack of neuter gender, the Arabic speaker
will often use he or' for it, e.g.:-__

The camel died 'for he fell in a ditch
The mare 'died for she- fell in a ditch.

Determination. Every noun is definite or indefinite. It is

definite if a) it has the definite article prefix /?a1:-/, e.g.

/?albaytu/ the house; 2) it is modified by a following definite
noun in the genTEMF, e.g. /baytu ?al-mudiri/ the house of the
director, the director's house; 3) it has a pronoun suarx, e.g..

,Aaytuhu/ Eig.house; or it is a proper noun, e.g. /lubnanu/
Lebanon, /ITIINEIiitu/ Cairo, /muhammadun/ Muhammad (as opposed
to /muhammadun/yraisedTpiiiseworthy). Alraiiii-nouns are in-7
definite and, with certain exceptions, must receive a suffixed -n
after the case inflection; compare:

?albaytti
the houie

baytun
a house

the name of the director one of the director's names
?ismul?al- mudiri ?ismunlmin 1?asmal?al-mudIri
name the director .4 name IfromInames the director

Use of this inflectional suffix /-n/ is called nunation in Ara-

bic grammar.

Number. Arabic nouns-have three numberi: singular, dual
(two items), and plural (more than two items). The unmarked form
is singular, e.g. /bayt/ house. Dual is marked by the suffix.
/-4ni/ (nominative), e.g.7EiitNni/ two houses, /sErata-ni/ two,

hours. Plural number is indicated in eiEET:T775f two ways: IT-by,
suffixation, -an for masculine plural nouns and -at for feminine

/ plural nouns :
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/mucallimqn/ teachers (masculine)
/muTallimati teachers (feminine)

This is called the sound plural in Arabic grammer. 2) by inter-
nal vowel change:

/bayt/ house
/buyikt/ 555iis

Medina/ city.
/mudun/ cities

These are like English.plural patterns foot-feet, mouse-mice, etc.
They are traditionally referred to.as broken pluriaiiiEF5B1c.
Both sound and,broken plurals are comm3H-IN-Arabic nouns.

Case. Arabic nouns have three cases: nominative, ending in
-u, genitive, in -i, and accusative, in -a. The same endings, are
found in broken plurals:

Nom:
Gen:
Acc:

Singular
the house
Iii4aytu
?albayti
?albayta

Plural
the houses,
TiEbTORT
?albuyriti

Inflection

-u

-a

In the dual and the sound, plural there, are only two different
endings, one for nominative and one for non- nominative:

'Dual
the 2 teachers (m.)

.

?almuTallimayhi

Dual:
the 2 teachers (f.)
11-aufullimatIni

?almeallimatayni

Singular
the teacher (m.)

Nom: 711E5571715nu
Gen: Ulmucallimi
Acc: ?almufallima

Singular
. the teacher (f.)

Nom: raTmt=Tmatu
Gen: ?almucallimatil
Acc: ?almucallfmata

Functions of Case .
The cases have. the following syntactic functioni:

Nominative: sUbjectAn both verbal sentence and equational sen-
'tence; predicate in equational sentence; citation form (i.e. in
titles, captions, lists, etc.):.

Subject of,Verbal Sentence:.
The captain came.
id? i?al- dabitu
came the captain

1/
Plural

the teachers (m.)"

?almucallimIna

Plural
the-teachers U.)

?alMucallimNtin

Arabic speakers might be influenced by word order in Arabic which
,. prefers the verb to precede the subject: ..

Came the' captain. instead of The captain came.
. 1

.........
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Subject and Predicate inan Equational Sentence:
The officer is Iraqi.
?a1= d'abitu Ifiraqiyyun
the officer Iraqi

"A Strange Tale."
gissatunliartbatun (Citation Form: Title).,
story !strange

The Arabic speaker might be inclined to put the adjective after
the noun as in Arabibr . A

Tale strange. rather than IC Strange Tale.

Genitive:

Object of Preposition: -

The officer is in the office.
dIbitu Ift

I

?a1- maktabi
the officerlin 'the office

Second Noun in a Noun Noun Phrase:
Who is the directbr of the school?
mahrudtru ?al- madrasati
who director the school,

'AcCusative:

Direct Object-of Verb:
I know the officer.
?acriful?al- crabita

''I know the officer

Modification (i.e., adverbial function):
I know the officer well.
?acrifu 1?al- daitu ljayyidan
I know the officer good t = manner)

He arrived in the morning.
wasala habahan
he arrivedlmorning ( = time)

He fled out ofeir.
haraba Ixawfan
he fled fear 1= cause: out of fear)

He is.older than I
'huwal?akbarulsinnanlminni
he 'bigger lage from me ( = specification: as to Alt)

The accusative is also found on the subject of an equational sen-

tence that is introduced by the conjunctions /?inna/ verily; that

or /?anna/ that; compare:
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I have a question.
findi suralun*
with me question (subject = nominative)

.I have a questiOn.
?inns findi Iburaldh
verily with meiquestion (subject = accusative)

. -

N.B.: Case inflections, being short vowels, are not normally in-
.cliCated in Arabic phbli!cations, since short-vowel signs are gen-
erally omitted. In this book also., case inflection is omitted,
'word order alone being quite sufficient to indicate syntactic
function.

.Semantic,Features:Human/Non-Human -

It is important in Atabic,syntax to distinguish between hu-
man and non-hufian.nouns, since there ,are two corresponding dif-
YiTent ruleg,of agreement. That, is, adjectives, pronouns and*
verbS agree .with:the nouns they,refer to in person, number and .

gender' Jana, for attri4tive adjectives, in definiteness as well)
'In thb sentence: .

.
*.

.... . 4

The pretty girl forgot her books.
nasiyat ?al- fatatral-.jamilalkutubaha

: she -forgot the girl the pretty books her

The pronoun suffix /-ha/ and the verb /nasiyat/ are both third
person, feminine, singular, and the adjective /jamila/ is third
person feminine singular definite, all agreeing with / al- fatat/,
which is third, feminine, singular, definite.

If the noun in its singular' form has a human referent (re-
fers to a single human being), then in its plural form it is Mod-
ified by'plural adjectives, pronouhs, verbs:

.4
They are senior officers.
hum 10ubbat lkibar
they (m. pl.)1officersibig (m. pl.)

They are pretty girls.
'hunna . IfatayAtijamIllt
they (f. pl.) girls 'pretty (f,4 pl.)

Arabic speakers might make the adjective plural if the subject is
plural', as' is done in Arabic:

The seniors officers...

All other plural nouns tak° feminine singular

Many European.delegations attended.
JiadUr;at Iwund ?trobbiyya
she attended delegations European (f.s.)

41
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The basic causes are...
?al- ?asbabl?al- ?asasiyya hiya...
the, causes the basic (f:s.)Ishe

All other plural nounsitake feminine singular agreement-in Ara-
s._ ..bic. The Arabic speaker might say;

The principal causes is...

Other Inflected Words
In the discussion above, a noun is defined, in effect, as a

word inflected by gender, determination, number, and case. Ad-
jectives, pronouns, demonstrative and relative pronouns, inter-
rogative pronouns, participles (also called verbal adjectives),
infinitives (usually called verbal nouns, sometimes gerunds), and
numerals also show these inflections, and so they are considered
to be subclasses of nouns. However, they show the following var-
iations:

a) Adjectives are inflected for degree:

1) This is a big delegation.
habalwafd Ikabir
thisIdelegationlbig

2) This is a bigger delegation.
habalwafd ?akbar
this delegationbigger.

3) This delegation is bigger than the other one.
habal?al- wafd I?akbartmin 1?al- Taxar
this the delegationbiggerlfrom the other

4) This is the biggest delegation.
habalhuwal?al- wafd ?al- ?akbar
this he the delegation the bigger

That is, the comparative form is of the shape / ?akbar/ if in -
definite it has comparative meaning '(1, 2, 3 above), while if
definite (4 above) it has superlative meaning.

b) Pronouns show distinctions of person, number, and gen-
der; they are always definite.- Pronouns may be independent or
suffixed; independent pronouns are used as subject or predicate
in equational sentences:

'I am he. Where are ou from? v

?anahuwa min
(where youI he from where you

The suffixed forms are used as objects of verbs or prepositions;
or.possessors of nouns:

Have you seen him today?
hal Ira?aytahu 1?alyawm
(interrogationlyou saw him today
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He studied his lesson.
daras darsahu
he studied his lesson

An Arabic speaker might be inclined to place the pronoun after
the noun in English if it is possesive:

He studied lesson his.

The independent pronoun provides emphasis when used in apposition,
to a pronoun suffix or after a verb:

What is your name? What is your'name?
ma- smuka ma- smuka ?anta °

what your name what your name ou

They were killed. They were killed.
gutila qutilu 'hum
they were killed they mere killedithey

English achieyes emphasis through stress and intonation (in-
dicated above by underlining), while Arabic does this by redun-
dant use, of the pronoun. The personal pronouns are:

Person
Singular

Independent/Suffix
Dual
I/S

Plural
I/S

1 ?ana
{ni
-I

(verbs)
(others)

nahnu

2
masculine

feminine

?anta

?anti -ki

.

?antuma -kuma

,

?antum

?antunna -kunna

3
masculine

feminine

huwa

hiya.

-hu

-ha

?antum -kum

?antunna -kunna

hum -ham

\
hunna -hunna

c) Demonstrative Pronouns differ from Pronouns in that
they are only third person and always definite; they also indi-
cate relative nearness or remoteness in space or time, e.g. /hi6-5/
points to something near the speaker pr near the person addres-
sed: this, that, while /8alika/ indicates something removed from
both the, speaker sand the person addressed: that (over there). The
dual forms'are rare, and the plural forms are of common gender:
see-the chart on the top of the next page.

Demonstrative pronouns may serve the same clause functions
as any noun; they may also be used attributively, in which use
they precede a noun defined by the definite article / ?al /. For
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Singular Plural

`masculine

feminine

WIN

habihi

this, that
hAlula?i these, those

this, that

masculine

feminine

8glika

tilka

that :

?unlike those
that

example in this sentence:

1

Who is t is man?
manlhabA ?al- rajul
who this the man

While English and Arabic both have equivalents of this and
that, their distribution is different:

k

English' 'Arabic

Near me this MR
Near you that hdb-a-

Near him that bAlika

Thus, the Arabic speaker might say:

How do you like that shirt I am wearing?

d) Relative Pronouns differ from Pronouns in that they are
all third person; they take third-person agreement:

I'M the one who said that.
ianal?allabilqN1
I who he said that

The relative pronoun /?allabi/ who is exclusively definite, in-
deed' it begins with the definite article /?al-/ while the indef-
inite relati e pronouns, /man/ anyone, who, whoever, and /mN/ that
which are in efinite. The forms of /?allabr7Eiecharted on the
next page.

e) ,Interrogative Pronouns differ from Pronouns in that
they are exclusively third person and exclusively indefinite.
They are: /man/ who? and /?ayy/ which? /man/ is uninflected, but
/?ayy/ is, inflected, for case and-nunatlop-4see 2.1.1. b.). The
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who, he,who Singular Dual Plural

masculine ?alien.
nom: ?alla6ani

gen/acc: ?allaayni
?allanna

feminine Tallati
nom:: 4:'''' ?aliatUni lip

?allawati
gen/ace:0 ?allatayniJ

interrogative phrase must'be initial in the sentence:

Whom did you see?
man ra ?a'tum
wholyou,saw

Whom did you come with?
mafalmanlji?ta
withlwholyou came

What country are you from?
min 1?ayyilbaladinpanta
fromlwhichlcountrylyou

to,

f) Numerals: The cardinal numerals are a subclass of noun
in Arabic. They show the same inflections and same functions of
nouns, although the syntax of numerals is quite complicated in
Arabic. In counting items in Arabic,separate rules obtain for
one and two, for numbers three through ten, for 11-99, dnd for
100,'1000 and one million. The portions of the rules that will
cause interference are given below, using /kitab/ book to illus-
trate.

The Arabic singular noun alone is often used where English
uses the numeral one; the Arabic speaker may say a book where the
American would say one book (or one book for a boar:

After the numerals 3-10, Arabic uses a plural, noun as in
.English:

three books
ealSea lkutub
three /books

After any numeral larger than ten, the singular is used:

fifteen books twenty-five books
xamsata Tafarlkitab xamsalwa- TifrUnikitab
fifteen book five land twenty book

After 100, 1,000, and one million the singular is used:
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100 books
mi?at kitab
100 book

In constructions,like
dred book.

"

g) Participles denote the.doer of an action; they may
properly be called verbal adjectives, since they have the same
inflections .(including those for degree comparison) and fuctions
as adjectives, show inflection for voice and, on the semantic
level, have the feature of aspect,and may take direct objects.

The forms of the participle are well-defined; for Basic Form
verbs, active participles take the pattern CaCiC , e.g. /bahib/
going from the verb /bahab/ to go,,and passive participles take
the pattern maCCUC , e.g. /maktilb/ written, from the verb /katab/

to write. All Derived Form verbs deiiiiTHe participles by pre-
lixiE47mu-/ to the imperfect stem and changing the stem vowel to
/i/ for active voice or to /a/ for passive voice. Illustration,
from the Form II verb /Tallam/ to teach:

Active: /mucallim/ teaching, one who teaches
Passive: /mucallam/ taught, one who hnq been/is being taught

500 books
kamslmi?at lkitab
fivelhundredlbook

this, Arabic speakers tend to say five hun-

Participles often achieve the statuJ of concrete nouns; for
example, /muTallim/ is also used to mean teacher.

Participles have the meaning either ErTiFoTg'ressive aspect:

1

He is going to our office.
.huwalbahibl?ila maktabika
he going Ito' your office

Or perfective aspect (completed action, but with present time

relevance):

-He has written man books.
huwalkatib lkutub kaeira
he writing books many

This perfective aspect differs from the English present per-
fect in that it can be used with past time adverbials, while the

English' present perfect cannot. Thus, English can say:

I have done it today.
I did it yesterday.

But not:

*I have.done it yesterday.

Arabic does permit this combination, as in:
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He s udied his lesson yesterday. .

t

huWa ?al- dWris Idarsahu ?amsi -

he the one who has studiedlhis lessonlyesterday

which,means literally *He has studied his lesson yesterday. Ara-
bic speakers naturally make_ thriETiEake irrEH-gish.

Also, English participles precede the noun, like other ad-
jectives: ,

the'written word

When the participle is itself modified, it follows the noun:

letters written, by school children

In addition, the participles of verbs of motion or remaining
may have predictive (future) meaning:

They are departing tomorrow.
hum Imusalirrinlltradan
they departing tomorrow

h) Verbal Nouns name the underlying notion of a verb, like
English infinitives and gerunds, /?al- muwa-faqa/ to AgEte, agree-
ing -(n.). Since it is an abstraction, it has no plural. Some
verbal nouns, however, assume concrete meaning, in which they may
be pluralized, and are then often translated with Latin abstract
nouns, e.g. /muwa-facaa/ agreement, /muw-ifaq&-t/ agreements.

There are many verbal noun patterns for Form I verbs, e.g.
/6ahEb/ to go from /6ahab/ he went. and /dars/ to study from
/dards/ He- studied. The DeiTliaforms, however, have, for the
most part, predictable patterns, such as /?islam/ submission from
/?aslam/ (Form IV verb) to submit.

,

Both English and Arabic can expand the verbal noun to a
phrase including agent and goal (see 2.1.2..a.):

Salim's killing the thief astonished,us.

he astonished us to kill Salim's the thief
?adhajang

l

ISaliminrqatl al-'1ussa

i) Nominalized Clauses: Clauses may be nominalized by the.
conjunctions /?an/ and /?anna/, bothtranslated by the conjunc-
tion that. These must be considered a sub-.00ss of.nouns because
they can serve some of the clause functions that nouns do, namely
subject (equational sentence or verbal sentence) or object of
verb or preposition. In agreement they are third masculine sing-
ular. Illustrations:

Subject in Equational Sentence:
It is understood that he will arrive tomorrow.
w- min 1?al- mafhtim 1?annahu sayasil lradan

and from the understood that he he willarriveitomorrow
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Subject of Verb:
You must go wit
yajib
it is necessary

Object of Verb:
We know that he
nafrif ?annahu
we know that he

1

him.
?an Eta8hab arahu
that you go ith him

4t

is a liar. Y' °

Ika6bab
liar

Object of Preposition: .

1

We doubt th t he will cone.
najukku rfr ?axpahulsaya?ti
we doubt in that he he will come

2.1.2. Verbs
Verbs are inflected for a) voice, b) tense, c) mood, d)

person, 0 number and f) gender.

a) Voice: There are two voices: active, where the subject
of the verb is the agent (performer of an act), and passive,
where the subject is the goal (recipient of an act). Voice is
indicated by internal vowel change:

Some killed and some were killed.
qatal ?al-"balwa- qutil ?al- bald
he killed the some and-he was killed the some

A special feature of the Arabic passive construction is that the
agent cannot be expressed in it. That is, Arabic cannot say The
man was killed by a robber, but only The robber killed the man:

The report was read
engineering.
gara? ( ?al- tavir
he read the report

by many officers who had studied

IkaOtrunlmin 1?al- dubbat pallabin
many from the officer who

darasU ?al- handasa
they,studiedlthe engineering

b) Tense: There are two tenses, the perfect, inflected by

means of suffixes, and the imperfect, inflected by suffixes and
prefixes; compare (inflection underlined):

they studied they study
darasU iadrustin

The perfect tense denotes completed action: one event or a series

of events in a narration. It answers the question What happened?
Illustration:

He studied yesterday but still failed the exam today.
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-daras Ika0TraTal- barihaiwa- macarlikalfafal
he studied much yesterday and with that he failed

bi ?al- /imtihanl?al- yawm
inIthe' exam 'today

The perfect also denotes priorness or precedence--that is,
that the action was completed before the statement concerning it
was made:

He arrived today.
wasal ?al- yawm
he arrived today.

Here 'Pal- yawm/ sets the time context in the real world as pres-
ent time--today; the perfect tense shags that the action has al-
ready been completed. Completed action in future time can be ex-
pressed by adding /tayakiin qad/, as in:

He will have arrived tomorrow.
sayaki-r lqadlwasal

Iradanhe will be l Ihe arrived tomorrow

> The imperfect denotes anything but a single completed act or a
series of acts in a narration; its primary function is descrip7
tion of a current state or circumstances, answering the question
How is the situation? Specifically, the imperfect can be said
to denote the following kinds of action:

Habitual action:
You always say that!

always i 165likayou say that

progressive action:
He's studying in the library.
yadrus la ?al- maktaba
he-studieslin the library

I want to talk to you.
?urtd ! ?an patakallamlmacaka
I want that I talk with you

Prediction (usually
He will arrive
sayasil
he will arrive

with prefixed
tomorrow.
Iradan
tomorrow

There's going to be a test tomorrow.
sayakrin nmti4infradan
he will beltest 'tomorrow
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Generaliiation:
He reads Arabic well.
yuhsin giraU ?al- farabiyya
he 'does wellIreadinglthe Arabic

Stative Meaning: Qualitative verbs--verbi meaning to become /to be

a (quality) have stative meaning in the imperfect: ---1

. _

It is hard for me to e lain that.nyaqcub Ifalayyarian ?ufassir Ilika
it is hardlon me 'that I explainIthat .

The Arabic perfect and imperfect tenses are remarkably par-
allel to the English past and present, with one glaring excep-,

tion: the English past has not only perfective meaning (completed

'action), as in He arrived Yesterday, but also habitual action, as

in He always usiariTErEFEIVe late. It is instructive to compare
the past tenses of Arabic /Taraf/ And English to know: Ehglish I

knew is generally progressive in meaning, equOilent,to I had
knowledge of..., whereas Arabic ifaraftu/ means I came to know
and is best translated I learned, found out, reania: and-5E1Y
rarely I knew. English I knew will'normilTy Feclivalent to
Arabic 7kuntu ?afrif/ I knew = was knowing) , I used to know.

.
.

c) Mood: Only the imperfect tense shows distinction of

mood; the four moods, indicated by'cliange in 'suffix, are:
.

.

Indicative: asserts facts (or presumed facts); it has the five
meanings listed under imperfect tensetabove. It is signaled by
/-u/ on some forms and /-na/ on others? ,

The instructor will read while the students listen.

?al- mudarris Isayagra?u Iwa- ?al- talaba Iyastamicrina

the instructor he will read and the students they listen

Subjunctive: the subjunctive makes no assertion of fact but de-

notes an action without regard to completion/non-completion or
past/present/future time;- it is signaled by the inflections /-a/

instead of /-u/ of the indicative,' while those that have /-na/

'

o
in the indicative lose the /-na/ in the subjunctive:

I want him to read and them to listen. ..
?urid 1?an lya?ra?alhuwalwa- ?an Iyagran rum
I want that he read he land that they read they

The subjunctive occurs only after certain particles, such as:

/?an/ that:
He has to go. .

jajib I?an Iya6haba
it is necessarylthatIhe go

/likay/, /li?an/ in order that:
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He came to.attend the conference.
JR? yandura ?al- mu?tamar
he came in order that he attend the conference

/lan/ will not:.
Hi-MI-got attend the conference..
lan yandura ?al- mu?tamar.
will notlhe attendithe conference

Jussivei the jussive has two quite distinct meanings: 1) fin-
araacommand And negative imperative, and 2) completed action--
thatis, it is equivalent to the perfect tense. It is inflected
like the subjunctive except that the /-al of the subjunctive is
dropped:

Indirect command, usually after /1i-/:
Let's go.to class now.
li- na8habPalrini?ila?al- gaff
let we go now Ito the clasi

Let whoever doesn't understand raise his hand.
manila yafhamu Ili- yarfaS yadahu
whoinotihe understandsilet he raiselhis hand

N gative command after /13/:
Don't'leave tomorrow!

yeave
la rou

lusafir

Itomorrowradan
not

Comple ed action obtains after the negative /lam/ and in condi-
tional lausts after /?in/ if:

He asn't arrived et.'
lam \ !Iraqil bacdu
did notlhe arrives yet

7

If go I'll go.
?in ta6hablgo?a6hab
if you Ted'

Imperative: the
\.
3,mperative makes a'direct command; same inflec-

tions as for jussive except that prefixes are omitted:

Go!
?i3hab ?i6habi ?i6habrx

go (2nd, m.s.) (f.s.) (m.pl.)

d) Person: Verbs` are inflected for three persons, by suf-
fixes in the perfect tense:

I wrote o-u wrote
katubtu j k tabta
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and by prefixes in the imperfect tense:

I write you write
?aktubu taktubu

e) Number: Verbs show all three numbers in the second and
third persons (first person has nd dual):

he writes they two write they write
yaktubu yaktubNni yaktubna

f) Gender: Verbs indicate masculine or feminine gender in
the second and third persons; the first person is common gender:

I write.
?aktubu

you (m.s.) write
.taktubu

Sample Verb Paradigm

you (Ls.) write
taktubina

.

kataba - yaktubu
.

to write

Perfect
(completed
action)

Imperfect (Contemporary Action)

Indicative Subjunctive Jussive Imperative

w

o
m
z
tll

1 . katabtu ?aktubu ?aktuba ?aktub

2 m. katabta taktUbu taktuba taktub ?uktub

2 f. katabti taktubina taktubi taktubT ?uktubi

3 m. kataba yaktubu yaktuba yaktub

3 f. katabat taktubu taktuba taktub

4
4m
m

2 m.
katabtuma taktubani taktubN taktuba ?uktubX

2 f.

3 m. kataba yaktubani yaktuba yaktuba

3 f. katabata taktubani taktuba taktubN ,

4
g
4
41

1 katabna naktubu naktuba naktub

2 m. katabtum taktubUna
l

taktubl taktubu ?uktubil

2 f. 'katabtunna taktubna taktubna taktubna ?Uktubna

3 m. katabil yaktubunaa yaktubu yaktubu

3 f. katabna yaktubna
...

yaktubna yaktubna
,
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Active Participle:
PassiveParticiple:
Verbal. Noun

2.1.3. Paiticles

kitibun having written
maktUbla written
kitabata writing, to write

Particles are words (and prefixes) devoid of any inflection;
they are, subdivided on the basis of syntactic function into the
following groups: a) adverbi, b) prepositions, c) conjunctions,
d) interrogatives, e) interjections.

a) Adverbs are few; tfie most common are /hung/
here, /hungka/ there, /?al?Ina/ now, /?amsi/ yesterday, /?aydan/
MET, /fagat/ only, and the negaMes /1'1/ no, /mg/ not, /lam/
arrhot, and, an/ wilrnot.'

b') Prepositions include true prepositions such as /min/
from, /0.7 in, and /calg/ on, and noun-prepositionals, which un-
IrEg true prepositions, sh&W inflection for two cases, accusative
/-a/ and genitive /-i6 compare:

It's above the table. It fell from over the table.

t
huwalfawgarhe

table
al- manda wagac 'min ifawgil?al- mg?ida

he {over he fellifromiover the table

Locative prepositions are .often similar to English in meaning.

,

on
.

onto off

at - to (away)
from

in into -
out
of

English

Exterior'

Neutral

Interior .

5 t"
4

Co

cal'

bi. ?ilN ran
min

fr
bi

,

fr
.
. 1

min

Arabic

Static Ending Starting
Point Point

X

XO ) 0 -0 --4

X

-

--)
1

1

4I 1
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However,_ when these prepositions do not have the meaning of

relative position, several other Arabic words can translate, them

idiomatically:

on

.on <(--

. about

on

\
cill O

\
phrases

y to \
- e/,/' \

'to

on

phrases
off ..- --'-

.

(away) 'from.

fro

.

. .,.

phrasal

---r.
. in

to
at

, on-.\,
phrases

.

in

in.<

to

in

into' t

to

out
of

,

, 0

1'

frm

phrases

4

c) Conjunctions. are exetplified by /wd-/ and, /fa-/ and,

and then, /lgkinna/ but, /?an/ that, /?anna/ thaf,/Tinna/ LT=
aTe-dI that, and the FaditionalFiTticles /?i6g/32-

Egrila1717-1f.

id). .Interrogatives are adverbs that signal questions:
/kayfa/ how, /matg/ when, /?ayna/ when, /kam/ how much.

I e)- Interjections, such as /?ghi/ oh!

Under miscellaneous "re the vocative particle /yg/ as in

/yg fu?gd/ 0 Fuad! and the verbal particle /gad/ which transforms

a perfect te.niT-7rom,_narrative to descriptive function, as:

He studied today. He has studied today.
diras ?al- yawm qadldaras ?al- yawm

he studied today he studied today

and before the imperfect, means perhaps, maybe:

He might study today.
qad yadrus ?al- yawm
perhapshe studies today

I
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PART 3: SYNTAX: SENTENCE STRUCTURE
o

3.0. Introduction
Arabic clauses (sentences) are classified as 1) equational

or 2) verbal.. The verbal sentence contains a verb:

Joseph arrived.
wasal
he arrived Joseph

while the equational sentence does not:

Joseph is a student.
yUsufd tRlib
Josep student

3.0.1. Equational Sentences (ES)
The equational sentence (ES) contains a subject (S) and a

predicate (P):

ES.-= S + P

The 'equational sentence, presents an equation: S'=.- P:

Ahmad is an officer.
?ahmaddUbit:
Ahmad officer

or apredication (information P is prOvided abdrut S):

Ahmad is from Libya.
?ahmadimin libiyR
Ahmad from Libya

The subject of the equational sentence is most often definite:

The officer is living in a tent.
?al- dabit. skin Ififxayma
the officer livinglinitent

c,

If the subject is indefinite, the sentence has existential mean-
ing; the predicate (usually a,locative adverb or prepositional
phrase) precedes the subject unless the subject is negated by
/1I/: ..

.There are also other important questions,
hunUkapaydanpas?ila frwhimma ( ?uxrd

there 'also lquestionsi importantlother

;there are two officers:in the tent.
fil?al- xaymaidAbitAn
An the tent two officers .
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There are no officers (at all) in this tent.
laIdabit Ifihadihil?al- xayma
no officerlinI this {the tent

(There's) no doubt about it.
lalfakk
noldoubtlinithat

Note that there is no expresbion of to be (am, is, are) in present
time; to be is expressed in past or future, time, however: /kdn/
he was,-and /sayakUn/ he will be, as in:

. He was an officer. He will be an officer.

he waslofficer
. .

he, will belofficer
kan dabit sayakan klabit

(Since these sentences contain verbs, they are both verbal sen-
tences.) Equational sentences may optionally be expanded to in-
clude a connecter (C), linking it.to a previous sentence; a
clause modifier, which is an expression modifying the clause as a

whole (M); and/or expressions modifying the.subject or predicate
(+M): 4

ES = (C) (M) S(+M) P(+M)

The subject of an ES must be a noun phrase (NP), such as /mudir
?al-madrasa/ the director of the school. The, predicate may be':

a) NP:
The school director is an' officer.
mudir pal= madrasaNdbit
directorlthe school !officer

b) Prepositional Phrase:
The school director is from Texas.
mudir ?al- madrasa min ITekas

Idirectorlthe school fromITexas

c) adverb:
The director of the school is over there.
mudir - madrasafhundk
director the school over there

Modifiers may be:

a) NP:. apposition:
The school director, Col. Smith), is ?rom Texas.
mudir ( ?aladrasal?al- zarim 'Smith/min !Texas`

director I the school the colonel I.Smith I fromiTexas

b) Prepositional Phrate:
He's an officer_ftom Texas.
huwalgabit Imin Texas
he lofficerlfrom Texas
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c) Clause: . .. .

The director, who is an army officer, is from Texas.
?al- mudir I

'

wa- huwaldNbit- fil?al- jayfimin Texas
the directorl and he officer in the armylfromITexas

t

. .

M (c use modifiers) are usually adverbial. expressions, including
claugrs introduced 12y adversative conjunctions:

And nevertheless (in spite of that) he is an officer in the
army.
wa- macarlikihuwaldabit Ifil?al- iayf
and with that he officer in the army

Inasmuch as he is an.officer, he is.the director.
wa- bi- ma 1?annahuldUbit huwat ?al- mudir
and in thatIthat helofficerlhe the director

A

C (connectors) are conjunctions, such as /wa-,./ and, /(wa-)
lUkinna/, but or however, /?i6E/ if, etc. An example of a
fully extended sentence of the type C M S+M P+M:

And, in spite of that, ,the director who Assumed directdr-
ship this year has been a teacher for a long time.

wa- mac mudir 1?allanItawalla
___,..and_xithl_that the 'director who Ihetook charge of

C M

?al- xi?asa 1?al- sanatalmuTallimimin Izama'n
the \directorshipIthe year teacher IfromItime

+M P +M

ES word order is inverted to P S when the subject is a nominalized
clause (nom-cl):

S = 'prep-ph non-dl
0

as in:

He must study the ranks.
min pal-darilriyy pan Iyadrus 1?a17 rutab
fromIthe necessarylthatlhe studylthe ranks

. ,

3.0.2. Verbal Sentences (VS)
.A verbal sentence is one that contains a verb

sist of a verb alone, symbolized V, as in:

He fell silent.
sakat
he fell silent
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Or verb + subject and object, VSO, as, in:

Ahmad saw the officer.
raTd 1?ahmad?al-
he sawlAhmad the officer

Verbal sentences contain.a reference to an agent (usually
the subject) and an action (the verb). If the verb is in the per
fect tense, as in the examples above, the verb normally precedes
the subject; and the sentence tells what happened--that is, its
function is narration of completed events.

If the TreTE7iiiMperfect, as in:

`The U.S. Army is compoded of the following parts...

the army the American it is composed from ' 1

?al- jayfpal- ?amrikiyyl
the parts

1min 1?al- ?aqsam I

?al- ?dtiya...
the following

the subject usually precedes the verb, and the sentence generally
has a descriptive function.

The verbal sentence may be expanded to include any of the

following:

a) A second object (0.2 ), as in:

They elected the colonel president.
?intaxabll 1?al- zaam Iraris
they elected(the colonellpresident

b) Modifiers (+M), as in:

The Iraqi delegates arrived today, coming from France.
wasala 1?al7 yawml?al- mandUbdn 1?al- Tiraqiyydn
he arrived today. the delegates the Iraqi

V +M

qadiminimin Ifaransa
coming from France

+M

Modifiers of verbs can be:

, a) Noun Phrases (NP):

this morning to honor, out of respect for...
habal?al- sabah ?ikrdman
,this the morning as honor

b) Prepositional Phrases:
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afternoon' with his sword
bald ( ?al- Ibi- sayfihi
after the noon with his sword

Adverbs:

now also
?al?an ?aycian

Adverbs usually signify place, manner, time, instrument, or cause.
Modifiers of subjects or objects can be:

a) Noun Phrases: appotition or specification:

as an. officer
dabitan .r"

Participles:

coming
qadimin (masculin plural)

repositional Phrases

from Libya
min llibiyN-,
fromILibya

d) Clauses:

The officer, having been appointed director of the schobl
left Damascuswithout hesitation.

?al- Obit lwa,lqddlTuyyin mudir ?al- madrasa
the was appointed' directorlthe schoolthe officer andl

S +M

vadar pal- famlbidrin Itaraddud
he leftlDamascuslwithoutthesitation

V 0 +M

A peculiar feature of Arabic syntax is encountered in verb-sub-
ject agreement. The verb agrees with the subject in terms of
person, number, and gender. In:

The officers departed.
?al- dubbat ty-adarU
the officers departed

both the subject and the verb are third-person, masculine, plural.
If, hOwever, the verb precedes the subject (the usual order), .

number agreement is canceled:,,the verb is always singular, e.g.:

o..
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The officers departed.
radar ?al- qubbOt
-he departed the officers

3.0.3. Interrogatives
Arabic interrogatives are always initial in the sentence,

but they follow C (connectors) and M (clause modifiers); the nor-
mal sentence word order will be changed if necessary. Thus:

. Who is this officer?
manthRballai=dalciit man -
wholthisithe officer

Whom did they kill?
manigatalU man = 0
'wholthey killed

What class are you in?
-'firayylsaff l?ant ?ayy = object of preposition
in whatIclasslyou

Who came?
manljO? man = S
who the came

3.0.4.' Conditional Sentences (CS)
Arabic conditional sentences are different enough from Eng-

lish, and regular enough, to merit sepatate mention. Arabic CS
begin with one of these conditional particles:

/?in/ if it should be that, if
/?ib-d/ if it should be that, if, when
/law/ 3.! it were that,Tir

Is An attempt.his been made to translate them in such a way as to
.show that the fi;st two denote conditions that are realizable,
possible; or real,_while,law, the third one, denotes conditions
that arebnrealizable, strictly hypothetical, and unreal (condi-
tion'contrary to fact). All three must be followed by verbs in.
the perfEct tense; the verb in the result clause, is usually also
in the perfect tense. Compare:

_

If he says that (if-he should say that) I'll kill him.
?in gal -lbalikigataltuhu
if Ihe saidlthat II killed him

If he says that, I'll kill him.
?ibUigN1 lbaliktgataltuhu
if Ihe said that II killed him

If he were to say that, I would kill him.
law gal IbOlikilagataltuhu
if Ihe saidlthat II killed him
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If
?inik-an
if

he (has) said that, I will
n!gal liklqataituhu

he was Ihe saidithat

kill him.

I killed him

If he had said that, I would have killed him.
lawIlan 18Nlikilaqataltuhu
if 'he was 1he said that II-killed him

Variations are possible; for example, after /?in/ or /?in/ the
result clause may be introduced by /fa-/ and contain, any verb form
desired:

If he says that, it fine.
?inlqal sa-
if !he saidlthat.lit will be good

Also, /law/ may be, followed by an imperfect tense verb to mean
if only..., would that 1 ,

If only he knew how 'Much I loCie him!
lawlyacrif lkam

I?uhibbuhuif he knows how much I love him

3.0.5. Topic Comment
While the normal word order of Arabi6 clauses has been de-

scribed in the previoussections, it is possible to extract any
noun phrase from its normal position and focus ,special attention
on it by puttingit fir.st in the sentence. First, the word or
phrase to be highlighta:is replaced by a pronoun agreeing with
it, then the ittm to be highlighted is placed after /?ammX/ as
for, becoming`the topic, and the sentence is placed after /fa-/
and then, becoming a comment about the topic. For example, in:

The president of the university submitted his resignation
to the Board of Regents.

qaddama
he presented

?ilalmajlis
to jcouncil

'rens ?al- jamira 1?istaqRlatahu
'president the universitylhis resignation

?al- hukkam
the governors

any of the nouns or noun phrases (except the first noun of a
noun phrase) can be made, a topic, as follows (the topic and the
replacive pronoun are underlined):

1) As for the university, its president submitted his resigna-
tion to the Board of Regents.

?amnia ?al- jamira fa- qaddama ransuha
as forIthe universitylwell he presentedlits president

*qad in-juntranslatable. See Part 4: Verbs.
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2)

?istagalatahu
his resignation

As for the president
resignation to

1?ilalmajlis
to (council

of the
the Board of

1?al- hukkam
the governors\

university, he presented his
t

Regents.
a

?amma Iran's ?al- jamica a- qaddam\a

as forIpresidentIthe universityIwrfell he presented

?istagalatahu pilarajlis 1?al- hukkam
his resignationito councillthe governors

As-for-the-resignation, the president of the university sub-
)

mitted it to the Board of Regents.

?amma 1?istaqalatuhu Ifa- lqaddamaha Ira?is

as for his resigniTionwelllhe presented itlpresident

?al- jamiTa 1?ill majlis pal- hukkam
the university to council] the governors

4) As for the Board of Regents, the president of tlip university
submitted his resignation to it.

?amma majlis Pal-.hukkam fa- qaddama trans
as forlcouncillthe governorsIwell he presentedlpFesident

\

?al- jamira ?istagalatahu 1?ilayhi
the university his resignation to it

It is possible to delete /?amma...fa-/, leaving everything
else as is; to illustrate with sentence 1) above:

41s for the university, its preSident submitted his resigna-
tion to the Board of Regents.

?al- jamica tqaddama Ira?tsuha 1?istagalatahu

the universitylhe presentedlits presidentlhis resignation

?ilaimajlis ?al- hukkam
to (councilIthe governors

The topic-comment sentence is extremely common, both with and

without /?amma...fa-/. Here is an illustration using an equa-

tional sentence:

a) Original Sentence:

Theofficer'sletter is very important.
,risala pal- quit Ihamma Ijiddan
'letter the officerlimportantIvery

b)* With /?amma...fa/:
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As for the officer, his letter is very important.
?amma dabit ifa- irisalatuhulhamma Ijiddan
as for the officerlwell'his letterlimportantivery

c)' With /?amma...fa-/ deleted:

As for the officer, his letter is very important.
?al- dabit lrisalatuhulhamma Ijiddan,

the officerlhis letterlimportantIvery

Clauses As Modifiers

*1)
Relative Clauses
The clause as a unit may serve as a modifier. When intro-.

duced by a relative pronoun, clauses modify nouns:

The officer who succeeded was from my country.
kan labit 17allabilnajaha imin Ibaladi
he wasIthe officer who the succeededlfrommy country

/?allan najaha/ who succeeded is a relative clause modifying
/ ?al- dabit/.-

An important diffei2nce between English and Arabic relative
clauses,is. that while in English the relative pronoun performs a
syntactic function within the relative clause and is an integral
part,of it, the Arabic relative clause is syntactically complete
without the relative pronoun; this necessitates the existence of

. a pronominal reference to the antecedent within the clause:

Where is the officer whom you,know?
?aynal?al- dabit l?allabiltafrifuhu
where the officer who you know him

In this example whom is the object of you know, 'while /tarrifuhu/

you know him is a--T-Complete sentence' in itself, and the relative
/?allan/-IF not a part of either clause. Another illustration,
where the object of a preposition is the same as the antecedent:

Where is the officer with wham you came?
?aynal?al- dabit 1?allabilji?ta imarahu
where the officer who (you camelwith him

The Arabic speaker will tend in English to use the Arabic struc-
ture, such as Where is the officer whom you know him? and Where

is thd officerWHU7inTYou caFteTiffhFEW?
,

2) And Clauses
TEE Arabic conjunction /wa-/ and both coordinates and subor-

dinates. It can coordinate phrases'or clauseth:

John and his father left Baghdad yesterday and arrived

today in Amman.
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adara tbavdAd l?amsi lhannalwa-l?abiihu lwa-1
he leftlBaghdadlyesterdaylJohn andlhis fatherland

wasalA ?al- yawm 12ifAITammAn
they two arrived today Ito 'Amman

/-

It can also subordinate phrases (rare in modern Literary Arabic)
or clauses:

And on the next day, which was Thursday, they visited the
Director's home.

1-wa-lhuwalyawml?al xamts
andlthe day 'the secondlandlit 'day the Thursday

zArri lbayt.,?al- mudir
they, visited house the director

On Friday, having visited the Director's house, they
returned to the capital.

wa- f.yawmf?al- jumfa iwa-IgadIzArri lbayt
and 'day 'the Fridaylandl (they visited house

I

?al- mudir ?ilAl?al-tTAsima
the directorlthey returnedlto. 'the 'capital

These clauses introduced by subordinating /wa-/ are adjec-
tival, modifying nouns. They account for what seems to an
English-speaker to be an over-abundance of "and's".

3.0.7. Clause Structure: Modification
Generally, any form-class of Arabic can modify any other. -4

For example, a noun can modify:

a noun: a baby doctor hot days
tabib patfAl ?ayyAmlharr
doctor )infants days 'heat

an adjective: tall in stature very tall
tawill?al- gAma tawilijiddan
tall 'the body tall 'earnestness

a pronoun: We, the Arabs.
nahnul?al- Tarab
we 'the Arabs

a verb: He arrived this year.
wasala l?al- sanata
he arrived the year
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prepositional phrase: almost as far as the middle
) tagrtban thattal?al-\wasat

approximationluntillthe middle

a clause:

if

And, in fact, he did just
'wa-ificlantfacalaibalika
and fact the did that

Nouns can be modified by:

Nouns (See above)

Adjectives:
. distant islands
juzur lbeida
islands tar

pronotns:
their islands
jusuruhum
their islands

hat.

adverbs:
And this officer also is from Egypt.

1 wa dabit paydanImin
andithisfthe officerlalso !from Egypt

clause:
Mr. Naggar, one of the most important journalists in
Egypt, has come to the United States to meet some senior
officials inHEW.

?inna sayyidinaggarlwa-inuwalmin Pahamm
Zverily)Ithe misteriNaggarlandlhe from more important

?al- suhufiyytn 1?al- m4riyytnIgadlhaqura 1?ila
the journalists the Egyptian 'he came to'

/

?al- wilNyItl?al- muttahidalliyugabil _ bacd
the states. the united in order -chat he meet) some

kibNr 1?al- muwagarittlft wizNrat 0.0a lwe-
big ;plura1)1 the officialslin ministry the healthland

?al- tarbiya lwa-l?al- tarfth ?a1- ?ijtimaTi
the education and the welfare the social
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3.1. English has two basic question types.
1) Wh-questions (content questions)
2) Yes -no questions (agreement questions)
Wh-questions are signaled by an initial question-word,

where, who, how, etc. Yes-no questions are those which elicit a

yes or no answer. They are signaled by certain combinations of

word orTer and intonation patterns:
1) Reverse word order plus falling tone requesting in-

\,formation:

Is he -a' PTcher? Does he teach?

2) Reverse word order plus marked rising tone expressing

incredulity or politeness:

Is he a teacher? I Does he teat' h?

3) Normal statement word order plus final rising tone, de-

noting incredulity or emotional involvement:

He went to the store?
he lived in New York?

These constructions can be used with negatives.
.1) Requesting information:

Isn't he a teacher?

2) Expressing incredulity or politeness:
,

.Wouldn't you like another cup of tea?

3) Expressing incredulity or emotional involvement:

He didn't go tothe store?

3.2.' All Arabic questions are'signaled-by a question word,

with statement word-order and rising intonation. Yes-no ques-

tions are signaled by the question word /hal/, which has no trans- °

lation equivalent 'in English:

z

Is he a teacher? Does the boy eat?'

uestion he teacher uestionlya?kul?al-eat
hal l w

'the boalady
bqal huwalmudarris

q

word word

Occasionally a yes-no answer can be elicited by a question using

,normal statement word order plus rising.intonation.

.3.3.1. English yes-no questions can be answered using a simple
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yes or no:

Is he a teacher?
Yes.

The questions can be answered in Arabic by using a simple yes or
no, as in English:

He went' to the store?
6ahab ?al- matjar
he'wentlto J the store

nacam
yes

3.3.2. English yes-no questions also can be answered using 4s..
or no plus deletion of much of the verb phrase:

Is he a teacher?
Yes, he is.

Does'he teach?
Yes, he does. -

The questions can be answered in Arabic by using the equivalent
of'yes or no plus repetition of the subject and verb. Since Ara-
bic has no-auxiliaries, there can be no verb deletion:

Yes, he did.
nacaTahab
yes, he went

No, he ,didn't.
lam yabhab,

no, not he went.

3.3.3. English yes-no questions can be answered by expounding
the underlying auxiliary:

Did,he go to the store? or
He went to the store?
Yes, he did.

The questions can be answered in Arabic by yea ur no, plus repe-
tition of the whole sentence:

No, George doesn't study.
lE,IGeorgellN
no, George not he studies

iyu5Nkir

Since Arabic does not use a verbal auxiliary system, answers
which expound the underlying auxiliary-are likely to be difficult
for the Arabic speaker:

.Yes, he did.
No, he draiPt.
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3.4. English uses two negative forms in questions:
1) 'no, which stands alone syntactically as a response.
2) not, which functions as part of the verbal auxiliary.

system.
Arabic uses. one form /1U/, meaning no. When this form stands
alone in response, it is the translation equivalent of no, used
in the same fashion. Within the sentence, the particle71U/
simply negates an otherwise affirmative statement. English uses
a separate form /not/ which functions as a verbal auxiliary,
negating the verb. The use of two different particles, negating
sentences, causes difficulty for the Arabic speaker.

In responding to negative questions English speakers ignore
not in formulating ,an answer: _ . _ _

Isn't George a student?
Yes, he is.

Is George a student?
Yes, he is.

In either case the answer is the same,because the questions (ex-

cluding the morpheme not) are the same. Such questions cause no
particular difficulty for the Arabic student.

0

3.5. Tag questions are normally used when the.speaker is
'checking the accuracy of his information. They are tacked onto
the end of a statement. In English, such a construction can use
only one negative. Thus, an affirmative statement uses a nega-
tive tag:

He's.going-to
New *York, isn't he?

A negletive statement uses an affirmative tag:

, He isn't
4

going to New York, is he?

-A tag qqgetion with no negative expresses surprise or hostility.

Compare

He's g0irig to New'York, isn't he?
He's going to New York, is lie?

Arabic tag questions use a fixed .form whether the preceding
statement is negative or affirmative:

Isn't it so?
?a- laysa xabalik
question wordlitis not thus

Arabic speakers have much difficu.lty in interpreting and
properly answering tag questions. This is because English com-
bines two elements in the tag which are foreign to Arabia grammar.
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1) Where Arabic uses a set phrase, English uses a repeti-
tion of the auxiliary or modal:

He'S going, isn't he?
He'll-go, worts tie?
He wants if7-13esn't he?

2) The negative always occurs in the Arabic tag. In Eng-
lish, the tag is negativ,e only if the statement is affirmative.
Because of this the Arab war-Often have to have the question re-
peated twice or more. Even then he may answer yes when he means
no, and vice-versa.

3.6. Aphorism
The verbless aphorism is a balanced compound sentence. The,:

two clauses are understood to follow when and then:

(When) Nothing ventured, (then) nothing gained.
The more, the merrier.
Out of sight, out of mind.

The deletion of the verb, an.unusual practice in English, is a
grammitical device which does not translate directly into Arabic.
The Arabic equivalents use grammatically whole clauses and, in
the case of the equational sentence, n verbless construction'
which is quite normal, not distinctive, in Arabic.

3.7. Be + Predicate
Three kinds of sentences with be are common in English:
1) Be + NP (noun phrase)

He is the judge.
huwa ?al- gadi
he the judge

2) Be + Adjective

The teacher is busy.

the teacher busy
?al- mudarrilmajvill

3) Be *.Adverb

Your mother is here
wa-lidatuk Ihund*
your motherlhere

\-
English sentences using the verb to be in the present tense are
translated into Arabic as equational sentences,. which consist of
a subject and a predicate, with no linking verb. The verb to be
is not used in the presenc tense in Arabic; consequently, its
occurrences and inflections in English (am, is, are) constitute

.N 6
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a problem for Arabic speakers. The non- pfesent tense and modal
form (was, will be, etc.)have Arabic equivalents and do not
constitute major problems, for Arabic speakers. ,g'

3.8. / Intransitive Verbs
Intransitive verbs cause no difficulty. They

tially in the same manner in both languages:

The ship sails tomorrow.
?al- bZkiraltablprivadan.

. the -ship sails tomorrow

3.9. Two-word'Transitive Verbs

take in
put on

/function essen-

of-- VW -4111r

I

Both English and Arabic use two-word verbs, that is, v
lowed by a preposition, both parts of which function as a
tic unit; but the Arabic spOker expdriences both'grammatica
lexical difficulties in learning English usage. I

1) InEnglish, if the object is a pronoun/

the preposition:

George took it in.

a noun, it may either precedefor follow theIf the object is
preposition:
0

it

1 -

an -

and

must precede

y in.
George took in the

' George took the mon
I

The Arabic object must 4ways
the Arabic two-word verb are

follow the prepOsition. That is,
not separ'able:,

He rooted out the enemy.
.qacp Val` I ?all- Taduww
he decreed on the\ enemy

The difficulty associated with two-word verbs arises whenever an
Arabic speaker uses a sep rable two-word verb followed by a pro-

,

noun object:

*He took in it.

3.10. Objects
Arabic and English use indirect

same fashion: \

We gave the student a loan.
?aTtayna-pal- talib sulfa

we gave the student loan
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He sent me the money.
baczO nuqud
he sentlto me the 'money

We gape a loan to thestudent.
7aTtaylsulfallipal- tdlib
we gave loan to the student

He sent the money to me.
al IinuqUdbaTaOhd
the money he sent i to 'me

Both languages delete the preposition to or for when the indir-
ect object immediately follows the verb. They retain it other-
wise. If the English direct object is a personal pronoun, to/for
is required in the prepositional phrase, and the indirect object
phrase must follow the direct object. This is also the case in
Arabic:

He sent it to me.
bacaOhd 11
he sent it to me

He ordered it for him.
talabhd lahu
he ordered it to him

3:11. Infinitive Objective Complement

I begged him to stay;
We ordered them to leave.

This English construction uses a verb plus object, plus a comple-
mentary infinitive. Arabio has two corresponding constructions:

1) Verb + object + nominalized clause:

I begged him to stay.
rajawtuhu pan lyabqd
I begged him that he stay

'2) .Verb + object + preposition + verbal noun:
4

We ordered the boys to leave.
?amarnd 17a1- ?awlddibi 17a1- bandb
we ordered the boys with the to go

Two problems arise for the Arabic speaker learning English.
1) Difficulty in remembering to inert to in the comple-

ment construction:

*I begged him stay.
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2) Possibility of mistaken preposition insertion. This
occurs orgy when the Arabic preposition is close or equivalent in

meaning to the'English:

I'm pleased to meet you.
saTidIbimuqabalatik
.happylwith to meet you.

-

An Arabic speaker is likely to say in English:

*I'm happy with meeting you.

3.12. Infinitive as object
English uses an infinitive as direct icthject following verbs

of attitude: intend, demand, plead, wish, hope, like, expect, try,
love, etc. Here Arabic uses a verbal noun or nominalized clause:

He intends to 'study.
yanwi ?andyadrus
he intendj that!he study

As usual, the use of to with the infinitive is difficult for an

* Arabic speaker.

Gerundive Objective Complement

I got the motor running.
I watched a ship sailing.
We saw him crying.

The English construction uses a verb plus an object plus a gerund
in complement to the object. -Arabic uses a similar construction
when the verb is one of duration over time or space (like travel,

see, hear, etc.). The verb is followed by an object plus either
an active participle:

gahadnah lbakiyan,
we saw him crying

or a present indicative verb agreeing with-the object:

lyabki'
we saw him he cries

When the English verb is also one of duration, the English comple-

ment construction causes no problems for Arabic speakers. How-

ever, there are tangential cases where problems arise:

1) He saw the boy drown.
I heard the boy yell.

In English, this construction is verb plus object plus nominal-
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ized infinitive complement without to. It has the meaning of on-
going action in the past which has been completed. Since comple-
ments giving the idea of completed-action are not used with Ara-
bic verbs of duration, the Arabic speaker is likely to use the
gerund rather than the infinitive form in all cases:

He saw the poy drowning.
I heard the boy yelling.

2) When the verb is not one of duration:

I got the motor running.

Arabic uses a nominalized verb rather than a participle in com-
plement:

bada?t ?iddrat I ?al- muharrik
I started the running the motor

3) A number of gerund constructions like "motor running" and
"wheel turning" are not used in Arabic and, thus, constitute prob-
lems in both interpretation and reproduction for Arabic speakers.

3.14. Nominalized Verb Complement Without to

We watched him drown.
I had him stay.
That joke makes people laugh.
Please let me know.

The English construction is verb plus object plus nominalized
verb in complement. Arabic has a similar construction, with the
difference that an inflected rather than a nominalized verb is
used:

--That joke Makes people laugh.
tilkal?al- ducdbaltajcal 1?al- nds yadhakiIn
that 'the joke it makes the peoplelthey laugh

In addition, Arabic has causative verbs which contain the idea
of making someone do something. Constructions using these verbs
are equivalent to the English nominalized verb complement con-
struction when the idea of causality is involved:

tilka ?al- ducdbaltudhik rids

that the jre it causes to,lauqhlthe people

3.15. Nominal Objective Complement

English uses a noun in complement to the direct object. The
complement must follow the object. The Arabic construction is
identical:
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- The voters elected him governor.

(governor
?al- ndxibUnlelected

him
intaxabah Igomuhafi§

the voters

3.16. Adjective Infinitive Complement

We believe him to be honest._
They considered him to be crazy.

The Arabic speaker would be inclined not to produce the infini-
tive to be because it is lacking in the equivalent Arabic con-
sLrucEron. The verb to believe is one of several in Arabic which
take two accusatives, without a linking verb:

We believe him to be nice:
We believe him nice.
nactaqiduhu
we believe himllatifnice

3.17. Linking verbs like appear, feel, act, sound

My room seems cold.
My shoes look old.

The linking verb followed by a predicate adjective presents a
number 0 problems for Arabic speakers, This is a case where two
different features of Arabic coalesce, causing difficulty in
using an English form.

1) Arabic does not use adverbs as we. know them. There is
a small group of words: here, there', only, etc. which are,
strictly speaking, adverbs. In all other cases, the same form
may be used for modifying both nouns. and verbs. Arabic shows no
distinction. between adjectives and adverbs:

. The man walked happily.
?al- rajullsacidan

walked the rian happy

The happy, man, talked.
?al- rajul ?al- sacidltakallam
the man 'the happyltalked

This causes some confusion when the student is learning to use
1- proper adverbial forms. Mistakes such as

*He talked happy.

\ :-.,

are likely to be made. 1 ----"

2) English linking verbs are those, other than the verb to
be, which can be followed by predicate adjectives, rather than
adverbs. This characteristic marks them as a separate class.
The Arabic student who has difficulty mastering the proper use of
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adjectives and adverbs also has difficulty learning a set of
verbs whose proper usage depends on this mastery.

3) Several of these verbs have V
1
and V2 forms, V

1
being

an intransitive linking verb meaning appeared, seemed, followed
by a predicate adjective:

He looked good yesterday.

and V
2
being a transitive verb meaning gazed at, saw, modified by

an adverb:

He looked well at the picture.

A number of the linking verbs have Vl and V2 forms, whereas Arabic
uses separate verbs:

He looked good yesterday.
"badM IbisUra I jayyidalbial?ams
looked with appearance good 'yesterday

He looked well at the picture,
nabar ljayyidanIftral- Virg
he .looked) good in the picture

Since Arabic can use the same form iayyid "good", an adjective,
for modification in bdth cases, the Arabic student typically
makes such mistakes in English as:

*He looked good at thepicture.

4) A number of the linking verbs: taste, feel, sound,
smell..., refer to the senses:

It tastes delicious.
It smelled good.

Here Arabic uses a.noun modified by an adjective:

The,taste,is delicious.
?al- tacm 'labia
`the taste delicious

The smell gdod.----
raflhalkanatljamIla

the smell )was 'good

From this are derived such statements as:

"The taste is delicious," instead of "It tastes delicious."
"The smell was good," instead of "It smelled good."

which are intelligible, but not usual, in English.
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3.18. Adjective Complements
An English adjective follows an object noun or pronoun when

used as a complement. Arabic uses the same forth for the adjec-
tive complement:

He built his,house,small.
bane manzilahulsavir
he built his houselsmall

- In many cases, however, where English uses an adjective comple-
ment, Arabi equires some other construction, such as an in-
strumental se:

We paint ouse Tellow.

we paintedLour.house with the color the yellow
talayna. ImanziltnSibi 1?al- lawn 1?al-?aar'

Arabic does not allow the use of color words in complement con-
structions. An Arabic speaker may have some difficulty in re-
membering to do so in English, prefering instead a rough trans-
lation from Arabic:

*We painted our house with.the yellow color.

3.19. Adverbial complements
Both English and Arabic use adverbs as complements. Word-

order is the same in both languages:

The teacher wants the students here.
al mundarrisi yurrdlal Italaba lhunN
the teacher. wantsIthelstudents1here

3.20. VP + for + Complement of Obligation

The professor said for us to do it.
It,is safe for us to go home.

This construction does not occur in Arabic, which uses instead a
nominalized clause, that plus a verb in the subjunctive mood, in

lieu of an infinitive phrase:

He said for us to go.
gal 1?an Inabhab
he saidlto us that we go

An Arabic speaker is likely to use a rough translation from .Ara-

bic:

*He said ft° for} us that we go.
l

and will have some difficulty in learning the proper English.
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3.21. There + Indefinite NP.

There was a cat in my hat.
There will be a party tomorrow.

English indicates the existence of something by using the word
there, a form of be, and usually an indefinite NP:

There is a ghost in your room.

Arabic has three ways of expressing this, none of which includes
the verb kdn, "be":

a) hunaklfabahlfilrurfatik
there ghost in your room

b) friyurfatik fabah .

inlyour room ghost

he is found your room
c) yujad .

I

fabahifil iurfatik

The first example is exactly parallel to the English, except that
there is no copula be. The use of the copula in English consti-,-
tuteI a problem for Arabic speakers. Any of these constructions
dati be made past by prefixing the proper form of kdn, "he.was".

. When the first example is made past, /hunak/.there, is usually
dropped:

kdn fabahfikurfatik
he was ghost inlyour room

l

Of the three, (c) is usually preferred in the past:

kan 1yrijad fabahlfilrurfatik
he waslhe is found ghost in your room

Likewise for the future, /sayakUn/ he will be may be prefixed to
(a) , (b), or (c) :

will be in your room ghost
sayakUnIfilrurfatik pabah-

The Arab is likely to omit be in its inflected forms in the pre-
__sent tense:

*There the ghost in your room.

. and to offer a rough translation from Arabic for the past and fu-
ture tenses:

*He was found the ghost in your room.
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3.22. - It Inversion
A sentence having an abstract nominalized subject can have

its word order reversed so that it begins with It:
4,

That we won the game is surprising.
It is surprising that,we won the game.

In this capacity asan expletive, it makes it possible to main-
tain the topic or theme-before-verb word order preferred in Eng-
leh, while inverting the clause subject to final position.

It is normal in Arabicto invert the clause subject of an,
eq ational sentence, without, however, using any expletive:

It is,necessary that we travel.
minpal-wIjib ?an Inusafir
fro the necessarylthatl we travel

The Arabic speaker will say' in English;`

*Surprise that me travel.
or

*From the surprise that we travel.

If.the English verb-phrase-is an it-,inversion7 the Arabic:
equivalent may be either a nominalized clause, as above,, or a"

Verbal noun:

ma?rminllani
safe, J for us - In?al- bahablto 1the

residece
ii1X?al-manzil

the .to go

Here again, the Arabic speaker may Use a translation equivalent:-

*It is safe'fO'r us that we go L), the home.

He may also have difficulties with it.,

for us_ td go home.
?an 1 nabhabl ?al- manzil
that we go to' I the residence

3.23. It Statements
English uses the impersonal it to introduce thesq,s6te

ments:

It's five o'clock.
It's, raining._
It's autumn.

Arabic has no neuter gender. Since it ,uses only masculine and .

feminine genders, the masculine pronoun /huwi/ he or the fqpinine

pronoun /hiya/ she, depending on the gender of Ellie object rbfer-
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red to, are found in equivalent statements:

It '(the door) is open.
huwalmaftrih
he open,

It (the table) is broken.
hiyalmaksUra
she Ibroken

The-English impersonal it has no counterpart in Arabic. Arabic .

speakers will find its usage unfamiliar, confusing, and difficult.
There a're several other Arabic constructions which correspond to

English It-statements:

It's five 'clock.
?innaha ?al-sacs l?al-x'amisa

she the hourIindeed, the fifth1

Its time to go.
han 1?al-waqtllil?al-bahab
has 'come the timeltolthe to go

It's.,necessary,to go.
daruriyy I?an I na6hab'
necessary that we go

or:
?al-bahNbIdaruriyy
the to golnecessary

In some cases, Arabic uses two different constructions to convey
gednings which. can be expressed by one construction in English:

O

It's autumn.
(It's autumn (not winter).
It's autumn (now).

It's autumn (not winter).
huwal?al-xar/f
he the autumn

It's autumn (autumn has come).
.ja?el ?al- xarif
cam the autumn

3.24. There Inversion:
In EhTfriT, normal clause word order is subject before verb._

,In a positive declarative sentence the verb occupies second po-

sition. If for some ason the subject and verb are inverted, the

expletive there or it s inserted to keep the verb in second po-

sition. Otherwise IT )uld become an interrogative sentence.

Several plans were being considered. =4
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There were several plans being considered.
There were being considered several plans.

These particular word order constraints do not exist in Arabic.
A speaker can. place,either subject or verb first, as he wishes:

or

durisat ITiddat lxitat
was studied number of plans

Tiddat xitat durisat
number of

I

iplanslwas studied

Arabic does npt use expletives, such as there or it.

3.25. Noun Replacement: That + Sentence
Both English and Arabic use (that + Sentence)

That-I am-failing this course disturbs _me._
°That he wants. to, succeed is understandable.

as subject:

T e above word order is mandatory in English. While this order
is possible in Arabic, the reverse (VP + that + S) is preferred:

That he. wants to succeed is understandable.
mafhrim ?annahulyuridl?al-najah
understandable that helwantsIthe success

Arabic- speaking students may resist learning that + S-sentences.

3.26. That + S as Object
Aghen used as an object, (that + Sentence)

same manner in both languages:
functions in the

think that he made a mistake:
?aTtaqid 1?annahul?axta?
(I) think that he made a mistake

3.27: Wh-word + Sentence
. lloth languages use wh-word + Sentence as subject and object.

When he went to bed is the problem.
" I know what he wants.

As subject and object, the clause functions in a similar manner
in both languages. However, withiri the clause there are some
differendes which may cause problems:

1) Where English has one form what for both relative and
interrogative usages, Arabic has tho:

/Mi/ - relative, tat whichwhat = <MAW - interrogat7 what?

. 2) In English, reverse word order signals a question:
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How is he getting along?

and statement word order signals relative clause' usage:

How he gets along amazes me.
i;

Arabic uses the, same word order in both cases:

How is he getting along?
kayfalyasluk
how. Ihe f)nds his way in the life

How he gets along amazes me.
'kayfalyasluk
how Ihe finds his waylinIthe life he amazes me

The Arabic speaker will tend to use the same word order in both
cases, preferring that which he uses for direct questions:

*How does he get along amazesme..

3.28... Wh-word + ihfinitive'as subject
English uses a wh-word + infinitive as subject:

What to say is hard to decide. '

Where to. go is always a problem.

Arabic does not use the infinitive .in this manner. A,comparable
construction uses an impersonal you, we, or they, plus indica-
tive verb declined in the present:

What to say is hard to decide.
m5M-ItaqUl Itagriruhu
what you say. difficult decide it

.Where to go is alwaYS a° problem.
?aynalta6habldN?imanl mufkiaa
where you go always problem

The Arabic speaker will often use a rough traftslation from Ara-
bic:

How you decide is simple.

3.29. Wh-word + Infinitive as object
Wh-words plus infinitives can be used as direct objects in

English:

I know what to say.
I know where to go.
I know when,to sleep.

Subjects and inflected verbs can also be used with wh-words to
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form direct objects:

',know what 'I'11 say.

These constructions are often semantic equivalents, Arabic is
'more restricted than English in using this Con3truction. An in-
flected verb agreeing with the subject is required:

r

I know what to say.
?anal mabariaqUl
I know what I say

.However, the Arabic student appears to have relatively little
difficulty learning to use the infinitive form in English.

3.30. Infinitive. as Subject

3.30.1. The infinitive can be used as a subject in English:

To appear on TV is excruciating.
To err is human. .

To believe is.difficult. -

Arabic has two constructions which can.be used as transla-
tion equivalents of the infinitive subject.

1) A construction which uses a nominalized clause, intro-
duced by the conjunction /?an/ that and having the verb in the

subjunctive, as subject:

To err is human.

that you would err this natural
?an ltuxti?

Ifahabaltabiciyy

The term /?ing-aniyy/hisnan cannot be used in this sense in Arabic.
Rather, the term /tabiciyy/ natural, normal is used.

The /?an/ clause requires some type of a determiner such as
/fahan/ this in the main body of the ser ence. Thus:

. To appear on TV is excruciating.

becomes

that you would appear on the TV
?an It4har fil?al-telifizyUn fafay? Imujic

somethinq,-, excru-
ciating

Possible mistakes in English mitht be:

To err this is human.
To err is something human.
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MO.2. An Arabic verbal noun used as subject:

To believe is difficult,

the to believ ifficult
?al-iTtiqad laTb -

The verbal noun of Arabic is used in many positions where English
uses an infinitive. Consequently, it may be more fruitful for
the Arabic student to keep this construction in mind when learn:-
ing the English infinitive subject. He may Stilrbe tempted to
produce the gerund construction:

Believing is difficult.
/

rather'than the infihitive, as in other situations. However, the
verbal' noun remains a simpler reference point than the / ?an/
clause.

3.31. . Infinitive df Purpose

This exercise is designed to help you.
It was made to keep the water out.

The infinitive of *purpose., like the infinitive used as subject,
has two Arabic translation equivalents--the verbal noun and the
subjunctive verb. In both cases the verbal forms are preceded by
the preposition /1i/, to or fort

It was- made to keep the water out.

Was manufactured stopping of the water
suniTat

i

limanT I al-miyah

So, the Arabic speaker will prefer to use the :.ing form.

3.32. Gerund Nominal
The gerund nominal of purpose functions in the same manner

in both languages:

I have a knack for getting into trouble.
Tindt I mawhibalfil?al-wuqUT
rhave knack in the falling inIthe trouble

They imprisoned him for breaking into a house.
sajanilh li iqtihNmih I manzil
they imprisoned hiplforIbreaking into! a house

English requires the preposition for at all times. In Araibic the
choice of preposition may vary depending on the verb. So the
Arabic speaker may say something like:

*They imprisoned him in breaking into a house.
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3.33. Abstract Nouns
The abstract nominal is equivalent in both languages:

Her beauty surpassed'all limits. ;

jamaluha '

her beauty
fag
surpassediall the limits

So, Arabic speakers have little difficulty with abstract nouns,
except for the derived forms, such asIthose in -ness, -ity,
-tion, etc., which must be memorized.

3.34. Adjective + Infinitive /

.:1 Adjective + infinitive can be used as a verbal complement in
English: .

. .

He is free to go.
It is always hard to' decide.
I'm happy to meet you.

Arabic dr..s not use an infinitive in this manner. There are sev-
eral comparable constructions, using a verbal noun,an /?an/
clause (see 3.30.), or an adjeCtive icrafa.

The adjective ida-fa is an adjective with a following modify-
ing noun, like,the English "fleet of foot" or "strong of limb":

It's always hard to decide.
hnUldUimanisacb I ?al- tagrirlfih
this! always Idifficult.thtodecideiin it

This construction, like the Pan/ clause, requires some kind of
4 specific, reference, in this case a prepositional object of some
kind. A possible mistake in English is a literal translation
from Arabic. Thus:

He is free to go.

becomes

*He is free of going.

3.35. Adjective + That
The Adjective + that clause sentence is a common one:

I'm happy that you have come.

This construction is the same in both languages:

?analsacid?annaka pin '
I happy that you you came

But be may be omitted,by the Arabic student.
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3.36. Adjective + Gerundive

'Worms are good for catching.fish:

This construction is the same in Arabic and in English:

?al-dIddnijayyidalli Isayd ?al-samak
the worms good Iforicatching the fish

Note that the equivalent of be is omitted in Arabic.

3.37. Adverbial Clause
The construction using an adverbial clause

You may go whenever you wish.
You may go wherever you wish.
You may go however you wish.

is the same in both languages:
o

You may go whenever you wish -

yumkinukl?an Itahablwaqtama tafd?
you may that you qolwhenever you wish

Note /?an/ that (see 3.30.). The Arabic speaker may include the
to of the iHriiiitive:

*You may to go whenever you wish.

3.38 Connectives
The compound sentence is a structure in which the units are

two or more simple sentences joined together either by juncture,
alone, or by juncture plus a connective:

John INtime; I didn't hit pm.

John hitj me, but I didn't hit FIR.
L_

English uses three types of connective to form compount sen-
tences. In the first group are the simple connectives: and, or,.
but, either...or, not only...but also, the contrasting connective
yet and the connecEITre of consequence so. Sentences using these
connectives usually have a level juncture, which alerts the
hearer that more is to follow immediately:

My Isiseer likes him, but Y

In the second group are the connective adverbs. These serve both
as sentence-linkers (connectives) and as sentence modifiers (ad-
verbs). The most important are:

.,,

besides moreover furthermore however
still nevertheless otherwise consequently
therefore
instead

thus
anyway

hence accordingly
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There is usually a falling juncture ($) before the connec-

tive and a level juncture after it:

It's too rainy to go out tonight. (J,)

( ->)
Besides, I have work to do.

In the third group are certain prepositional phrases that.pat-
iern like the connective adverbs. These include:

in addition
on the other hand
in the first place
for that reason
as a consequence

as a result
for instance
in fact
for example
as 'a matter of fact

As in English, Arabic connectives are divided into types. Simple
connectives are, like those in English, preceded by level junc-

ture:
1) wa 'and', which connects both words and clauses.

2) fa, a particle of classification or graduation. It can

connect words, but usually occurs between clauses, showing that
the second is immediately subsequent to the first in time, or
that it is connected with it by some internal link, such as that

of cause and effect. It may be translated as: and so, thereupon,

and consequently, and for (although in this -last sense another

term fa?inn is'more commonly Used.).
. 3). ?am or ?aw 'or'

4) TaTima...fa 'as for', 'as regards'
5) ?an 'that'

ka?anna "as it were
11?anna 'that',,'in order that', 'because''

6) eumma 'then', 'thereupon', 'next'., This term

implies succession at an interval.
7) . la"kin 'but'. Lakin is a particle, which can

function as a conjunction ora connective.
8) ?imma"..,?an 'either...or'
9) raTsa faqatbal ?,aycan 'not only...but also'

Arabic also has connective adverbs. These are somewhat similar

to the English prepositional phrases, such as in addition to, in

the first place, etc. They consist of a noun, a preposition plus

a noun, a preposition plus a,noun plus a preposition, etc., as
do many English prepositional phrases. In ,Arabic there are no

adverbs, such as the English besides, functioning as conjunctions.

: The Arabic speaker does not have much of a problem in memorizing

English prepositions, The difficulty lies in learning when to

use which.
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PART 4: SYNTAX: VERB PHRASE

4.0. Introduction
Verb phrases (VP) may consist of:

1) (V) Verb:

The officer arrived yesterday.
wasal pal- dabit rams

. ,arrived the officer yesterday

He hung' the pictures-on-the-wall.
callaq ?al- suwar ITalAl?al- na?it
he hunglthe pictures on [the wall

2) (f-prep) Verb plus a preposition; the preposition must al-
ways be followed by an object:

He commented on the pictures.
callaq suwar
he commentedlon the pictures

If the verb is passive, the goal of the action must be the object
of the-preposition:

The pictures were commented upon.
Tulliq Val ?al- suwar
it was hungon. the pictures

3) (V-V
imp

) The second verb is imperfect, and the first may be
either perfect or imperfect. The first verb is a verb of begin-
ning or continuing (to do something):

He began to study. (He began studying.)
bads? (yadrus-
be began he studies

He continued to study. (He kept on studying.)
clan yadrus
he remained he studies

He is still studying.
lam lyazal lyadrus
did not he ceasesjhe studies

Certain other verbs assume this meaning of beginning when they
participate in this construction:

He began to study. He began to study.
?asban yadrus ?axa6 yadrus
he became[he studies. he took he studies

Compare English get going, take to drinking, fall to talking to
himself, etc.

Sri
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4) (kan V) This verb phrase consists of a verb .preceded by
the equivalent of the English verb to be: /kan/ he was,,,;/sayakiin/

he will be (conventionally_referred to as "the verb Wan"): The
function of /kan/ is to shbw relative time: /kali/ denotes earli-
erness ("before now") while /sayakUn/ makes a prediction of sub-
sequent events or states. To illustrate this with a participle:

He is going. He was going. He will be going.
huwalbahib Wan Pahib sayakun lbahib

he !going he was going he will belgoing

The verb /yadrus/ may have habitual meaning, as he studies (ev-

ery day), or progressive meaning, he is studying. With /Wan/
these become: .

Habitual Progressive

Present /yadrus/ he studies he is studying

. .

Past /Ian yadrus/

he [always] studied

he was studyinghe used to study

lie would [always] study

The combination */sayaklin yadrus/ does not occur, being replaced
by /sayadrus/ he will study, he will be studying.

If /kan/ is followed by a perfect tense verb, the particle
/qad/ is automatically added before the second verb; the subject,
if expreSsed by a noun phrase, follows after /kan/:

kan (S) clad VPerf...

for example:

The officer had left when I got there. '

kan ?al- dabit l

Iqadsafar

Ihinamalwasaltu
he wasi the officer! he left]when II arrived

If /kan/ is perfect, as above, the meaning of the verbal phrase
is past perfect; if /sayakiln/ is used, the meaning is future-

perfect:

The officer will have left by the time you get here.

sayakUn l?al- clabit lqadIsafar Tinda wu;Ulika
he will belthe officer! Ihe left at the your arrival

time of

4.1.
person:

English verbs must agree with the subject in number and



Singular

(I) am, was, play
(you) are,,were, play
(he, she, it) is, was, plays

Plural

(we) are, were, play
(you) are, were, play
(they) are, were, play

This is also true of Arabic. However, Arabic is far more de-
tailed than English in its forms for number and person:

?ana ?aktub
?anta taktub
?anti taktubin
?antumN taktuban
huwa yaktub
hiya taktub
hums yaktubdn
nalln naktubu
?antum taktubUn
?antunna taktubna
hum yaktubfin
hunna yaktubna

I write
you write (m.)
you write (f.)
you write (dual)
he writes
she writes
they write (dual)
we write
you write (m. pl.)
you write (f. pl.
they write (m. pl.)
they write (f. pl.)

Although Arabic is more detailed than English in its inflec-
tions for number and person, it is also very regular. Arabic
speakers have difficulty learning the many irregular English
forms, and their appropriate usage.

4.2. Past tense forms fall into several classes:

talk - talked
bring - brought
bend - bent
put - put
go - went

K

The unpredictability of past tense inflection is a major problem
for Arabic speakers. 0

4.3 . Arabic is inflected for all persons in all tenses.
English,is inflected only in the third person singular, present
tense. This is extremely confusing to Arabs, who expect either
total inflection or none at all. The general tendency is to omit
the C-s) inflection entirely:

*He play often.
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4.4. Third person singular present tense inflection is

highly irregular in English:

have - has
do - does

But, verbs ending in /s, z, f, 3, tf, and d3/ add /-Iz/A verbs
ending in /p, t, k,. 8, and f/ add /-s/; verbs ending otherwise

add /-z/. Learning both the irregular forms and the proper usage
of suffixation is, an extremely difficult problem for Arabic.

speakers.

4.5. Verb phrase behavior in affirmative statements con-
trasts with behavior in interrogative questions.

English statement word order requires that the verb phrase

follow the noun phrase subject:

He is eating.

For questions, the auxiliary or modal is inverted to initial
plition preceding the subject:
4.

Is he eating?

If there is no modal, a dummy DO is inserted:

Does he write?

If there.is more than one modal, only the first is inverted to

initial position:

Could he have done ft?

In Arabic, a question is formed simply by inserting the
interrogative particle /hal/ or the question prefix / ?a-/ in

initial position:

Does he write?
hal 1(huwa) yaktub
question word, (he) I writes

Inversion is never used, and modals do not exist in Arabic. Con-

sequently, word order and the use of auxiliaries and modals, in
both affirmative and interrogative verb phrases, constitute major

problems for Arabic speakers learning English.

4.6. Positive and negative verb phrases require no struc-

tural changes. In En4lish, negation is restricted to the word"

or phrase it is a part of:

He's writing.
He isn't writing.
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The same rule applies in Arabic:

He's writing. He isn't writing.
huwalyaktub
he !writes

huwallAtyaktub
he not writes

Thus, this particular feature of English negatives causes no
problems for Arabic speakers.

4,7. -When the negative particle not occurs after the first
'word of the verb phrase, it negates the occurence of the verbal
event. Compare:

He couldn't have been doing that.
He couldiTTE not have been doing that.

If the verb does not have an auxiliary or modal:

He saw that.

a dummy DO is inserted before the negative particle and the verb
is put into the present tense form:

He did not see that.

Not functions as a lexical negator when it occurs anywhere
else prthe sentence. In this case, it negates only that word
which it immediately precedes:

He could have not been doing that.
He could have been not doilig that.
He could have been doing not that but something else.

Arabic also distinguishes between verb negation and lexical
negation., However, there are several major differences between
English and Arabic in this matter, which lead to serious prob-
lems for the student learning English:

When the negative particle /la/ is funCtioning as a verbal
negative, affecting the action of the verb phrase, it immediately
precedes the verb. This causes no problems when the student is
learning imperfect past tense constructions:

He was not writing.
kAn la lyaktub
he was not he write

In this,instance, both languages use the same construction. How-
ever, in all other cases, there are major differences, stemming
from the English auxiliary system, which is extremely confusing
to the Arabic speaker learning,English.

Imperfect and progressive present tense constructions:

He does not write.
He is not writing.
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are rendered in Arabic as:

huwalla lyaktub
he not he writes

The student will have difficulty with both the differences in
meaning of these constructions, and with proper placement of the
negative:

4.8. In many cases where Englidh uses a verb plus auxilia-
ries and modals,-Arabic uses a verb plus /?an/ clause:

He couldn't not have been doing that.

notlis'possiblelthat hellwasInOtlhe does that
la yumkin PannahukanIlalyaffal I 6-dlik

He couldn't have been doing that.
la lyumkin 1?annahulkSnlyaffal,1 Malik
not is possible that he was he does that

He could- have not beeAtn doing that.
mumkin 1?annahulk-dnila lyafcal IbUlik
possible that helwasinotlhe does that

9

He could have .been not doing that.
mumkin 1?annahulkUnilE lyaffal Inaik
possible that he wasinotl he does that

The above examples.illustrate the variety of positions in which
the English negative can occur. In all cases, the Arabic coml.;
terpart immediately precedes the verb. English usage will seem
.extremely random and complex to the Arabic-speaking student.

In English, the lack of inflection {.s} with the common
tense ,shows subjunctive when the verb is in the third person sin-

gular:.

That he become president is my one desire.

'compare:

I insist:that he live here../ (I order him...)
I.insist that he lives here. (I,know that...)

Arabic uses the subjunctive much more extensively than does

English. Fqrthermore, Arabic and English constructions using
the subjunctive are often grammatically equivalent:

.

I insist that he live here.
?anal?usirrPan Lyucalmlhuna
I linsistithat heilive here
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HOwever, 'there are difficulties in learning to
junctive in English:

1), The proper use of inflection in the thi d
tar is confusing. The student will often forget to

2) Learning appropriate situations Sor usi
'strUction is difficult for the Arabic speaker.

4.10. Englisi common tense signals non-specific time;
plies thata statement is of general application, and holds good
for all time, or that the action is habitual or recurrent:

use the sub-

person singu-
drop the .E-s) .

s con-

. 1

Yousee, I've not forgotten'to mail the letter.
I understand,you work here now._
I hear you're a member now.

Normally, Arabic arid English use present tense in similar
circumstances. Such Constructions as:,

-

I sleep on the floor.
I work ,in a factory;

are equivalent:

I work in a factory7-7
?acmalifimagnac
I work in factory

The above group of verbs, however, are not interpreted 'simi-
larly-in'the two-languages. Where English uses common tense to
emphasize the result-condition aspect of a situation (I under-
Stand, I hear, I see), Arabic uses the past tense to emphasize
_the completed-actio aspect. Thus:

I understand.

is in Arabic:

?analfahimt
I understood (I have achieved an understanding of it.)

The Arabic'speaker is quite likely to use the past tbnse in
this construction:

I understood you work here now.

4.11. English common tense.and Arabic present tense are
equivalent in many situations:

1) In lending historical force to statements:
(,

The Bible says many things.
?al- ?injillyaqUll?afyd?Ikaeara
the Bible 'says things' many
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2) To indicate that,an event will take place, with an ad-

verbial of time:

The movie starts at eight.
?al- sInimaltabda?Ifi '1?al- sacs ?al- 8Umina
the movie lstartslin (at)lthe hourlthe eighth

In both languages, such statements can be made with' both a

general meaning (using common or present tense) or a specifically

\future meaning:

We will return next week.
nariac ?usbUTI?al- candim
we (will) returnlinIthe week Ithel next

An Arabic speaker may. have some difficulty deciding which.
situations call for a general statement and which/call for some-

thing more specific, and will tend-generally to use the future

.tense. However, this is not a mayor problem.
3) To indicate that an activity or capability exists at

the time of speaking, has existed previous to this time, and will

continue to exist afterwards: ,

He lives.pp Maple Street.
yugim Ifilfaric maple
Abe) liveslinIstreetlMaple,

.4) To show states of mind which exist over a period of

-time:

I like Ik.e.
?uhibb like
(I) like (or love)Ike

5) To indicate customary action. Time is usually expres-/

sed with an athrerb:

He often goes to the movies.
kaOtran malyabhab 1?ilAl?al- sifiima

much he goes to', the movies
/

6) In the historic present for relating stories and gig

directions:

Last summer I hear that there are-jobs open in Idaho.

I catch the first bus west and hope my money"lasts long "
enough to get me there.

Michael enters from stage right, crodses the room,and sits

in the sink.

mixanllyadxullmin ?al- jAnibl?al- ?aymanlmin masrah,

Michaellenters fromlthe .side 'the right lfromIthe stage

8.5
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wayaTburl?al- iurfalwa yajlislfrl?al- balUTa
and crosses the room lar1d sits lir-lithe sink

4.12. Past tense in English signals a completed act or series
of acts. It often occurs with adverbials of time:

He went to the store.
He" went yesterday.
He went just now.

The forms of the past tense are: ,*

1) /-d/, /-t/, /-Id/ on weak verbs, e.g. play - played
2) Ablaut or vocalic change, e.g. bind - bound, bleed - bled
3) 'Mixed verbs,with alveolar suffix, e.g. say - said, sell -

sold,
4) Devoicing verbsi'e.g. build - built, lend - lent
5) Invariable veibs, e.g. beat, cut put

Arabic ditStkriguishes past tense from present by ablaut pat-
terns: ,

/ktub/ 'writes a /katab/ wrote
/Tallim/ teaches /Tallam/ taught

. There are nine derived conjugation types, with semantic cor-
relation for each type:

/daras/Lhe_studied (Form I)
/darras/ he caused to study = he instructed (Form II)
/jamaTU/ they ,gathered (things together) (Transitive, Form I)
/?ijtam TU they gathered together (Intransitive, Form VII,

reflexive of Form I)

And so forth.{ For derived verbs see 4.43, pp. 105ff.

4.13. Past habitual constructions in English have used to,
.plus .the

o

I used to go to the movies frequently.
George u ed.to come home at five o'clock.'
Alfonzo sed to love Martha.

Past hab'tualois expressed in Arabic by the imperfect(pre-
sent)tense pl s the past time marker /Wan/ was:

lyadrus/ (he) studies (habitual)
/kan'yad s/- (he) used to study (past habitual)

The prob em is that the imperfect also has progressive and
predictive me ning, depending on the context:

/yadrus/ (he). is going to study, is studying
/k-a-n yadlrus/ (he) was going to study, was studying

I
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The Arabic speaker will have_ difficulty remembering that
these meanings require different constructions,in English. He
may often use the progressive construction when he intends the
predictive meaning, and vice veisai.-'

4.14. English preterit forms are difficult for the Arabic-
speaking student'. The problem lies in learning to handle the
many fine distinctions that English can achieve. The Arabic

/kan ya?kul/'he was eats

can be rendered in English as:

1) He ate: past habitual,
home.--
2) He was eating: past progre sive

.j. He usuallz ate every time at

.3) He used to eat: past habitual with implications of a past
hick no longer exists, e.g._ He used to eat at home,
eats at the automat. Arabic speakers do not make this,

n.

situatio
but now
distinct
5) He
work. /

I would

uld eat: past habitual, e.g. He would eat on his way to
is speakers confuse this with the conIional would:
y a car if I had the money. f

Arabic speakers are likely to have difficulty learning the apPro-
' -priate occasions for use of each of these forms.

it%
4.15. Modal a uxiliaries inject a sort ofievaluati in of the
action or situation into the verb phrase. They can e grouped
roughly according to meaning into ten categories:
1) Ability:

can would be'able
could be going to be able
b'.able can't help trying
be ;unable

2) Permission:
could
get to

may
can

3) Necessity:
must had to
have to need to,

4) Obligation: _
should should have
ought to ought to have

i

be to
need to

had better
be supposed to',

5) Possibility:
.might may be able to
may might have to
may have may have,to,
might have be likeIy-to7--

6) Preferenc4T-- /

prefer woull prefer
would rather .
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7) Desire:
would like

81Deducti-orrr---
must be
must have
must be going to

9) Prediction:
be about to
Shall
be going to

10) Intention:
will be going to
would intend to
plan to expect to
hope to promise to

4.16. The modals present a variety of problems to the Arabic
student of English:

Modals as a grammatical class do not exist in Arabic. Their
meanings are conveyed by particles, prepositional phrases, and
unmodified verbs. Can can be rendered in Arabic as a preposi-
,,tidhal phrase:

filistitacati
in my capacity

as in:
..-

Vcan speak En lish.

I

fi
my capacity

/an 1?atakallatal- ?ingliziyya
in I speak .the English

Can may, also be expressed by the verb /ydstatic/ can, to be able:

?asfaticl?an 1?atakalllaml?al- ?ingliziyya
I can 'that/I-speak 'the English

In mostcases, such a verb or prepositional phrase precedes a
nominalized /?an/ clause:

I hope to go tomorrow.
ramul 1?an 1?a6hablvadan
I hope that I go tomorrow

or a,verbal noun:

?anwi 1?al- 6ah-ablyadan
I intend the to go tomorrow

4.17. The problems, then, for Arabic speakers learning Eng-
lish, fall into several general categories:

Word4order within the verb phrase:
1) Appropriate use of to. With some modals (able, need,
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have, ought, etc.) to is required; with others (may, can, would, .

wil-17.70t757Y7t5 is not ariowed.ATablzr-gpsalrerserensraity-h-ave-
trouble with to. They are more likely to omit it than to overuse
it.

2) Appropriate use of not. The main problem lies in
yearning\when not can be reduced. After many modals (would, can,

' 'will, etc1 ) not is often reduced (wouldn't, can't, won't, etc.).
May-is never reduced (may not).., Arabic speakers are not familiar
with vowel reduction as it occurs in Engish, and are likely to
,use the 'kiln forM in all cases.

4.18. Many ofthe modals have more than one meaning. This
may cause difficulties when Arabic equivalents do not exactly co-
incide.

1) Arabic does not distinguish between must and have 6.
Thus:

You must pay the rent.
You have to pay the rent.

...
are V661%rennfell in Arabic as:

la
no escape that you pay the rent

lbudd 1?an Itadfac l?al- ?ujra

This becomes a problem in the negatives, whenthe Arabic speaker
is likely to say You don't have to when he means Yot must not.

,2) Would has no direct eqUIValent in Arabic. Consequent-
ly, almost any construction in which it is used is likely to
prove-difficqlt for the Arabic-speaking student. If preference
is being indibated, would- is generally used in Enylish:

I would like to go to town.

Arabic uses the verb nutlibb/ like, love in the present tense:

?uklibbl?an l?a6habl?irapal- mad-Ina
I like that I go Ito 'the town

The present tense in Arabic has both a general meaning (going to"_
town is something I like to do) and a predictive meaning (going
to town is something I will like to do) depending on the context.
Consequently, the Arabic speaker is likely to use the simple
present tense in English:

Do you like to go to the movies?

instead of Would you like to cio to the- movies?
3) Appropriate use is sometimes confusing to the

Arabic-speaking student. Aga-EFTthis is rooted in the fact that
the present tense in Arabic has a predictive meaning. The pre-
sent (wkthout will) has a predictive meaning in English also, as
in:
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We're- having a-party tonight.

However, it's much more extensive in Arabic. Consequently, the
Arabic speaker is likely to say in English:

I think that Works fine.

when he intends a future meaning:

I think that will work fine.

4) The distinctions between can and could may prove diffi-
cult for the Arabic speaker to master. Will and can imply a
definite possibility:

I will go.
I can go.

Would and could imply conditions contrary to fact:

I would go, if...
I could go, if...

Arabic uses a special term /law/ (one of three words meaning if)
to imply conditions contrary to fact. Thus:

I will go tomorrow if you pay me the money.
and

I would go tomorrow if youpaid me the money.

receive the same translation in Arabic:

sa?a6hab kadan Pibaldafact Ilil?al- nuqUid
I will go tomorrow I if you paidrmelthe money

The Arabic speaker does not interpret would as indicating condi-
tions contrary to fact, looking instead at if for his clue. Con-
sequently the student is generally likely to use will in situa-
tions where would is appropriate, and vice versa.

5) For equivalents of may, can,,will, and shall, Arabic
uses a non-past form, in all casestin situ76s in Eng-
lish call for a past tense form: might, could, would, or should:

I might have to bury a camel.

Here Arabic uses present tense:

min ?a17 mumkin lwa Ilalbudd ?an ?adfin jamal
from the' possible ant no escape that I bury camel

Arabic-speaking students of English have an extremely difficult
time discerning when to use past and when to use non-past forms
for these modals.
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4.19. Learning to handle hypothetical situations in a new
language is always difficult. This rule holds true for Arabic-
speakers learning English,, because grammatical devices in the
two' languages differ for almost all equivalent situations:

English uses if with present tense or future modal plus pre
sent tense to indicate possible, conditions which are likely to
occur:

If you go, I'll go.
If he goesiwe all,g
If the verb is ih" the Present tense...

Arabic has three words meaning if, all of which require that the
verb be in the past tense.

1) /?in/ if hasp a'predictive meaning, roughly equivalent
to the first two examples 'above. Thus:

?Illbahab
ie'lhe went

can be rendered in English as:

...if he is going to go..
.if he will go...

...if he goes...

2) /?i8U/ if refers to situations which do occur, as in
the last example above. Thus:

?ibal6ahab
if Ihe went

can be Tendered in English as:

...if he goes..;

...if he should (or will) go...

...when-he goes...

3) /law/ if refers to contrary-to-fact or purely hypothet-
ical situations. Thus:

lawlbahab
if he went

is rendered into English as:

...if he were to go...

...if he had gone (in a past time context)...

English uses past tense only to indicate strictly hypothetical
situations. Arabic speakers learning English often overuse past
tense with if, indicating a hypothetical situation when such is
not intended. Compare:
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If I sell my horse before the end of the year,
1---uri-1-1give-you -some-7nm

If I sold my horse before the end of the year,
I would give you softie money.

These both have the same. translation in Arabic, except that
/?i6175/ if is used in the first example, while /law/ conditional
if is used for the second. Since past tense is used in both
cases, the Arabic speaker is likely to use past tense in both
cases in English also:

If I sold my horse before the end of the year,
I would giVe you some money. (with future meaning)

4.20. English past-time hypothetical situations require an
additional past morpheme. The accompanying modal (will) also
adds a past morpheme:

If I had sold my horse before the end of the year,
I would have given you some money. .

As explained above, Arabic in all hypothetical situations uses
/law/ conditional if plus past tense. If the situation is in
past time, this is indicated by the context. The problem, then,
for the Arabic speaker, is in learning to use the additional past
tense: morphemes of English. He will normally simply forget to.
insert them:

*If I sold my horse before the end of the year,
I will give you some money.

4.21. The past tense modal would is used in the result clause
of hypothetical situations:

If I sold my horse, I would give you some money.
0

Arabic has no equivalent for would. Hypothetical situations are
gignaled by the use of /law/ ITTThe Arabic speaker will look to
the English equivalent if and simply forget about using would.,
Thus, a common type of error is:

*If I got some money I give-it to you.

4.22 , Wish is used in both languages to indicate hypothetical
situations. Wish in English takes a mandatory past tense mor-
pheme in the verb of the complementary clause. Thus:

wish * ,past tense.= present condition, incomplete action:
I wish I knew your name.

wish ±_past perfect = completed event.
I wish I had brought it with me.
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wish + would = future
I WriYou would interrupt me if I speak too long.

The-first construction of the preceding examples can oe usea on y_
with verb's whose action occurs over a period of time: like, love,
,know, want, understand, etc.,

Past tense is not required in Arabic for /layta/ would that.
Thus:

1) /layta/ + pronoun suffix + present indicative =
a) present or future time

or b)- incomplete action

I wish he loved me (as I do him).
or I wish he would love me.

laytahulyuhibbuni
Ihe (will) love me.

This construction is, depending on the context, equivalent to
English examples as in the first two wish sentences above.

2) /layta/ + pronoun suffix + past or past perfect =
completed action

I wish he had said so.
qal balik

I-wish past- he said so
perfect
particle

This construction is equivalent to the second English wish sen-
tence above.

. There are several possible errors for the Arabic speaker
learning English:

1) The use of wish ± past tense, indicating present condi-
tion, with verbs for which this is not possible:

*I wish he ate.
*Iwish he came.

2) . Proper use of would. Arabic speakers have difficulty
with would in all of its occurrences. They are likely to use
will" i.nTstead:

*I wish he will go:
*I wish he will eat.

4.23. '.The past modals/ could, should, and would can refer'to
future'time:

I could be talking about Caesar tomorrow,-if,.:,.
I should be talking about Caesar tomorroy,if.
I would be talking about Caesar tomorrow, if...

Compare with the future modals:
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I can be talking abo ECaesar tomorrow, if...
I shall be talking abobut Caesar t...,morrow, if...
I will be talking aboAt Caesar tomorrow, if...

Because these are conditional sentences, Arabic requires past or
past perfect tense in all cases:

I can (or uld be tal g.about Caesar tomorrow, if..

I will be
adibada?t 1?al- hadIO canmumkin 'an l?akiiin

possible thatl II startedlthe to talk about

qaysarly dan
Caesar t morrow

The Arabic s eaker is likely totuse could in all cases_ when
learning Eng sh.

4:24. Eng ish has no require order for if...would clauSes:
If we ha left earlier, we uld be there by now.
We would be there by now if le had left earlier.

Arabic typically puts the if clause first and the result clause
second. In cases where the result\clause comes first, the ordin-
ary rules of verb tense apply, rather than the rules that are
peculiar to conditional sentences. \Arabic speakers will have
difficulty understanding sentences starting with would clauses

4-25. She English progressive formation BE ing expresses
continuous action:

He is studying.
I was walking.

Verbs which refer to states ofmind usually refer to general
time, or to a timeless situation. Such verbs include need, re-
member, desire, know, like, hate, prefer, mean, etc. These
verbs, because of their meaning, ail-EVer used in the progres-

The most common use of the progressille is to signal the dif-
ference between continuous and specific time:.

I was talking about Caesar when you interrupted me.
I was talking: a progressive, longer period
iForrinterrupted me: a specific happening

The progressive constitutes one of the most'difficult as-
pects of English grammar for the Arabic speaker to master. There
are no special forms to indicate continuous action in Arabic.
Consequently, there are no forms which the student can correlate.
with the English he is learning. For all verbs, except those of
motion and of remainipg, continuous action i8 expressed with the
simple indicatiVe form:
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I am studying now.

I study Ilow

or verbs of motion and remaining, continuous action is expressed
by the active part ciple:

He is leaving.
huwalWahib
he 'leaving

1

The Arabic speaker carries over his semantic alassification
into English. Thus) with any verb'other than. one of motion or
remaining, the student is likely to use the simple indicative when
the progressive is.

ticpropriate:

He studied.
He stladies.

rather then:

He was. studying
He is studying.

4.26. The modal progressive will cause problems for the stu-
dent, since Arabic uses the simple future to express continuous
action in the future.1 Thus:

He will-study.

will be used-when -thel-progressive

He will be studying.

is intended:

4.27. Continuous activity from a time in the past up to the
moment of speaking is expressed in English by the present perfect
progressive:

I have been studying English for along time.

Here Arabic uses the simple present:

?adrus l?al- ?ingliziyyil min Imuddaltawila
I studylthe English Ifrom time.11ong

Consequently the student may use simple present in English:

*I study English for a long time.

4.28. Past )Perfe t progressive in English emphasizes the con-
tinuation of a4past action that occurred immediately before an
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other action in the past:

They had-been playing tennis for only a fet4-minttes
when they lost the ball.

Arabic uses the simple past in this situation:

I had been studying English a short time,before I was sent
to the United States.

I ?al-. ?ingliziyyallimudda Igarra
I was. I study the English for time short

Ian [buciet Oil-a-pal- wilaydtl?al- muttatuda (-

whenlI was sentlto 'the states (the united .

,
.

aonseguently, the Arabic speaker may often use the simple past
for this situation in English:

I.studied English a short time before I was sent
to the United States. (meaning had studied)

4.29. The non-perfect and perfect aspect of the verb phrase
contrast in English: ,

He eats apples.
He will eat apples.
He .ate apples.

He 'has eaten apples.
He will have eaten apples.
He had eaten apples.

Tense is defined as a morphological term: a paradigmatic set
of verb forms without any necessary reference to meaning or func-
tion. Tense excludes verb phrases such as present perfect has
one, modal will 22 etc. Thus, English'has Jelo tenses: present
(e,g. aa) and past (e.g. went).

Tense carries no reference to chronological, real time in
English, Present tense refers-to an event occur -ring at-the-time
that the utterance is spoken:

I see Rudolph.

Absolute or chronological ,time is expressed by adverbials: now',
today, this century, just now, a few days ago.

In English, the batter of Ehrohological time is essential to
t4, proper usage of the perfect verb phrase.

Present perfect refers to an event.which-happened ih the
past but which is relevant to what is happening now:

He has been here since 1950 (and is still here).
Is have been in New York only once (up to now).
He has just left (before now).

Past perfect refers to events which occurred before another event
or situation which occurred in the past:
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He'had just left before you cameekemad aireaay_heard tore y u to-Id-him)

The perfect formative can be used in sentences which refer to
future time.'

She will have left by the time her parents arrive.

The perfect foimative consists of:

present: have + -en
I have eaten.

past: have + past + -en
I had eaten.

future: modal + have + -en
I will haye eaten.

The perfect in Arabic does not correlate with any English forma-
tive. Whereas the English perfect is marked for time, that is,
it describes an event in time-relation to another,. Arabic perfect
.deferibes simply a completed action or a series.o£ completed ac-
tions. It operates in dppositioh to the imperfect aspect, which
describes progressive, habitual, or stative situations. Both perfec-

tive and imperfective aspects, like tense in''English, make no
reference to chronological time. In this respect, Arabic perfective
aspect differs radically from English. Tcle following tables
illustrate the differences between perfective and imperfective in
Arabic.

Imperfective Aspect'

descriptionArabic Engltsh-Translation

(present)
yedrus 1. he is studying progressive

he studies 2. he studies stative, i.e. he
studies now

3. he studies habitual, 17-67. he

(future)
(sa) I yadrus 4. he will study
(will) he studies

(past) .

kanlyadrus 1. he studied
waslhe studies

2. he used to study
3. he would 'study

. 4. he was studying
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kAn-(sa-)-yadrus----5:--he-was gcting-to-studypredictive----:
wasiwillrhe-s-tUdies

' 4,

Perfective aspect ,

Arabic English; Translation

(past) .

daras 1. he studied at /mo.
he studied 2. he did study (for 5 hours and finished)

Thi.:form describes action completed before the
sentence is uttered.

(past)
kaniqadIdaras 1. he had studied (before some time in
was 'he studied the past)

,(future)
yakUniqadIdaras' ,.

will ' 'he studied 1. he will have studied (before some point
in the future)

.

Past andfuture'perfect are similar enough in the two lan--
guages so that the Arabic-speaking student has relatively little
trouble learning them in English. Present perfect constructions,
however, are extremely difficult. The problem lies in the fact
that English present perfect is.marked for present time, so that
only present-time adverbs may be used with it. The student will
consistently use past time adverbs with it, as.he can in Arabic:

*I have eaten it yesterday.

This remains a serious problem, even for advanced students of
__English__

4.30 English present perfect constructions ( also includ-
ing verbs of motion or remaining) may also be expressed in Arabic
using an active participle:

He has studied.
huwalddris
he 'studying

This active participle has a perfective meaning, describing
a completed action in a time period up to, and including, th4
present.

The Arabic speaker will often attribute this meaning to the
-ini form in English. Consequently, he may make such statements
ast

Ahmad is drinking an ocean of beer.

by which he means that Ahmad has already swallowed all of this
beer and is now drunk.
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4.31. The -ini form'cannot be used in English with such verbs
as like, hate, undersf.and, want, know, -when these verbs odour in
present tense:

*I am.liking this girl,

This is because
period, of time,
be redundant.

The Arabic
verbS,;

these verbs, by definition, imply action over a
and using theM in progressive constructions would

-active participle can easily be used with these

?ani tiabib Ihi8ihi ?al- fatah
I liking this the girl

This construction means I have liked this girl for a period
of time 14E to and including now. The student will carry this
meaning into English, prOducricj such sentences as:

*I am not knowing' what to do.

4.32. Passive constructions in English may, cause difficulty
for Arabic speakers:

He ate. He was eaten.
They were beating their wives. They were being beaten.
We built this building. This building was built.

0

In both languages, averb change is used when formingpas
sive.constructions. English uses the -en form of the verb, eat-
en, written:;whereas the Arabic verb undergoes a vowel change:

.a:te_teaomes. nukilatile:Ntas_eaten-____Learning_to_niake
the proper -en forms is not difficult for the student. However,
learning tHeIF proper auxiliary constructions, especiallythose
Using-being, is a major problem.

Passive constructions do not 2..ave the same conventional
.usage in the two languages. Any situation which requires the
spedificaiion of an agent must be expressed with an active con-
struction in Arabic. Hence, the sentence: '

.

This building was built yesterday.

has 'a passive equivalent in Arabic:

buniya haaal?aI- mabnN I ?ams
(was). btiltIthis the building ,yesterday

while the sentence: :

This building was built by an amateur.

has an active equivaleill in Arabic:
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haal?al- mabna lbandh muhandis sarir
this the building he built architect oun

it
The bi plus agent construction does not occur in Arabic pAeive
sentences; the agent must be the subject of an active verb.
The Arabic paSsive is used when:

1) The need to emphasize the object warrants it.
2) , The agent is unknown, or is unimportant.
In this respect, Arabic usage often does not correspond to

English. Consequently, the Arabic-speakingistudent will fre-
quently make such inappropriate statements as:

*Tea was drunk by me-at the party;

4.33. Three types of constructions are possible in English
when an indirect object is used with the passive formative:

He gave me a bootc.
I was given a book.
A book was.given to me.

Analogous Arabic constructions are-essentially the same; the
differences are of distribution. Most tArabic verbs require a
construction like the lasesentence above:

A cake was baked. for me.
kaTkalxubizat
cake was baked for me

A few verbs, including the msgt common verb of giving, /?aTfa/ to
give, are used exclusively with a construction like the second
sentence above:

I was given a book.
?uctaytu
I was givenlbook--

The student will usually carry over this distinction into Eng-
lish, using the construction like the last English sentence a-
bove in most cases, and a construction like the second sentence
for some, including .those with give.

4.34. Many English adverbs are formed from adjectives by the
' use of prefixes and suffixes: .

recently, quickly
away, abroad, allift
likewise, lengthwise
upwards, downwards

1) suffix -1.4

2) prefix a-
3) suffix =Wise
4) suffix -wards

(Variants without final s: backward, forward, may be either ad-
verbs or adjectives)
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5) A few adverbs have the same form as their corresponding ad-
jectives: hardy__ fast, lateL.

4

Arabiclhas very few words'which are strictly adverbs. They

/hung/ here /?aydan/ also
/hunaki.there /?amsi/ yesterday

4.35. Other adverbial expressions are formed in the following
ways:
1) Nouns or adjectives in the accusative case:

/masa?an/ in the evening, evenings
/da?iman/ permanently, always
/musrican/ hastily, in haste

2 Prepositional phrases:
/bicinaya/ with care, carefully JA

3) The cognate accusative-- this is the -use of a verbal noun de7
rived from a verb as the object of that verb, as in the English
to dream a dream. Thus: She really walloped him or She walloped
a waiicTIS-IE-Krabic:

She really hit him. She hit him hard.
darabathu mia

hitting
darban darabathu ldarban fadtden

she hit hi she hit him la violent hitting

Arabic uses a modified cognate accusative to express adverbials
of manner.

4.36.; Adverbs and adverbial expressions in English normally
occur in the following order:

We drink coffee in the snack bar every morning at 9:20.
S V 0 Place Freq, Time

I drive my car extra carefully when it's raining.
S V 0 M/M Time

He walks-to work all the time to save money
S V Place Freq.

Sub. Verb Object Piece Manner/Means Frequency Time Reason/Purpose
S V 0 M/M Freq. R/P

Arabic generally uses the same sequence; though adverbs of
place may follow those of manner, frequency, or time:

see her at the symphony-occasionally.
?ardha mirdran fi bafaldt ?al- simfUniyya
I see ber occasionally in parties the symphony
s-y Freq. Place
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-Since-many-variations from the norm-are-allowed in English:

I see _her-occasionally _at-the'symphony----
I ocCasionally-see-her at- the symphony.
Occasionally I see her at the symphony.

advei-bial word order does not constitute a major problem for Ara-
bic speakers. .

4.37 Adverbs of frequency or duration in English very often
occur directly before main verbs or after auxiliaries:

I usually go to bed at 10:00.
I have never met him.

The frequency adverbs always; never, ever, seldom, rarely, and
still hardly ever occur -in any other gFgaion,

Arabic adverbial formatives generally follow a sequence cam-.
parable to that in English.' However, many words which are trans-
lation equivalents between English and Arabic are not necessarily
grammatical equivalents. For instance, the English adverb never
is translated as a noun /?abadan/ in Arabic. Arabic equivalents
for the above adverbs may-be:

1) Nouns:,/?abadan/ never. This form requires a negative verb
and must fall at the end of the sentence:

I have.snever met him.
laml?uqabilhu 1?abadan

didn'tlI meet- him ever

2) Adjectives: /d-Oiman/ always,, /nadiran/ seldom. As in Eng-
lish, Arabic adjectives have variable word order. They normally
-precede the verb, but may equally follow or come at the end of
the sentence:

/da?iman yalSab hung/ always he plays here
/yalTab' dOiman hung/ he plays always here
/yalSab hung da?iman/ Fe- plays here-always

3)' Verbs: /qallama/ it is rare that, rarely, /mazal/ he did not .

cease) still. If the verb constitutes an invariable phrase:
/gallam-17-37 is rare that, it must occur in sentence-initial po-
sition:

He rarely goes to the library.
.qallama I ya6hab I ilal?al- maktaba
it is rare thatlhe'goes1 to the library

If it is inflected: /ma-zal/ he did not cease, the verb occurs in
normal verb. position:

He still misses her.
mazal 1-yaftagiduha
he did not cease he misses her
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Arabic speakers do not have too much difficulty with word
oraei". probiem for them lies in the choice cif-Ehe ap-
propriate word to suit the occasion. This is a vocabulary
problem.

4.38. Preverbt are those adverbs which occur after the first
auxiliary verb:

He has always finished his work.
almost
hardly
rarely
seldom
never

Arabic equivalents for English preverbs may occur in several po-
sitions:

1)-Following the verb: 4

He has always finished his work.
yanhi Icamalah Idniman
he finishesthis worklalways

. 2) Sentence initially,:

He has rarely finished his work.
nadiranlma lyanhi Icamalah
rarely that he finishes hiS work

-."3) Sentence finally:

He has never finished his work.
lam (yanhi lcamalah Imutlagan
has -not lhe finishes his work absolutely

. The Arabic speaker will tend to view the.English verb as ari
inseparable unit. He will put the adverb in any of the positions
which are normal in Arabic. He will not,separate the parts of
the verb. Some ommon'types of mistakes are:

*Rarely he haste nished his work,
*He has finished his work always.

4.39. In English, the comparatiVe of adverbs enables us toE
compare verb phrases:

I speak clearly. + You speak clearly.
I speak more clearly than you do.

4

The second verb phrase in such sentences can be omitted, as
above, or used in its abbreviated form, with a simple auxiliary:

I speak more clearly than you do.
You can run faster than I can.
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/ The adverbial is made comparative in Arabic in the following

1) If the adverbial is an adjective the. comparative-form
of that adjective is,used:

/basan/ well, as in I will do well.
/?absan/ better, as in I will do better.

If the adjective is an adjective of color, a derived participle
/ ?ak8ar/ greater, plus a noun in the accusative case is used:

He is paler than she.
huwa ?akear Pisfirdran I minh-d

jhe greaterl(as to) yellownesslfrom her

The Arabic speaker will often use the accusative in English,also:

He is paler than her.

2) Other adverbials in Arabic are made,gomparative by.ai
following / ?ak8ar/ more:

more clearly...
biwudllh ?ak8ar

.

with claritylmore

I speak 'more clearly than you.
?atakallambiwupb pakearlmink
I speak with clarity) more 'from you

3) Since Arabic has no auxiliaries, the second verb phrase
cannot be reduced as it can in English. The full form of the
verb is'repeated.:

I studied more diligently than you did.
darast Ibicinaya ma lwajuhdakeariminmaldarastTanta
I studied with cArelandleffortI

p Tanta
more khan jyou studiedlyou

The Arabic speaker is likely to use either the fully deleted
form, as in 2) above, or the fAll form of the verb. He will not
-often reduce the verb phrase to a simple auxiliary form.

4.40. Noun and verb phrases can be directly compared with
adjective and adverbs in English. Thus we can compare one thing
with another:

Al is old. + Vary is old. =4.
Al is as old as Mary.

Arabic uses essentiallly thA same construction as English for
this:
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is as o d-as Mary.
all kabirI miell maryan
All old like Mary

s.

The English construction uses as as while Arabic uses /miel/
like. Arabic speakers may often forget the first as in the Eng-
lish construction:

-*Al is old as Mary. or *Al is old like Mary.

4.41. Adverbials of degree modify adverbs and adjectives:

George is:very tall.
George drives quite fast..

.Arabic has an equivalent construction, in which adverbials' modify
,adverbs and adjectives. However, word order is different, which,
causes prpbleMs:

'George is very tall.
georgeftawilljiddah
Georgeltall Ivery

Arabic speakers are likely to use this order in English:

*George is-tall extremely.

4.42. Adverbs of location in English be attributive:

He lives on the hill.
The house on the hill is old. (which is on the hill)

Arabic adverbials of location are seldom .attributive. A ,relative

clause is used to express attribution after a definite noun:

.?al- talliqadim
the house 'which on !the hill old

The Arabic speaker has no difficulty using the attributive con-

struction in English. '

4.43: Derived Verb Forms''
A characteristic feature of Arabic verbs is the derived verb

system.In addition to the basic verb type consisting of three

consonants and a vowel pattern (called Form I verbs), e.g.
/daras-/ studied, /-drus-/ study, there are nine other sets. of

perfect-imperfect stems that can be derived from Form I verbs
(or other derived verbs, or from nouns) by regular rules, and
with fairly consistent, ranges of meaning. For example, from

/dares/ studied (Form I) is derived a Form II causative verb
/darras/ to cause someone to study, but there are also many with
intensive meaning, e.g. /kasara/ (Form I) meaning ,to break but
/kassara/ (Form II) meaning to break to pieces, to smash. A few
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Form II verbs are estimative, e.g. /sadacia/ (I) to tell the truth
but /saddaga/ (II) to believe that someone is telling the truth,
to believe someone, and some are deitT/TCYrom nouns, e.g..
77aiiWt6-FITEE camp from /xayma/ tent. All Form II verbs are
of the pattern CaCCaC (C-= any consonant, CC = identical pair)
for the perfect tense and CaCCiC for the imperfect ten e. To sum
up Form II verbs, these'verbs are of the patteriA CaCC7i have
the meanings a) causative, brintensive or c) esErmati if
derived from verbs,or d) applicative if derived from nouns On
pages 107- -108 is a chart of Derived Forms, summarizing their
forms and the main semantic features.

While it is impossible always_ to 'predict the meaning a given
verb will have in a given derived verb Form, most verbs do fit
into the scheme given in the chart. Recurring themes throughout
the forms are: reflexive-passive, identified with /-t-/(Forms V,
VI, VIII, and X); passive, identified with /-n/ (Form VII);_caus-
ative, identified with doubling of radical (Form II), /?a-/
TForm IV), or /-s/ (Form X); and associative, identified with

vowel length (Form III).
The word patterns of the derived verbs are summarized below:.

Form Perfect Tense

II CaCCaC
III CaCaC
IV ?aCCaC
V taCaCCaC

VI taCaCaC .

VII ?inCaCaC
'VIII ?iCtaCaC

IX ?iCCaCC
X ?istaCCaC

Active
Participle

muCaCCiC
muCa-diC
muCCiC
imutaCaCCie
mutaCaZIC
munCaCiC
muCtaCiC
muCCaCC
mustaCCiC

Passive
Participle

mucaCCaC
muCaraC.
muCCaC
mutaCaCCaC
mutaCataC

muCtaCaC

mustaCCaC

Verbal
Noun

taCCIC
muCaCaCa/CiCaC
?iCCIC
taCaCCuC
taCaCuC
?inCiCaC
?icticac
?iccicic
?istidac

4.44, English uses a number of particles and prepositions to
form two-word verbs:

'away - boil away
back - grow back
by - pass
down - break down
in - pitch in
off - 'cool off
on - catch on
out - blow out

over - fall over
through - fall EKTUugh
up - back Ea
about - bring about
across - put across
aside - lay aside
forth - put forth
at - yell at

Arabic also uses two word verbs. HoweVer, there are several
major differences. English uses particles with intransitive
verbs:

come over
start out
send away
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Arabic has no two-word intransitive verbs. Thus:

come, on over
ta?alalhuna or ta?alailiziyaratina
come, ihere come for to visit us

Arabic students have difficulty learning to use these parti-
cles, which they interpret as prepositions without objects.

4.45. Particles a.i.e not used with transitive verbs in Arabic.
Thus, such verbs as p..3.1t away, write down, bring out, cross off,
do not have two word translation equivaleRts in Arabic. Thus:

I'm putting away the dishes.

becomes .in Arabic either:

?uzil 1?al- ?atbaq
I remove the .dishes

or: ?adaT ?al- ?atbaq fi mahalliha.
shes

In the latter example, Arabic uses a preposition /fi/ in. How-
ever, this remains a part of the prepositional phrase,and is not
considered, aniadverb.

With' transitive verbs, as,with intransitive verbs, Arabic
speakers have difficulty with proper use of the particleN .They
interpret. the particle as a preposition, which in Arabic requires
its own object, and they have difficulty in thinking of it as a
part of the verb. The Arabid speaker will tend to omit particles
with. transitive verbs, e.g., *Put your blue suit rather than Put
your blue suit on.

Part lc can be separated from the verb in.English:-

- I'm pUtting away the dishes.
I'm putting the dishes away.
I'm putting them away. v

If a pronoun is used, as in the third example, the particle
must be sepapated. This causes no problem for the Arabic speaker,
since object pronouns are always suffixed to the verb. Word or-
der with a noun.object is optional and causes no problems. Two-
word verbs in Arabic consist solely of verb plus preposition.
These prepositions are syntactically prepositions, not adverbs,
and are part, of the normal prepositional phrase. Often English
verbs requiring prepositions do not correspond to these in Ara--
bic. In such cases the Arab may have difficulty usingLth? proper
English form.

4.46. -Many adverbials in English describe the way in which an
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.

action le performed. These are called manner adverbials:

They drive slowly.
They go by bus.
He answered with a smile.

tif

There are no manner adverbs, such as slowl , in Arabic: Man-
ner adverbials include prepositional phrases an participles:

They drive slowly.
yasriqun Ibibut?
they drive with slowness

Where Arabic uses a Participle as an adverbial, the English
equivalent is a verb in progressive form:

He is hurrying.
huWalmusric
he hurrying

The Arabic constructions do not cause much interference for the,
student learning English. The major problem lies in the proper
use of the -ly suffix. A likely mistake is:

*He drives cautious

4.47 Infinitives are used as complements of included sen=
tences in English when the speaker is influencing or causing an-
other to act:

He told me to 22 to school.
advised
warned
urged, etc.

, -

Infinitives are not used in this manner in Arabic. The Arabic
equivalent is verb plus direct object plus subjunctive verb
clause (as in EFF-first sentence below) or verb plus preposition
p us verbal noun (as in the second sentence below):

I advised him-to,go.
nasahtahu Pan Iya6hab
I advised himIthatlhe go

or nasahtahu bi 6ahab
I advised him with the going 490".

Arabic speakers do not have much difficulty learning to use
the English infinitive in this construction.

1 I
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PART Si SYNTAX: NOUN'PHRASE

5.0. Intruduutionto Noun Phrases
Woun .phraseards, or constructionsmade of wordsfunc-

tioning like a single word, which perfaim the following clause
functions in Arabic:

a) .Subject
b Object of verb or preposition
c) Modifiers

A Wolin phrase may.consist of:

a) Nouns:

the school
-t

?al- madrasa
. the school

b) Demonstrative plus defined noun:

this school
madrasa

this 'the school

c) Noun plus afEii54tive adjective:

a secondary school the new officer
.madrasa leanawiyya
school 'secondary

?al- dabit ?al- jadid
the officerlthe new

d) Two nouns: the second in genitive case may modify the first
noun in any of the following ways:

1) PossesSion:

the officer's wife
?imra?atul?al- dabit
woman the officer

2) Limitation:

. doctor
.1"tr4t1.1

the dog's tongue
lisan ?al- kalb
tonguelthe dog

pediatrician
tabib 1?atfal
doctor children

a coffee cup (not a tea cup),
finjankahwa
cup 'coffee

3) Whole and its part:,

one_of the. boys
?ahadl?al- ?awlad
one the "boys

111
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4) Container - Cohtents:
,0 , .

a_Cdp of coffee

cup /coffee

5) Naming:

the city' of Baghdad
madtnatlbardAd

% city- ' /Baghdad

Note that in this construct, the first ncluri never takes the defi-
nite article, while the second one may or may not:

Adjective, usually definite:

4.

Did the other one come too?

question'particlelhe calle the other.also
ia? ?Axa rf ?aydanhal

f) Adjective plus noun whexlein the definite. noun-delimits the
- applicability of the adjective:

the officer andsome of fage
?al- Obit ?al- hasan, wajh .,*
the officer the flandsomelthe . face I.

Compare the English fleet of foot,.hard of hearing, etc.

g) Pronouns:

It .is not he.
laysa huwa
it is not he .

h) Demonstratives:

That will be fine.
sayakrn 15alikhasan
he will bejthat good

i) NoMinalized clauses: clauses may be nominalized by:

/?an/ that:

It is necessary that he go.
yajib rantlya6hab.
it is necessary tha he go

Here /?an ya6hab/ is subject of the verb /yajib /.

/?anna/ that:

I know thk'qleavilrtgo.
?afrifl?anpahursaya6hab
I know /that helhe wilVgo

Here /?annahu saya6hab/ is the object of the verb /?afrif/.
/?an/ is followed by a verb in the subjunctive and denotes

an action in the abstract (the idea of his going), while /?anna/
is followed by a statement- of fact (he has gone, he will go). :

121.
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5.1. Number Classes of Nouns
,

-,_

1) English has several number plass:es. Certain nouns are
umwarked-for-nturib L.

Chinese, species, Series, salmon

Others*are always singular: ,)

advice, assistance, billiards.

Some are always A

cattle, clergy, police, riches, shears, vermin

Most nouns have both singular and plural forms. Some have irreg-
ular plurals:

ox - oxen tooth - teeth
man - men louse - lice
root - feet die - dice

Certain.nouns with a final voiceless labio-dental fricative be-
comeyoiced in the plural, /-z/ is suffixed:

calf - calves
elf .r elves
leaf - leaves

/-Iz/ is added after all sibilants in

glass - glasses. . sash -

phase - phases .. match -
garage - garages badge -

forming plurals:

sashes
matches_

/-z/ is added after voiced non - sibilants:

boy - boys
bed - beds
mug - mugs

/-s/ is added after voiceless non - sibilants:!'

cup - cups
pit - pits

. -

However, a few nouns.are semantically plural but grammatically
singular,, e.g. these collective nouns:

class., crew, family, committee, government

2) Arabic has two general types of number class:
Sound Plurals. These are formed by the addition of suf-

fixes. NouFig-Tiaadjectives which can form sound plurals show

113 "
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distinctions for gender and case in both singular and plural:

I-
Masculine Feminine

Singular mudarris
(teacher)

mudarrisa
(teacher)

Plural

Nominative

Genitive

Accusative

mudarrisun

mudarristn

mudarrisat

mudarrisat`

mudarristn

Masculine sound plurals can refer only to individual human males.
Feminine sound plurals also can refer only to human females, while
all non-human animates as well as all inanimates normally take
feminine singular agreement.

. Broken Plurals. These are formed by meads of a vowel change
or a EER51-FiEEE-15F vowel change plus suffix. They fall into al
number of patterns, often predictably derived from singular nouns
and adjectives according td form and meaning. There are many
broken plural patterns; none of them fully predictable. Examples
are kitab T kutub book(s); faris - fursan horseman- horsemen.
English examples wEIZEFEllow this type of ru e are:

foot - feet child - children

Collective nouns in Arabic are made singular by suffixing
the singular feminine suffix /a/: These singular nouns, can then
be made plural by the feminine sound suffix:

rock /saxr/ a rock /saxra/ rocks /saxrt/

Some collective nouns have a combination sound-broken plural.
Others have no singular.

Arabic speakers have a number of problems in learning English.
plurals.

Arabic has no words which are unmarked for number. Arabic
.7-speakers will be confused by such words as gallows, series, deer,
sheep, and theit proper'usage,ih,singular and plural.

Certain English words are' always singular. Learning proper
usage of these is.a-pTcblem& especially with such-words as-bil-
liards, news, mumps, phonetics, etc., which have the plural suf-
MTAnother difficulty lies in the Arabic speaker's tendency to
make certain words plural, such as information (informations).

Certain English words are always plural: cattle, clergy,
poultry, vermin, auspices, clothes. Arabic speakers have diffi-
culty with those which do not have the plural suffix, like cattle.

Arabs will have difficulty with those words which have irregu-
lural formation:

12t, .114



ox - oxen man - men 'foot feet'` etc.

Each of these must be learned separately.
The voiceless fricatives which require voicing in the plural

are a 'problem for. Arabic speakers:

calf - calves wife - wives etc.

Those nouns of Latin or Greek derivation: stimulus, nebula,
phenomenon, etc., have plurals which must be learned separately:

The vast majority of English plurals are formed by the suf-
fix -s . The major problem for Arabic speakers is learning when.
this sound is voiced or voiceless, or /-Iz/.

5.2. Compound Nouns
Compound nouns do not exist inarabic. Consequently, there

are several problems.invol*d for he student.
1) Some compounds are written as separate words, others as

a single unit:

milk bottle
cherry pie

beekeeper
summertime

The Ar'abic speaker tends to write all compounds as separate words.
2) Compounds have variable stress patterns. Some have

heavier stress on the first part:

frdit juice
clipboard

Others have stress on both elements:

beef stew
kid gloves

Arabic speakers will genekallytstreps both elements of a compound:

Milk bottle

Learning proper/S'tress is extremely difficult.
3) While Arabic does not have compound nouns likethose 'in

English, it does use noun constructs where two nouns can occur'
next to each other. These are roughly equivalent to English com-
pounds which are derived from joining transformations:

They are students.

plus: They study engineering.

becomes: They are engineering students.

In English compounds, as in this example, the first word modifies
thesecond. Arabic uses the reverse word order, and the second
wosd_md ifies the first:,
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They are engineering students.
hum tullab handasa
they students engineering

Consequently, Arabic speakers will misinterpret many English .com-
ne...-4---gruit_j_uice_r_ farinstarce will _he_inisronsirrtipa as a

fruit for juice, a doorknob as a kind of door, etc.

5.3. Adjectives as Noun Phrase
Whenever the hpun of a noun phrase is people, and the noun

phrase has the form the plus adjective plus noun, the noun people
may be deleted:

the pobr people'_---> the poor
the interested people --ethe interested

-Arabic-has a similar construction in'which the-noun can be de-
leted after an adjective. However, in the Arabic construction,
number is always specified:

?al- muhtamm ?al- muhtammun
the interested (one) the .interested (they)

Consequently, Arabic speakers will interpret such English phrases
as the poor, and the outstanding as referring to a single individ-
ual:

the poor one

instead of a general class of people.

5.4. Noun-Forming Derivational Morphemes:
A number of morphemes in English may be suffixed to nouns,

verbs, and adjectives to form new nouns:

educate - educator, education
work - worker
lazy - laziness
cup - cupful
fire - fireman
advance - advancement
solid' - solidity
divorce -- divorc6e
father - fatherFabd
marksman - marksmanship

- kingdom

In some cases there are vowel shifts:

serene - serenity /i - I/
profane - profanity /e - m/

English derivation is primarily suffixation, which operates
on all four word-classes. Arabic derivation occurs rarely



L Iou 9h suffixation. Normally -avewel change, or a vewe4-han
plus affixes, is used.

1) Nouns derived from verbs use vowel change plus affixes:

4addar
to prepare preparation

2). Nouns derived from adjectives use a vowe c ange:

jamil' jamai
pretty beauty

3) Thete are only two nominalizing suffixes in Arabic:

-iyy : nationality (gentilic)
-jiyy: owner (professional activity)

These are applied to nouns:

masr masriyy
E pt --> Egyptian

qahwa qahwajiyy
coffeehouse coffeehouse owner

The major problem Arabic speakers have in learning English
derived nouns is learning which suffixes can be used with each
word. Essentially, each noun must be learned as a separate item.

In cases where a vowel shift occurs:

serene - serenity iir= I/ .

Arabic speakers will often keep the unshifted form:

serene - serenity /i - i/, */sarinati/

5.5. The -ate SuffiX
The suffix -ate comes from Latin, and is used to form nouns,

verbs, and adjectiVe's:

noun: He's a degenerate. /ded3tnerat/
verb; He degenerated. /dId3tneretId/
adjective: He's very degenerate. /dad3blarat/

Note that the suffix vowel length depends on the part of speech.
Arabic speakers will normally give all'forms the same pronuncia-
tion:"'

degenerate /ded3enerat/

5.6. Variations in Derivational Morphemes
Certain derivation morphemes have different forms:

able - ible drinkable - divisible
ent - ant emergent - claimant
elle& - ance reverence - reluctance
ency - ancy efficiency - buoyancy
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These constitute spelling problems for Arabic speakers.

5.7. The Feminine Morphemes
Arabic words obligatorily indicate gender (verbs as well as

nouns, adjectives, and pronouns). English is inconsistent and
irregular in expressing this feature, and the Arabic speaker will
be confused by the arbitrariness of English feminine morphemes:

actor
suffragist
comedian
executor
-buck

- actress
- suffragette
- commedienne
- executqx
- doe

5.8. Noun-Forming.Morphemes From Verbs
Some verbs are made nouns by the agent suffix /er/:

cut - cutter.
work - worker
fight - fighter

A single analogous construction does not exist in Arabic. Sever-
al alternatives are available:

1) It's a grays lawn mower)
?innaha Imakina qatT rtal- hafalif
indeed she machine for cutting he grass

Here a verbal noun for-the-cutting-of parrs hrases the English:

2) He's a soccer player.
huwalla-Tib Ikuratlqadam
he player ball foot

. ;(
Here an active participle (lATib) is used,

3) He's a,fir
huwalrajul 0 yukafilal- alniran
he man who fights the fires

agent noun.

Here a present tense (habitual) verb is used to indicate action
overa period of time.

Thopgh Arabic has no exact equivalent, /-er/ suffixation is
not difficult to learn, since it is quite regular. In common
speech, however, Arabs are likely to use a translation from Ara-
bic:

He's a Player of soccer.

5.9. . Diminutives
English forms diminutives in a number of ways:
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John - Johnny
lamb - lambkin
goose - gosling
brodk - brdoklet

'cigar - cigarette

Arabic is quite regular in forming diminutives. The vowel of the
first syllable of a word becomes /u/; that of the second syllable
becomes the diphthong /ay/.

nahr - nuhayr walad - wulayd
river small river boy - little tcy

English is not regular in this respect, and Arabic speakers have
trouble choosing proper diminutive suffixes.

5.10. Possessive Forms
Possessive forms usually refer to animate beings:

the girl's book
a man's shirt

Inanimate things usually follow of:

the beginning of the week
the roof of the church

Arabic uses-the same construction in both cases:

the girl's book
.kitAbrial- fatah
book the girl-

the roof of the church
saqfl?al- kanisa
roof the church .

Consequently Arabic speakers have difficulty choosing the appro-
priate form in English.

5.11. Determiners
Determiners constitute an extremely complex problem _for stu-

.

dents of any language. They are difficult for Arabic speakers,
since Arabic determiners are structured quite differently.

Both English and Arabic have two sets of determiners, com-
monly referred to as definite and indefinite articles. In some
respects they are comparable, in others,'they are different.

5.11.1. Proper names in English are capitalized, since they
are unique. Usually they have ,no determiners:

Albert Schweizer
Sunday
Omaha,

When a determiner occurs there is a historical or grammatical
reason for it. For instance, in the Azores, the helps specify
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which islands. Similarly( in the Japanese, the word people has
been deleted.

There are no capital letters in Arabic script. Names of
unique persons, places, or things follow the same rules for de-
terminers.as all other nouns. Consequently Arabic speakers are

_prosIP to usPdeterminers ina
English:

the Christmas
the Sunday.

5.11.2. Indefinite Determiners,

English

indefinite a, stressed some
nondefinite a, 0, unstressed some

II - I

Arabic

0
?al

The English indefinite article is used in indefinite refer-
ences to an item or person not previously mentioned, and not
unique in the context:

This is a book.
Some men just'never work hard.,

- Non-definite articles may be singular or plural. They refer to
any non-unique item of a class:

He is a philosopher.
A stitch in time saves nine.
He has (0) books, (0) papers, and (0) pencils in his desk.
Some boys were throwing (0) stones here yesterday.

.In Arabic the indefinite article is 0:

-

This is a book.
ham-Vil)ta -
this book

The singular non-definite article is also 0:

He is'a philosopher.
huwalfaylasiif
he 'philosopher

The plural non-definite article is / ?al /:

I like apples
?uhibb'?al--tuffdh,
I likeithe apples

Arabic speakers have a numn: of problems, then, with a, 0, and
some in English:,

12 (C,
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1) Learning to use a. Arabic speakers are generally
likely to omit it:

*He is teacher.

The Arabic speaker MI MI also learn to use an before vowels:

*a orange.

2) Learning to use 0 with non-definite plurals:

I like apples.

Here the Arabic-speaking student will usually insert the, which
is often equivalent, to' Arabic / ?al /:

*I like the apples. (in general)

-3) Arabic speakers will generally not distinguish between
stressed and unstressed some, since Arabic puts stress on most
sentence words.

5.11.3. Anaphoric and Generic Articles
,Anaphoric technically means referred back. Thus the term

refersto a relationship between someone or something already in
the field of focus, and a grammatical word. This may be an item
or person already mentioned or ,an item unique in the culture.
Theis the. anaphoric article in English:

The horses arehere.
TWhich horses ha:iie already been specified.)

Generic refers to class, group, c.r kind. The generic article in
English is the:

The horsg is a, useful animal. (most horses)

Arabic uses the article /?al/ in both of the above situations,
and the Arabic speaker will have little difficultr...with the Eng-
lish article here. There are, however, several areas of con-
flict:

1), English does not use the with abstract nouns:

Love is immortal.

or with plural generic nouns:

Dogt,are useful to man:

Arabic uses the article in both of these situations:

Love is immortal.
?a1- 1.1ubb
the love immortal
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Dogs are useful to man.

the dogs /are useful 'to the man
?al- ki1161mufida lil?al- ?ins-g

t
n

. -
\

Arabic speakers. will generallyAnsert the in these situations in
English:

C)

*The, love is immortal.
*The dogs are useful to man.

5.11.4. Compound Noun Phrase
When two nouns are joined wf.th and, and are thought of as a

unit, a single determiner is used in, English:

Put the bread and butter on the table.

The article is repeated in Arabic:

The house and car
?al- bayt lwa- ?al=saylarat
the house and the car

There are two sources of error for the Arabic student in this
situation:

1) The student will normc*ly insert the article before the
second noun:

'*The house and the car...

2) The student will interpret the single determiner se-
quence (the father and mother-,) as definite noun plus indefinite
noun:

*The father and a mother...

3) In English, a prepositional phrase with an object of
place.unique in the cultural context does not use the article:

in town in school
at home at college
to-heaven from-work-

Arabic equivalents always use the article. Consequently, Arabic
speakers will insert the article in English:

*to the town
-*at the home

5.11.5. Mass Nouns
In- English the article does not occur with mass nouns:

water anthropology
and love
light facism _
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replacement
democracy

persistence
hydration

Abstract and_mass nouns normally take the article prefix in Ara-
bic: .

Milk is nutritious.
?al- tiaribimuvant
the milk 'nutritious

An Arabic speaker will make such mistakes in,,EngliSh as:

*I heard a' good, news.
*He gave an information.

Several words are classified as mass in.English nd count in
Arabic: *

4

advice
news
information

To make a noun singular in English it i necessary to use a, coun-
ter, such as piece, bar, grain, bit, etc In Arabic these are
normally singular aria7can be. pluralized;

--a.bit of advice bits of adice
nastha nasUit:

An Arabic speaker will often pluralize these nouns in English:

*The advices he gave were helpful.
t:=r *These news are good.

A number of nouns in English can be count or mass, depending
on the context:.__.

Mother -buttered the toast. (mass)
He made a toast. (count) .

Give me s me paper. (mass)
.He bought (newsy paper. (count)

These words are ex emely confusing to Arabic speakers.
, \

5.11.6. Cardinals an0 Ordinals
1) Cardinal numb rs are more complicated in Arabic than in

%in
English. In general, be ause of gender, case, and word order
considerations, they are ore difficult fOr-the English speaker
learning Arabic than vice4.ersa. However, there do remain,sev-
eral problems.

'a) One and two alw ys follow the noun in Arabic.
This leads to such mistakes as:
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41 want book one.
*1 want the book the one.

The Arabic singular noun often includes the force of "one", so that
/kitab/ maybe translated as either a book or one book; Arabs will .

tend to confuse these two expressions in English.

b) Definitenesi is similar in both languages:

I saw the five books 4;hich you ought.

[
ra?ayti?al- xamsalkutubl?allatt ?iftaraytuha
I saw the five books which you bought it

This causes no problems for the Arabic student. Otherwise, how-
ever, the Arabic cardinal nay follow the noun:

The five teachers were killed.
?al- mudarrisUn ?al- xamsputilti
the teachers the five were killed

. .
The Arabic student will often use this order:

*The teachers five were killed.

c) Numbers from three to ten in Arabic have, plural`
noun heads, as in English:

five books,
xamsatlkutub
five' books

Here Arabic speakers have no problems. However, numbers from 11
up have singular noun heads in Arabic:

one hundred books
mi?at' kitab'
one hundred book

Arabic speakers, then, will often use singular noun heads' in
English also:

*eleven book
*twenty book
*thousand bbok

d) Whole cardinal numbers in Arabic: 40, 300, 800;
3,000, 1,000,000 are plural, with a singular noun head. This
leads to,such mistakes in English as:

*five thousands book
*five millions dollar.

:2) Ordinals up to tenth may be preposed in Arabic:

-the first boy
?awwallwalad
first boy
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When the ordinal precedes, the article is not used in Arabic.
Consequently, the Arabic speaker may often forget it in English:

*He was first, person here.

From eleventh upward the ordinal must follow the noun
In this construction the artic e is use wi
ber:

in Arabic.

I

the twelfth girl
?al- bint ?al-,03niyacafar
the girl the twelfth --

The Arabic speaker will often transfer thi-i to English:

*the time the fifteenth

5;11.7. Pre-articles
Pre-articles in English' are of five types: partitives, em-

phatics, intensifiers, limiters,, and fractions.
1) Emphatics, inte ifiers, and limiters:' :

pre-article just alm st
emphatics quite

post-article mere ut
emphatics sheer re 1

t '

all entire each same
intensifiers whole both every

limiters,
even : merely

fonly

a) These pre-articles are in general similarly de-
fined in both languages. The problems are mainly lexical: in.

some cases Arabic meanings do nut correspond to English. Foex-
ample, the Arabic /kull/ has the meanings all, whole, every, each
depending on the number and definiteness of the following noun.
In English, whole must follow the definite article:

the whole dal,

while in Arabic it is a pre-agticle:

yawm
whole the day

'The-Arabic speaker may transfer. this to English:

*whole the day
*whole the days

. *whole the three-days
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b) /'kiln/ both in Arabic cam occur only with dual
. nouns or pronouns:

both,men

bothlthe men

both of-us
Maria--
both us

lus noun: both men, which has an exact Arabic equivalent;
wi b- a problem for Arabic speakers. Both plus pronoun re-
quires the insertion of of: both of us. Thig-IF a problem for
Arabic speakers, who wili7teaTo forget the inserted of:

*both us

Aiabic has no equivalent for noun plus noun. Consequently,
such constructions as:

both John and Peter
both him and me

constitute a problem for Arabic speakers.

qpa
mass

OS.

2) Fractions ,, ..4..

Fractions in both:languages make reference to a definite ,

tity or number. They can precede either a plural count or
!noun:

ha he books half the coffee
qahwa

half the coffee
nisfl?al-kutub
half the books

In English all fractions except 1/2 require either the indefi-
nite article a or a cardinal number before the fraction, and an
inserted of Chewing:

a fifth of the books
one, fifth tof the books

If the cardinal number is more than one, the fraction is plural:

four fifths of the books

In Arabic, however, all fractions share the distributional fea-
tures of 1/2:

/nisf ?al- kutub/ e/rubT ?al- kutub/

means -- means
-----half the books , fourth the books
and half of the books e and fourth of the books
and a half of. the books ia a fourth of the books

-ITU-one-half of the-books ' ii one-fourth-of the books

Arabic speakers will tend to follow Arabic rules for fractions,
producing such-mistakes as:.
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*third the boys

When the cardinal receding the fraction is two, Arabic uses the
dum-arorm:

two third of cup'

1

OulQayn. ?al- finjah
two third the cup

is

Consequently, an Arabic s eak will use singular in English in
this situation:

*two third of a cup

3) Partitives
Partitives designate indefinite amounts and quantitites. In

both langgues.they precede the noun head.
Englieh has a number of doublets:

some some of
Much much of
many
a few

many of
a few of

all all of
several several of

r

Those in the first column indicate simply an indefinite amount.
Those in the second column indicate a portion of a patticulAr

. quantity. Arabic does not make this distinction.. Partitive in
Arabic indicates a portion of the whole class in all congtruc..
tions. Thus the English:

a few apples
--- 'and a few Of the apples

have the'same translation in Arabic:

(Tadad) Icparlimin 1?al- tuff4
(number)few from the apples

t iL. .

Sinoe,AVa ,is very different from English in this respact,
Arabic tikeil 45ave major difficulty understanding these con-
structi s in English.

The. following. Arabic terms:

kaeir min many, a lot of, much
qa11-1 min a few, a little
?arlabiyya most, a majority'of
munam most of
bald . some of

can occur with both non-count and plural count nouns. The arti-
cle prefix is used in all cases: . -,
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a lot of books a lot of coffee
kaOirimin ?al- kutub

lot from the books
kaOtrimin

from
1?al- qahwa

a a lot the coffee

There are, then, four separate types of errors made by Arabs in
learning almost all English partitive's:

a) Improper usage of terms with count or nonz-count
nouns:

*a few ffee
-*much ma

b) Improper insertion of the definite article:

*many the men
*many the coffee

c) Improper deletion of the preposition of.:

*most my friends

d) Arabic speakers do not understand the distinction
between a simple indefinite amount and a portion of a quantity
as it is made in English. They will make the above types of er-
rors in,either'case. For example, *some the coffee will be pro-
duced for either some coffee or some of the coffee.

5%11.8. Demonstratives
English distinguishes between 'near me or us' and'elsewhere':

1st person 2nd and 3rd person

this-- that
these 1. those

Arabic distinguishes between 'near me/us and/or you' and 'else-
where':

1st and 2nd person. 3rd person

has Malik

"Arabic speakers, then, quite often use this and that incorrectly:

*That dress I have on is too long.
*That's a fine -party we're giving.
*This is, a pretty, hat 'you have on.

5.11.9. Adjectives
Base adjective in English are those which contain no deriva-

tional suffixes:

tall happy young
4hot ugly nice
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Derived adjectives are those which come from other parts of
speech.

Adjectives are derived from nouns by the use of suffixes:
_..

ful hopeful is
ous joyous a
rEs chini-sh ary

Y. 'faulty_ SIEL
al fatal ular
Take . childlike an
ed dog-eared Ne

Adjectives derived from verbs are called
ticiples are derived from the active for of

1)Presentparticiple:verb plus t-ing

the sleeping baby

2) Past participle': verb plus
i-en

the broken door
the baked beans

angelic
costa
elementary
preparatory
spectacular
American
prohibitive

participles. Par -

he verb:

5.11.10. Arabic Adjectives
Arabic adjective structure is very different from English.

All adjectives are derived from verbs, following-the rules of the
base form; FaMIL. This means that such adjectives have the vowelS
/a/ and /1/, and any three consonants. Thus the adjective jamila
'(she)' beautiful' is derived from the verb jamulat 'she became
beautiful'.

Adjectives derived from "hollow" verbs are irregular and have
only two consonants. Adjectives derived by suffixation, as in
English, are extremely rare. They are called /nisba/ relative
adjective and occur e.g. with nationalities. They are formed by
suffixing 1-5.7 to a noun:

misri from misr
Egyptian Egypt

Certain Arabic adjectives formed in this way have come into
English:

Iraqi
Beiruti
Kuwaiti

5.11.11. Except for participles, Arabic speakers have relatively
little difficulty with adjective classes in English, other than
the normal problems involved in leaving individual lexical items.
Participles, however, are a major stumbling block for Arabic
speakers.

Whether the English participle is present (-ing) or pat
(ed)Aepends on the type of sentence from which it was derived:
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1) -inch results when the noun head was the subject of an
active, transitive or intransitive sentence:

The book amused me. the amusing book
The boy is running. 4 the running boy

2), -ed results -when thenoun head wac the subject of.sa
passive sentence:

The shoes were polished. polished shoes
The pepper was stuff( a. --ithe stuffed pepper

3) Participles derived from intransitive verbs have as
their origin a relative clause. These take ling:

the boy who was sighing --4,the sighing boy
my brother who was screaming 4 my screaming brother

4) A small group of intranstives, which show changing
status, take -ed:

fallen angel
Vanished race

5.117= Participial word uLder-in-Engl'ish is extremely compli=
cated. A few very general rules may be stated.

1) In general participles precede, the noun head.
2) If a complement to the participle is required, the

participle must follow the noun:

*the lying baby
The baby lying..

3) If the participle has an optional, complement, both
participle and complement must follow the noun head:

'*the-stuffed with rice pepper
the pepper' stuffed with rice

4) Participles which precede the noun are restrictive,
that is, they point out the noun they.modify as unique in that
respect. Thus, screaming brother describes one particular
brother, as opposed, perhaps, to other brothers who do not scream.

5) Participles which follow the noun are not restrictive,
except for those subject to rules 2) and 3), which have comple-
ments to the participle itself. All others are derived from op-
tional and clauses and relative clauses. Thus:

When you, see the light blinking, turn left.

is derived from:
*

When you see the light, and it is blinking, turn left.
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5.11.13. Arabic has both active and passive participles. Active
participles are derived from transitive and intransitive verbs.
Passive participles are derived only from transitive verbs.

Participles in Arabic have much fleet usage in Arabic than
in English. Any participle can be used to modify a noun. When
modifying nouns, they behave like ordinary adjectives, following
thenoun and showing agreement with it in gender, number, and
definiteness:

a wounded man the wounded men
rajullmajrUki ,?al- rijall?al- MajrUhrin.
man wounded the men the wounded

The basic meaning of the active participle is: performing
the action indicated la the verb. A noun modified by an active
participle is equivalent to a noun modified by an adjectival
clause containing the corresponding active verb, where the Sub-
-ject is the same as the modified noun:

the laughing boy
?al- waladl?al- ddhik
the boy the laughing

the boy who is laughing
?al- waladl?allaalyadhak
the boy that laughs

The Arabic active participle is more or less equivalent to the -
English -ing form derived from verbs in active sentences.

5.11.14. The basic meaning of the passive participle is: under-
going or having undergone the action indicatedby. the verb; A
noun modified by a passive participle is.equivaiint to a noun
modified by a clause containing the corresponding passive verb
where the subject is the same as the modified noun:

the published article
?al- maqdla ?al- manfUra
the article the published

the article which was published
?al- maqdla Pallatilnufirat
the articlelwhich she was published

The Arabic passive participle is more or less equivalent to the
English past participle derived from verbs in passive construc-
tions. ,

5.11.15. Arabic participles emphasize the action of the verb to
a much greater degree than English participles do. This is il-
lustrated by the fact that in Arabic, a noun plus' participle con-
struction can stand alone as a completed sentence:
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?al- waladl?al- dahik
the boy the laughing

This construction means, roughly: *The boy he is the one who 18
laughing. To be a complete sentence, the nourparriple con-
struction remains, a phrase. Arabic speakers have major diffi-
culty interpretirig English participles modified by the. Since
the Arabic equivalent is a full sentence in Arabic, English parti-
ciples are interpreted as full sentences also. Thus a phrase
like the cooking class would be interpreted as 'The class is
cooking something at the present moment.' It is difficult to
predict what meaning would be attached to:

cooking utensils
laughing matter
reading material
etc.

,5.11.16. Arabic speakers will equate Englishpast participles
with passive particles in Arabic. However the Arabic.passiVe
participle cannot be formed with intransitive verbs. Consequent-
ly, the Arabic speaker will have difficulty with such English
phrases as:

vanitherace
decayed ledes
excaped convict

which are formed from intransitive verbs. The Arabic speaker
will interpret these as full sentences, verb plus subject con-
structions:

The race vanished.
The leaves-decayed.
The convict escaped.

5.11.17. Word.order in both languages is determined by the deri-
vational history of the participles. In this respect, Arabic is
much simpler than English. All participles are derived from a
clause modifying the, noun, and all occur following the noun.
English participles are derived from several sources, and word
order is determined by derivational source, type of verb, and the
fact of its being restrictive or non - restrictive. This is ex-.
tremely confusing to the Arabic' speaker, who has a major problem
in trying to learn proper word order. Several types of errors
will be made:

1) He will place all partZeiples after the noun, as'is done
in Arabic.

2) He will place all participles before the noun. This will
happen as a hyperformation when he learns that many English par-
ticiples do occur in this position.

3). He will place certain participles before, others after
the noun. Often, however, he will make the'wrong choices:
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sitting girl
going man
race vanished
leave's decayed

4) The distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive
usage will remain an extremely difficult concept for the Arabic
speaker to *grasp. He will seldom make word order distinctions
on this basis. Consequently he might make such errors as:

the boy laughing
the girl running

5) The participle with a complement must follow the noun in
Englksh._ The Arabic is unfamiliar with this type of
rule, ofteriiia-k-euch mistakes as:

*the cooking girl in the kitchen
*the walking children in the street

5.11.18. Participles in 'Arabic have perfective aspect. They
thus describe action that has taken .place in a period of time up ,
to and including the present. Thus to express completed action
the Arabic speaker will produce such forms as:

*the hearing boy
''*ktudying student
*discovering man

Participles of verbs of going and remaining do not share this as-
pectual meaning. Consequently, terms such as running water have
the same aspectual meaning in both languages. The only problem
with participles of these verbs lies in the fact that in English
many of them require complements and must follow the noun:

the baby lying in the bed

The Arabic speaker will often use these inappropriately:

*the lying baby

5.11.19. The Comparison of Adjectives
1). In English, comparison is shown in two ways:

One-syllable adjectives and those ending in /i/ receive the
.-suffixes /er/ and /est/:

tall silly
taller comparative si.lier
tallest superlative silliest

All other adjectives are preceded by comparative words:
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beautiful
comparative more beautiful less beautiful
superlative most beautiful least beautiful

. 2) Arabic shows comparison by internal phonetic changes in-
the adjective. The adjective in comparison follows the form
?aFMaL where:

F = the first of three radicals
M = the middle of three radicals
L = the last of three radicals

thus:

/kabir/ big becomes

If the adjective cannot undergo internal change,

/?akear/ more,
/?afadd/ stronger
/?aciall/ ess

may be used. Word order is not rigid, and these terms may either
precede or follow the adjective:

more interested
muhtamm. !?akOar
interested1More

Superlative is shown in Arabic by Making the'Comparative definite.

/?akbar/ bigger.

By prefixing the article /?al/ the:

less i
ci

telligent

1
?aall 6akaf
less (as to) intelligence

the least intelligent
?al- ?aciallkak-d?
the least (as to) intelligence

By adding a pronoun suffix:

taller tallest
?atwal ?atwalhum-
taller the tallest of them

- By a genitive construct:

the tal est of the students

1

?atwal ?al- tullUb
tallest of the students

14
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Arabic speakers, then, have several problems in learning
comparative'construction:

a) The rules determining the use of the suffixes /er/ and
/est/ and the comparative words more, most, less, and least are
not clear to, the. Arabic speaker. There some'interference,
occurring when A abic adjectives which require a comparative word
have as English adjectives requiring the English-suf-
fix.

b) The superlative in Arabic is simply the comparative
made definite, whereas in English the superlative has a separate
form. The learning of the superlative form in English is subject
to the difficulties described above, i.e.--choosing between the
suffix /est/ and the comparative words most or least.

Interference caused by the Arabic pattern for forming the
superlative occurs when the student is learning the definite com-
parative form in English, as:

the taller of the students

The Arabic comparative is always indefinite, and since the
superlative is formed by making the comparative definite, the
Arabic student will interpret the above type of construction as
superlative.

.c) When comparing adjectives with different referents,
both languages use a connecting word to introduce the second. term:

Peter is taller than John.
Peter?atwalMin yuhanna
Peter taller

lfrom
John

The Arabic word /min/ is most often translated into English as
from. Consequently, Arabic speakers will often Use from in this
situation:

*Peter is taller from John.

d) When comparing adjectives with similar referents, Eng-
lish can use a. simple possessive as the second term:

My brother is taller than yours.

Since in Arabic possession is shown by a noun suffix, the full
noun phrase must be used as the second term:

My brother is older than yours.
?axi [23akbarimin 1?axik
my brother iggerlfrom your brother

The Arabic speaker, then, must learn to delete the noun when
speaking English,
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:j
e) In English, when a demonstrative is_the second term of

a comparison, it is normally followed by the pronominal one:

This board is smoother than that one.
ha6ihil?al- lawhal?amlas Imin Itilk
this the boardIsmootherlfromithit-

The Arabic speaker, then, must learn to use the pronominal one
in English.

f) Both languageg have intensifiers which can accompany the
comparative form of the adjective. Examples of Engliish intensi7
Tiers are:

much still
a little somewhat
4 lot a great deal
lots slightly
wen -quite a bit.

There are several Arabic intiensifiers. These do not necessarily
correspond to the.. English in. meaning.

Word order is rigid in English. All intensifiers must occur
before the comparative. While word order is not rigid in Arabic,
this is not a problem since all intensifiers can occur before the
comparative-. :

3) The most usual kind of noun phrase modification is the
adjective-noun construction. This construction is derived
through transformation from a simple sentence:

The man was old.- --4 The old man

A double- base transformation consists of such sentence combined
with another sentence: P

Insert: The man was old. +
Base: The man was my uncle.
Transformation -The old man-was Try-uncle.

English requires that the adjective precede the noun which it
modifies.

Arabic transformations for simple adjective modification
follow essentially the same form:

?al- rajullka-nITajliz
the man Iwaslold

?al- rajullk-dnIxAlt
---->the man was my uncle.,

?al- rajul ?al- TajlizIkanixali
the man the old was_ my uncle-

I
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Arabic differs from English on two points in this const
tion: t,

1. The Arabic adjective normalif follows the noun.
2. If the noun-head has the determiner /?a1/, the adjec-

tive also has the determiner in Arabic.
Both of these items may cause interference for the Arabic

student learning Englishr who must lean that the adjective nor-
mally precedes the noun and is not modified by a determiner.

4) The transformation which deletes the realtive pronoun
and the*\verb may leave either a simple adjective or a complex
modifier:

TWboy who is 'sick The sick boy
The servant who-works part-time 3 the part-time servant*
The boy who is talking to him the boy talking to him

Here the simple modifier shifts to a position preceding the noun,
while the complex modifier remains following the noun.

Relative words are not deleted in Arabic. Consequently,
both the English base:

-r,

The boy who is talking to the sergeant

and the transformation,:

The boy talking to the sergeant

have a single translation in Arabic:

?al- sabiyyl?alla6ilyatakallamimacal?al- jarrNh
the boy who he speaks with the sargent

The basic problem for Arabic speakers in this case lies in
learning to recognize complex modifiers as an exception to the
basic rule that modifiers must precede the noun in English.

5) In English from a verb phrase consisting of a transi- _

---tive-verb-plus-a-nbun phrase, we can derive a compound modifier.
The verb phrase passes through several transformations:

The animal drinks milk + relative transformation
The animal which drinks miiii-T-Togletion transformation -=->:

The animal drinking milk + nounlarilael. transformation
The milk drinking animal.

Arabic cannot undergo this type of t ;ansformation. Thus com-
pound adjectives do not occur. However, in learning English, the
Arabic speaker interprets compound adjectives no differently than
ordinary adjectives, and has no problems learning them beyond
normal semantic difficulties.

5.11.20. -RelailVe Clauses
1) Relative clauses enable sentences to modify nouns which
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are partof larger, sentences. 'Thus:

I saw.a man +
ou were-talking to the man 7-4
s,aw the man to whom you were talking.

In En ish, relative clauses begin with who,, whom, which, or that.
The re a4ve word is an integral part of the clause, functioning
as sub ect, direct or indirect object, or preprepositional ob-
ject, a well as providing the reference linking clause with noun-

s

head. or example:

I s the Man who (Who = clause subject)
, wen to the moon.

_ ti

'I sa the UFO that (That = clause object)
John reported.

This is the friend to whom (Whom = clause indirect object)
I owe seven dollars.

In Arabic the relative is a separate form which does not partic-
ipate in either clause, but simply links them together. Conse-
quently, the Arabic relative clause must contain a separate ref-
erent to the nou -head within the clause. This is- normally a
pronoun:

'I saw the man whom You were talking to.
ra?ayti?a,1- rajull?allanikunta rtatakallamlmaTahu
I saw the man who, (you werelyou talk with him'

. .

i

The above illustration has, as is typical, both a relative
/?alla6I/ who, and a pronoun referent, in /macahu/ with him.

This particular.facet of Arabic grammar causes a great deal
of interference for the Arabic student learning English. There
is somewhat less difficulty when the relative is in subject po-
sition, although mistakes such as*This is the man who he came
are common. Relative words in object positions are much more
difficult for Arabic students to master. Mistakes such as:

4
.

. *This is the man who I saw him. °

*Th'i's is the man who I talked to him.

are
\
very frequent even for advanced students who speak otherwise

fluent English.?
\Another problem for Arabic speakers lies.in the fact that

--1 , whose (genitive), and whom (accusative). The Arabic
the Enrish relative words are declined for case: who (nomina-

- / tive)
L.

relative word is not declined (except in the dual, which is rel-
. atively are). Arabic speakers have some difficulty mastering
the English relative which has case distinctions, wher'eas case
inflection is not a prominent feature of noun inflection in Eng-

\lish.
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The distinctiontbetween what and that is also confusing,
since the Arabic equivalents do not correspond exactly in meaning
and usage.

2) Both languages halve conventions which,allow the dele-
tion of the realtive words.l In English the relative word may be'
deleted whenit occurs next ;to the noun it refers to, if it func-
tions as a direct object within the relative clause. For exam-
ple, which can be deleted in\the,following 41ustretion:

These are the new stampswhich he bought in ,France. --4
These are'the new stamps he bought in France.

Which may not be deleted in the following illustration:

These are the new stams which came from France.
*These are the new stamps came from France.

,

Relatives which occupy subject position within the relative
. clause may not be-de1eted.

In Arabic the relative is obligatorily deleted a erall in-
definite antecedent, and retained after a definite errecedent:

With an indefinite antecedent:
new stamps that he brought from New-
tawabiljadidal?iftarna imin.IN rk
stamps new 'he brought herlfrom Nel York

-
With a definite antecedent:

those new stamps that he brought from New York
'° tilka 1?al- tawdbicl?al- jadidal?allatil?iftaraha

that !the the new 'which the brought her

min INew York
from) New York

The problem, then, for the Arabic student learning English
'lies*in learning to delete the relative word after a definite
antecedent. For example, the relative word in the following Eng-
lish sentence may be deleted, whereas in the Arabic equivalent it
must be retained:

Those are the new stamps which he brought from New York.
Those are the new stamps he brought from New York.

Arabic speakers are not likely to delete the relative word
in this situation in English, but might wish to delete the rela-
tive after an indefinite antecedent:

*These are stamps they came froM New Yigrk.

3) In English, when the relative word is an indirect ob-
ject or an object of a preposition, the clause may shoeier of
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two word orders.

a) The jail to which,' sent George...
The girl to whoM I gave the kitten...

b) The jail L sent George. to...
The girl' I gave the kitten to...

Because of the structure of the relative clause, Arabic does
not allow this type of option. Only one word order is possible:

The jail to which .I sent George...
?al- sijtaallilbaca0t1Georgel?ilayhi
the jail which I sent George to it

Consequently, the Arabic student will have some difficulty mas-
tering the different permutations which English allows in this-

'-construction.,
4) Non-restrictive relative clauses in,English are formed.,

in exactly the same fashion as ordinary relative clauses. How-
. ever, they do not serve as noun modifiers. Instead, theyjsimply
provide extra, parenthetical pieces of information:

My brother who works in the hospital in a doctor.

The above who works in the...hospital is an ordinaiy (restrictive)\
relative clause, differentiating this particular brother from
other brothers.

My brother, who works in the hospital,, is a doctor.

This who works in the hospital is a non-restrictive relative
clause. It simply gives information about the brother; it does
not differentiate him from,other brothers.

Non-restricted relative clauses are separated in writing by
commas, and in speech by pauses.

The Arabic relative clause an likewise be restrictive or
non-restrictive. However, normally neither verbal nor written
punctuation is used to differentiate them. Consequently the Ara-
bic speaker must master the concept of the non-restrictive clause
in English, as well as the spoken and written clues which differ-
entiate it.

5) Relative clauses can function as'zioun phrase subjects
and objects in both langua es:

Whichever you chose w 11 please'me.
?ayy ray? Itaxtaruhu Isayargni
which thing you 'choos itlit will please me

. I know what he stole.
?aTlamlmnalsaraq
I know what he stole

1 4
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i . The relative words function s milarly in both languages and

_consequently dq not pose a, grammatical problem for the Arabic
fstudent'learning English. . ,

/
6) A'nominalization is a-construction (not necessarily,a

relative construction) that becomes a noun phrase. Both 'an-
/ guages allow nominalitation to function as subjects and objects.

/
When differences Occur, they are due.not to contrasts in the:pro7.
cess of nominalization, but to difference-in the structure of the
nominaiized sentence. For example, the nominalized Clause in:

,

....,,

. .

To milk the cows is easy. ..

.--

and that in:

To have milked thecows was easy.
....

%
have identical translations in Arabic:.

To. milk the cows...` To have milked the cows...
halb Pal- basar
to milk the cows

halb ral- bagar
to milk the cows , '

ti

Thedifference herlies in the verbs,, where Arabic does not have
a present perfect infinitive in opposition to a plain infinitive.
When problems with nominalizations occur, they are always of this try

type, that.is,,they are internal to the structure of the nomin-

alized sentence.
7). In. English sentences can be nominalized through the use

of subordinators. The most common subordinator is that. Sub-
ordinate clauses are added to sentences as subjects or as objects:

I know that he came.
That you are the best student is what he said.

Subordinate clauses in Arabic are quite similar. However,
there are several instances which may cause problems for the

Arabic speaker:

'a) Whenever the clause is the object of the verb in-English,
the word that can be deleted:

I wart to know that he is successful.
I want to know he is successful.

The Arabic equivalent for that is not deleted:

?urid 17an Paclaml?annahulnajih
I want thatlI know that he successful

Arabic speakers may have difficulty deleting that in English.

b) Other subordinators are whether and if. Whether is sometimes
accompanied by or not. Arabic has no oppositi3E-5115logous to
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whether/if; it must say either if or if:..or not. Usage of
whether is a problem for Arabic spe.akers.

c) When the clauSe is the subject of the verb in English, it
'follows the verb which then receives an .impersonal "it" as
subject:

It_is_necessary to know_your name first.

Arabic clauses as subject also follow the verb,.but, since
Arabic lacki any impersonal pronoyn, the Arab will tend to
omit it in English:

*Is necessary to know your name.

8) Relative clauses with the verb have
adjective phrases with the word with:

The man who has black hair .--->
-the-man-with black hair

The class which has a riewrIteacher----,
the class with a new teacher,

ay form complex

Arabic has a more or less analogous construction, if the
object referred to is a physical characteristic ,or something
worn: .

Th man who has black hair...
.

I
.that (who)

fhair

hill b
? 1- rajul ?allabi acruhuatwad
t e man

Th man,wi black hair...
?al rajul ?al- ?aswad ?al-Jacr

.,the man the black, the hair ( = black, of hair)

However, if the object doed not fit the above conditions, the
construction must remain in the possessive form:

The class which has a new teacher...
?al- fas1 1?allan ladayhilmudarris jadid
the class that (which) with it teacher new

Arabic students are not likely to use the with construction
in English in this construction.
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PART 6: VOCABULARY

6. Introduction
The previous units of this manual have described the phono-'

logical system and the syntactic structures of English as they
contrast with those of Arabic, especially dwelling on those which
cause problems for the Arabic-speaking student learning English.
This final unit is concerned with the meaning and usage'of indi-
vidual words which are for some reason problematical for Arab
students.

Arabic speakers have several types of problems in learning
English words. These types are by no means mutually exclusive;
some are quite closely related to each other. Moreover, prob-
lems in word usage are often related to differences in the syn-
tactic constructions in both languages. Many problems of this
type have been treated in the previous units; however, many oth-
ers remain and are treated here.

Other, types of problems are:

1. Words and phrases in English which have nO equivalents in
Arabic due to cultural differences. For example, English can say
part time workers, while the Arabic equivalent is people who work
few hours. There are hundreds of idiomatic phrases like this
which.can cause problems for Arabic speakers.

2. Grammatical words in English for which either Arabic has no
equivalent, such as a and whether, or for which Arabic usage does
not correspond with English. For example, Arabic speakers often
use have incorrectly, such as in *your book. is with me , which is

a direct translation from the Arabi-CTrather than I have your
book.

---

3. Words in English which have no Arabic eqlivaients, such as'.'
it, is.

4. Two or more words in English which correspond to only ode
word in Arabic, such as house-home, wish-hope, weather - climate,
watch-clock-hour, upstairs-upon-up in- above:

-5. Words in English which correspond to two or more words in
Arabic, such as please = min fa6lik, tafaal, law samaht, etc.

O

6. Prepositions. All prepositions cause problems for Arabic
speakers, since Arabic has equivalents which do not correspond
exactly in meaning and usage for all of them. Prepositions,are
always a tejor problem for a student of any foreign language.

7. Words which have totally different meanings in English by
nature of differences in word order, e.g. jut in

He's a just man. ( = fair, impartial)
He just got here. ( = only now)
He's just wonderful. ( = absolutely, positively)

The sentence I can't explain it simply and I simply can't explain
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it contain the same words but the meanings are quite different -.
Arabic speakers will tend to equate these sentences.

Alphabetical List of Prbblem Vocabulary Words

a (an)

.Arabic has only a definite article / ?al/ the; Arabic has no
indefinite

a few
. (See few.)

a little
---TSee little.)

above
(See up.)

accept
(See agree.)

across
Can be easily confused with cross. The difficulty is due
to the similarity in pronunciai:

*I went cross the street.

affect (effect)
Arabic speakers are likely to confuse these two words due to
the similarity of the pronunciation and spelling, and by the
fact that they are both translated by a single word in Arabic.

*afraid from
-----Tsec afraid of, below.).

,Arabic speakers will substitute from for of:

*He is afraid from the dog.

after
Arabic speakers confuse after and afterwards. After is used
with a phrase or clause:

...after the game...
After the movie had ended...

Afterwards is an adverb, and stnds alone:

I have to study until 7 o'clock. Afterwards, I might
watch T.V.
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after midnight
Arabic speakers say:

It is now two o'clock after midnight.

rather than:

It is now two o'clock in the morning.
oro It is now 2 e.m.

*after tomorrow
.(See day after tomorrow.)

afterwards
(See after.)

age -

(See old + BE.)

ago

I saw him two days ago.

Arabic speakers substitute from or before:

agree

*I saw him from two. days.
*I saw him before two days.

(See also from, before.)

He agreed to go with us.
He consented to go with us.

'Arabic speakers might say:

*He accepted to go wifFus.

all day long,

Hestudied all day long.

Arabic speakers say:

*He studied all the day.

*all Tx possible
An Arabic speaker might say:

*I did all my possible.

rather than I did la best. (See also *my possible.) '
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almost
This word is difficult for Arabic speakers to grasp in all
its appropriate English usages.

alone
(See leave.)

along
This has no direct equivalent in Arabic. The Arabic speaker
will tend to use phrases or other prepositions: He had his
gun along would be used less than: He had his gun next to
him or He had his gun close.

aloud
(See loud.)

already
This has no immediate equivalent in Arabic. The Arabic
speaker has difficulty in learning to use it. He will likely
use It's finished now before he will use It's finished al-
ready.

also vs. too
Arab-IF-speakers have difficulty in learning the usage of
also when contrasted with too. In English_too cannot -re-
gIgEe also in all its uses sIE the sentence. This might
cause an Arabic speaker to say *He too- came.

am, are
Is, am, and are do not exist in Arabic.

among
(See between.)

..

angry
Arabic speakers confuse angry, sorry, and sad.

angry with
Arabic speakers do not always use the correct preposition in
this type of expression. They are likely to say *I am angry
from him 'rather than I am angry with him.
.tJ also from.)

another
It is difficult to acquire and understand the proper use of
.another when it is contrasted with other.

any
Arabic speakers say:

*I have no any money.
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rather than I have no money or I haven't any money.

arm
Arabic speakers have trouble distinguishing arm and hand.
They may sdy I broke my arm when they mean I broke my hand.
Arabic yad me.dng-15611harld-and aLm.

army
Arabic speakers would be inclined to understand army a
military, as mi-litary-Is the Arabic-equivalent.

as
Both as and like have the same equivalent in Arabic. Ara-
bic speakers therefore have difficulty in learning tY e proper
usages of the English words.'The.same like is used f r the same-
as. -

as far as
As far as is used to indicate distance; until is used in
-reference to time. Arabic speakers often confuge these two:

, He walked as far as the corner. --4
*He walked until the corner.

at

*He studied as far as 7 o'clock.

(See also until.)

It is difficult for the Arabic speaker to learn/ the proper
use of this word, as it can be replaced...in Arabic by the
following prepositions: in, on, to, or a verbal nominal prep-
ositional phrase.i

This -preposition is sometimes-used-to express proximity-4-and
Arabic speakers often confuse it with on. They tend to say:

I'm sittina on the table.

when they mean that they sit on a chair, near the table, or:

The teacher stood on the blackboard.

when they mean that she stood near the blackboard.
.(See also on.)

When not.jndicating proximity, Arabic speakers confuse at
with to: --T% say:,

*I look *),the picture.

rather than I look at the picture.
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(See aLso to, first.)

.away
(See throw.)

back
This word has more than one Arabic equivalent.
(See return.)

BE
There is a verb to be in Arabic, but it has only past or
future meaning; equiTialents of is, am, are are lacking. An
Arabic speaker will say:

-*hat what I want.

beat
(See.win.)

be careful
-Arabic speakers will say:

*Take care'from that knife!

rather than Be careful of tat knife!

become
(See begin.)

Auxiliaries are lacking in Arabic, so Arabic speakers find
great difficulty in learning-how-to use them.

before

I saw him two days ago.

Arabic speakers will substitute before in this construction:

*I saw him before two days.

(See also ago.)

begin
Arabic speakers will say:.

*It became to rain :lard.

instead of It began to rain hard.

be kind
Arabic speakers say:
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*He is always very gentle with me.

insteadof He is always very kind to me.
\

below
(See.down.)

BE-4- right

You are right.
-He is-wrong.' ,

Arabic speakers use have in constructions such as this:

*Yot-have_right. \-
or *You have reason.
.or *The right is with you.

(See also right, reason, have.

BE +.to me
Arabic speakers say:

*This pencil is to me or *This pencil is for me.

when they wish to indicate posseSsion:

This pencil is mine.-
This is my pencil:
This pencil belongs to me.

(See also a-mine - belong: + to me.)

between
Arabic speakers confuse between and among.

(See also among.)

BE + with me
Arabic speakers use_BE_+ with me where I have is meant:

*You book is with me.
(I have your.boOk.)

This error is due to a direct translation of the Arabic

equivalent.

"Pig.
Arabic speakers confuse big and old. Big refers to size;
.old refers to age; a single adjective is used in Arabic for

both of these meanings. She is older than Mary becomes:.

*She is bigger than Mary.
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(See also old.)

bit (of)
N

This has many Arabic equivalents

bond
(See link.)

bookshop
A bookshop or bookstore sells books for-money. A library
lends books which must be returned. Both of these words
are translated by the same word in Arabic.

break
This has many Arabic equivalents so that it is difficult for
an Arabic speaker to learn all its possible usages.

bring
The Arabic speaker tends to confuse bring with take and
get because some of the equivalents of these words tend to .

overlap with the Arabic equivalent.
(See also give birth.)

Sy. has a direct equivalent in Arabic but it does not fit all
the usages of the English word. For example, by is some-
times used in the meaning of French chez:

*I'll come by you at 3:00 this afternoon.

call
Arabic speakers say:

*How do you call that ?
or *What do you name that?

can

rather than:

What do you call that?
or What is the name of that?

Confsed with could.

catch
(See take-hold of

6

Arabic speakers have difficulty in distinguishing ceiling
and roof.

celebration
(See festivity. -)

p.
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ceremony
(See festivity.)

chalks`

is a non-count noun in English. In order to specify
number, we must use a qualifier:

abarLofsoap a_bottle_o_f_ink

Arabic speakers often use non-count nouns incorrectly:

. *We write with chalks.
*I have a soap..
*He bought an ink.

cheer
Arabic speakers confuse cheer and cheer 11E. To cheer a per-
son, or cheer for him, is to shout-for him bedausi-ffig has
done soma-Frig well, or because you want him to do better.
We try to cheer 2g a person when he is sad or discouraged.

climate'
(See weather.)

clock
Watch and clock are not easily distinguishable for Arabic

- speakers. The same Arabic word means not only watch and
clock, but hour as well. Awatch is worn on the wrist or
carried in the pocket. -A clock -is put on a table or hung
on the wall, and larger than a watch.

close-cloth-clothes
These words are easily confused in pronunciation. Arabic
speakers tend to pronounce 0 (th) as z.

close
Arabic speakers use Close where turn off is appropriate:

*I closed the radio.

conceited
See see oneself.)

consent
See agree.) .

cook
In English the verb and noun are identical. The Arabic
speaker would expect the noun to differ from the verb and
would therefore abstain from using cook.

correct
Arabic speakers are confused in- using correct and right:
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He has correct fianner
. not *He has right manners.

could
Confused with can.

course (in school)
Arabic speakers will tend to confuse and replace course
with subject. Both words are identical in Arabic.

. cut, cut off
_Arialp.:i.1:_speakers_confuse_c_ut and_put To cut_means to
mark with a knife, or to wound. To cut off means to separate
completely.

day after tomorrow
Arabic speakers might say *after-tomorrow:

*I am going to see him after tomorrow/'.

develop
(See practice.)

---,

DO
i

=
.

N,
.

If DO is used as an auxi.3iary in English, then it has no .;

Arabic equiv4ent and the A4pic speaker tends to omit it.
Arabic speakers also confuseDO and make, as n:

t

*i made my homework.

rather than I did Lrz homework.
(See also make.)

DO + best
(See *all a possible, *my possible.)

down, down in, down on, downstairs
A7-aUrc speakers confuse down with downstairs, down on, down in
and below because Arabic has only one word A417-down to ex=-
press all these meanings. -

For directions on the map English uses RE for north, down
for south, ba_k for east and out for west. The ArabicspTikji
tends to use down for all of these.

This has many meanings that correspond to different word and
phrases in Arabic.

draw

dress
(See pat on clothes.)

drown
Arabic speakers confuse sink and drown.
(See sink.)
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each (every)
The difference between these twoOotIS8in English is very
subtle. The Arabic speaker will find great difficulty in
learning when and when not to use each of them.

effect
-See affect.)

enjoy
Rather than:

ienjoyed myself at the picnic.
I enjoyed the picnic.

Arabic speakers say:
.

*I enjoyed my time very much.

'enter
As with many other verbs of motion, Arabic-speaking students
have a tendency to add a directional preposition in English:

*I entered to the building.

rather than I entered the building.

every
(See each.)

face,. facing
Arabic speakers may say:

far

*In face of our house there is a shop.

rather than Facing our house there is a shop.
(Cf. opposite: )

(See from here.)

fast (quick)."
Arabic speakers confuse the usages of these two English
words.

-* festivity (ceremony) (celebration)
. These three words are equivalent to one Arabic word.

fetch ,-

This verb is troublesome to Arabic speakers because the
Arabic word /fattif Tan/ means to look for.

few
A few and few have to do with objects that can be counted,
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such as books, pens, bananas. A few means some and is the
opposite of none. When using a few, you art definitely cal"
ling attention to the fact that you have so.e. Few means a!
very small number and is the opposite of many. WIien using
few you,are calling attention to the fact that you haven't
many. Most courses do Ipt teach this difference.

fihgers
Arabic speakers have trouble distinguishing fingers and
toes, both of which are expressed by a single word in Ara-
STE:

finish

He finished his work.

Arabic speakers add an unappropriate preposition in this type
of construction:

*He finished from his work.

first
Arabic speakers confuse first and at first. First shows the
order in which something happens. AtfriA shows a condi-
tion or fact which may later change to the opposite.

fish

r .

I go fishing.
I fish often.

Arabic speakers translate the Arabic, sayin

*I huiri'lish.

floor
Arabic speakers have difficulty in distinguishing floor and
ground, which are translated by the same Arabic woR7--

foot.%
(See la.)

for
The Arabic /li/ introduces the indirect object and is equiv-
alent to English to or,for; it also denotes possession (be-
longing to), as well asgUrpose for: the Arabia' speaker Will
tend" to use for for all of these:

*He gave the book for you.

(See also BE + to me, wait for.)

for a long time
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I haven't seen him for a long time.

Arabic speakers will say:

*I haven't seen him from a long time.
-or ',*I-haven't-seen-him-since-a-long-time.

4* )yoreigner
(See stranger.)

from
--r-7 (See afraid of, ago, angry with, finish,

one or7T---
for a long time,

from here
KFiElc speakers say:

*Go from here.
*Pass from here.

rather than:

Go this way
Pass this way.

In indicating distance in English, Arabic speakers may
the necessity to use far when it is not appropriate:

game

*The museum is two miles far from here:

instead of The museum is two miles

Arabic speakers. nonfuse dame, play,
like tennis, baseball, etc. A play
stage by several players or actors.
usually to amuse children.

from here.

gentle
(See be kind.)

let
I got good grades in history.

Arabic speakers sometimes say:

*I took good grades in history.

get in, get off, get on, et out of
Arabic speakers contuse these words.

.
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and toy. We play games
is a story acted on a
A toy is a plaything,
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get on well"

I- am getting.on well at school.

The verb get is used in many idioms in English and is often
difficult for Arabic speakers. They usually want to substi-
tute other verbs:

*I am going on well at school.

get permission

give

got15Fitirsmr.'tsactrer":
Arabic. speakers substitute take:

*I took a permission from my teacher.

Arabic speakers confuse give and offer. When you offer, a
person something, you want him to take it, but he has a

--'------ eicc You-don ' t-k-now- if -take-it-ornotWhen_y_on
give someone something it means he has taken it.

give birth -

a

go

His wife gave birth to a baby girl.

Arabic speakers Might say:

*His wife brought a baby girl.

Arabic speakers will substitute the verb travel, even when
talking about short distances:

He traveled to the bank this morning.

instead of He.went to the bankcthis morning. Go may be used
for either short or long distances but travel-is used only
for long distances.
(See also walk.)

go for a walk.

I went for a walk.

Arabic speakers might say:

*I made a walk
or *I went a walk.
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(Cf. take a walk.)

going (on)
(See get on well.)

22 to bed, 1.2 ...to sleep
(See lie down.)

/ .

gold, golden 1

Arabic speakers confuse gold and golden, and might say:

*I have a golden watch.

instead .of Ii have a gold watch.

ground
. (See floor.4

i
/

hail vs.,sleet '-

,Most Arabs have never seen sleet or hail and will confuse
the two.

J

/ .

'half past /

Arabic speakers Often say: .

hand

*It is six and a half.

rather than It is half past'six, as this is a direct trans-
lationlation 8f the Arabic equivalent.

1

/

I
(See arm.)

--T
*happy from t

(See pleased with.)

hard, hardly
On the a
ten say:

*He studies hardly.

Have as a Verb is pronou ced differently from have to as
have

alogy of other English adverbs, Arabic speakers of-
.

an auxilia7

He has new car.
He has 10 write a gaper.
They have two bookg.

/hmz/
/hmsta/
/hmv/

They have to borroJoi some money. /hmfta/

Arabic speaker will consistently misunderstand and mispro-

\
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nounce these.

have (has) (had)
As auxiliaries, these have no equivalent in Arabic.

have.,

high

(See also BE + with me, old + HE + right.)

(See loud.)

hold
(See take hold of.)

hope
(See- wish.)

hour (time)
The Arabic speaker will confuse hour and time. If he is ask-
ing for the time of day, he will say *WhaFii the hour?

how

how + like
AFibic speakers might say:.

*How dO you see the-movie?

instead of How do you like the movie.

.how much + cost
Arabic speakers might say:

*How much is its price?

rather'than How much does it cost?'or What is the price of
it.

hunt
(See fish.)

in

I walked home in the rain.

Arabic speakers might substitute under:

walked home under the rain.

(See also (the) next day.)
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'A-

in the morning - a.m.
7-see after midnight.)

information
This is always a singular count noun in English. But Arabic
speakers might attempt to make it plural:*informations.

ink

is

This is a non-count noun in English. In order to,specify
number,,we must use'a qualifier:

a piece of chalk, a bar of soap

Arabic speakers often use non-count nouns incoKr-e'btly:

*ife-tratirjrit-an--l'irk.

*I have a soap.
*We write with chalks.

(Cf. chalk.)

(See BE.)

it
Arabic has no neuter gender pronouns using he or she instead.

kind
(See mark.)

know
English and Arabic present tense of know are the same in
usage, but Arabic past tense is best translated as came to

know, learned, found out. Arabic speakers will say know:

*I knew now that you Were here.

instead of I lust found out that you were here.

know bow to + infinitive
Arabia' speakers omit how from these constructions:

*Do you know to play chess?

last night
Arabic speakers will say *yesterday night.

laugh at
Arabic speakers substitute the incorrect preposition on:

learn

*He was laughing on me.
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Arabic speakers confuse study and learn.
(See-also know.)

leather
Arabic speakers confuse skin and leather.

leave
Arabic spe-akers confuse leave, let 2o, and leave alone. We
leave someone when we go away from him, and he stays behind.
We let 20 of something or someone we have hold of. To leave
something or someone alone is to stop troubling them, to stop.
touching them.

leave for
Arabic speakers substitute the directional preposition to:

*He left to England yesterday.

leg
.1

i

Arabic speakers have trouble distinguishinlq-leg and foot.

/
let aa.

(See leave.)
>._ .---

libr-ar

(See bookshop.)

lie down
Arabic speakers confuse
(to) aa to sleep.

like

lie down, (to) 20 to bed, and

Love and like are the same word in Arabic.
Arabic speakers confuse like, want, and would like. Like is
used to express fondness for something and is a state which
is true all of the time, e.g.: I like coffee. Want and

.would like are used when requesting or FEnTing something,
e.g.: I want a cup of coffee, Would you like some coffee?
for this last sentence, the AraiT:IE-speaker will say:

*Do you like some coffee?

like + gerund of sport
On the analogy of to play tennis/baseball/football, etc.,

\the Arabic speaker.is. likely to make such errors as:

*I like to play ski, roller skate, etc.

link (tie) (bond)
Arabic speakers are likely to confuse these three words, as
all three are translated by the same Arabic word.

little
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A little and little have' to do with objects which cannot be
counted, such as chalk, ink, soap, milk. A little means
some, and is the opposite of none. Little means a small
amount and is the opposite of much. -K-Iittle emphasizes what
we don't have.
(See also small.)

long
(See tall.)

look at
The Arabic speaker may say:

*See the boy.

rathcr than Look-atthe-bey,

look up

.I look up a word in the dictionary.

This is one of the many two-word verbs in EngliShwhich
cause trouble for Arabic speakers. They might say:

*I open a word in the dictionary.

loud

love

mike

r

Arabic speakers confuse loud, aloud, and high.

(See like.)

I made a mistake.

Arabic speakers often confuse do and make:

*I did a mistake.

(See also do, play a joke, take.)

make oneself
SeeT-pretend.)

many

mark

(See much.)

What kind of car is that?
What make of car is that?
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Arabid speakers will say:

*What mark of car. is that?

midnight
(See after midnight.)

move
(See walk.)

much (many)
There is one equiyalent word for much and many in Arabic.

---s my, mine, belong to me

This is my pencil.
This is mine,
2.111g hpinnga_fn MP

Expressions indicating possession are often not used cor-
rectly by Arabic speakers. Instead, they say:

*This pencil is to me.
or *This pencil is for me.

(See also BE + to me.)

1_

*my possible

name

Arabic students substitute this for my best:

*I did my possible.

(See also *all my possible.)

(See call.)

near
Arabic speakers will often use near in the sense of next to.

next
(See second and near.) ,

(the) next day
Arabic speakers will often insert the preposition in where
it is not appropriate. They will say:

*In the next day i'rained.

instead of of The next day it raine6.

no-not any
(See any.) `\.

noise
Arabic speakers confuse noise, sound, and voice, as these
are the same word in Arabic.
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of
Arabic does not have a preposition whose basic meaning is
of: the preposition /min/ from is often used where English
has of, _e.g.:

off

*one from these days.

This has no direct equivalent in Arabic.

offer
'. (See give.)

old
(Ccc big.)

'old + BE
Aratqc speakers often make such mistakes as:,

*I have 20 years.
*I have 20 years old.

am old 20 years.
*My age is 20 years.

on
Arabic does not have a one-word equivalent used with verbs.
(See at, laugh at, prefer, scold, throw at.)

one
(See a.)

one of .
Translating from-Arabic, students often use from, rather
than of, in this type of construction:

open

*He is one from the best students in the class.

(See look' Ale, turn on.)

opposite

Opposite our house there is a shop.

Arabic speakers might say:

*In face of our house there is.a shop.

(See also face.)

paper
Arabic speakers will tend to confuse paper and a sheet of
paper. They will say:
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'*Give me a paper.

instead of Give me a sheet ,(piece) of-paper..

parents
Arabic speakers confuse parents and relatives,:

pass
(See spend.)

pick, pickaa
We pick something which is growing. We. pick LIE something
which is lying on the ground and not growing. Arabic
speakers substitute pick for pick LIE:

pick out

*I'll pick you at seven.

Pick out the one you like best.
(meaning choose or select)

Arabic speakers might substitute the incorrect preposition:

*Pick up the one you like best.

play (noun)
(See game.)

play a joke, trick
Arabic speakers sometimes substitute make for play:

*He made a joke on his friend.

pleased with
AraSICMpeakers substitute *glad from or *happy from:

*I was very glad from him. (I was very please with him.)
*I was very happy from him.

police, policeman
Arabic speakers confuse a policeman and the police. A po-
liceman is a man who belongs to the police force. The
police is used when speaking of several policeman as a
group, or of policemen in general.

practice
Arabic speakers may substitute practice where develop ,is
appropriate:

*This sport practices the muscles.
(This sport develops the muscles.)
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prefer
Arabic speakers will translate the Arabic equivalent directly
and produce sentences like:

*She prefers this book on that book.

instead of She prefers this book to that book.

pres4nt (verb), pr4sent (noun)
Arabic speakers are confused by the difference in pronuncia-
tion which .keys the difference in meaning:

pretend
Arabic speakers will say:

I

rather than He pretended to be ill.

price
(See how much + cost.)

proud
- (See see oneself.)

(to) put on clothes
Arabi E speakers confuse (to) put on clothes, ,(to) dress, and
(to) wear clothes. They also tend t6ZiEtEOn after put:

Put your clothes before you eat.

quick
(See fast.)

quiet (quite)
Thi-Failarity in pronunciation plus the difference in mean-
ing of these two words causes a spelling problem.

reach
Translating from the Arabic construction, students usually
tend to add a direction preposition with verbs of motion
when they are speaking English:

*I reached to school at Co'clock this morning.

reason
-----(See BE + right.)

rec6rd (verb), record (noun)
The Arabic speaker has difficulty in recognizing that the
noun and verb are identical except for stress placement.

A
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s.

relative
See parents.)

resemble
Arabic speakers say:

*He resembles to his father.

instead of He resembles his father.

return
° Arabic speakers might say:

*He returned-back.

0

instead of just He'returned.

right
(See BE + right.)

rob
-7- (See steal.)

roof
(See ceiling.)

sad
(See angry.)

sail
(See walk.)

scenery
This is always a singular count noun in English. Arabic
speakers might attempt to use it as a plural, on the analogy
of view, which can be either singular or'plural.

scold
Arabic speakers will say:

*His father shouted on him.

instead of His father scolded him.

second
Arabic speakers substitute the second for the next; because
of the Arabic translation.

see

*the second meeting instead of the next meeting.

(See look at, how.)
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see oneself
Arabic speakers say:

*He sees himself.

when they mean He is conceited, or He is rourl.

.shall (should)
Shall has no equivalent in Arabic. An Arabic -peaker tends to
use will instead. Should also has no immedia e Arabic equiva-
lent-IF6 is confused with shall.

'ship + go, move, or sail
(see walk.)

should
(see shall.) .

(See scold.)
S ou

since
(See for a long time.)

I

'sink -
To sink is to go down in the water. To drown As to diein the
Water. Anything can sink--a person, a ship, a stone. But only

_____aomettang which is living==aperson or animal--can drown.
Arabic speakers might say:

*The ship drowned.

t
(See stay.)

skin
(See leather.)

sleep
(See lie down.)

sleet
(See-hail.)

Sj

small
Arabic speakers confuse little, small, and young; all ex-
pressed with a single adjective in Arabic: '

*He graduated from high school when he was very little.

smooth
This is often cotlfused with soft.

. so

I dan!t think so.

Arabic speakers often omit so and say:
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*I don't think.

which is grammatical but not the Appropriate response Ito
questions such as:

Will it rain this afternoon?
Can you come to dinner tonight?

so He ran so fast he became tired.
. .

Arabic speakers substitute very in this type of co ruction:
A.
*lie. ran very fast that he became tired.

soapj.
Ibis is a non-count noun in English. 'In order to specify

soft

some

numbeY,Vie must use a qualifier:

a piece of chalk, a bfttle of ink r

Arabic speakers often use non-count nouns incorrectly:

*I have a soap.
*We write with chalks.
*He bo ght an ink.

Often confused with smooth.

The difficulty arises when some is not stressed. If it is,
then it has a direct equivalent /baT4/. If it is not stres-
sed, then it has no Arabic equivalent, and the Arabic speaker
tends to drop it.

sorry if*

(See angry.)

sound
(See noise.)

spend

I spent two weeks in Rome.

Arabic speakers substitute pass:

*I passed two weeks in Rome.

station
On the analogy of railway station, Arabic speakers use sta-
tion where stop is appropriate:
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*There is a bus station near my house. 4

stay
Arabic speakers often substitute sit for stay:

*Whdre,are.ydu sitting in the city.

As usual, this is a result of a direct translation from
the equivalent.

steal
. To steal is to take an object which doesn't belong-to you.,

TO iZEIs to take something from the place in which it is
found. Arabic speakers confuse these two and might' say:

*A thief stole my house last night.

stop
(See station.)

stranger .

Arabic speakers confuse stranger and foreigner.

study
(See learn.)

such
There is no one egUivalent word for such in Arabic.

/take
Arabic speakers might say:

" made an examination yesterday.

instead of I took an examination yesterday.
(Cf. make, get; see bring, get permission.)

take a. walk __
TCf. 99.2 for walk. )

take hold of
Arabic speakers- confuse to take hold of, t). hold, to catch.__

to -

.

. .

`tall ..

Arabic speakers confuse tall and long, which are the same
word in Arabic:

tear

'*He is a very long man.
*That is the longest building in the.city.

Arabic speakers confuse tear and t "ar up. To tear a piece
of paper is to separate it, or a part of it into two pieces,

4
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To tear LIE a piece of paper is to make it into a number of
-'smaller pieces, usually so that it is no longer of use.

than (in comparison)
Arabic uses /min/ from in comparisons:

the

*She is taller from John.

(See a, an-i4 --a-11 day- long.)

the news

On the analogy of plural count nouns with the -s suffix in
English, the Arabic speaker will view news as a plural noun
and is likely to say:

*The news are good today.

this afternoon
The Arabic speaker will say: *today afternoon.

this evening tohight-
Arabic speakers will say: *this night.

i

,

this' morning
Arabic speakers will say: *today in the morning.

4

1

this way 4
(See from here.)

4

'throw 4

Arabic speakers confuse throw and throw away. To throw

i

something is=to send it through the air kith a motion of
thearm% To throw away is to dispose of it, to throw it
with the purpose of disposing of it; you don't want it any
longer. The Arabic speaker will say:

0

*I threw the letter.

'throw_at
Arabic speakers 4substitute on:

,0*He threw a stone on the bird.

tie

(Sealir)

time'
(See enjoy', hour.)

to
(See at, enter, leave for, reach, resemble.)
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today

toeS

too

\,,

(See this afternoon, this morning.)

(See fingers.)

.

(See also, very.) 1 \
!

\

toy
.

i

(See game.) 1

-0
I -

travel ,
1

Travel is used only for long diS'tances. Arabic speakers may
erroneously'use it! for short distances.
(See 22.) i*

\

turn off
!.

.

;

7"§-e close.)
.

i

,

turn on. 1
,

Arabic speakers may substitute open:

-4I opened the light.

und:?.r

in.)

1)
until
..._,Ar-abic-TJTipleakdrS often use uuti-1-1.-u-tfte yearring-of-IT-tim-e-

that: I'll ha-ve finished by the time you get here
beComes:

*I'll finish until you arrive.

Arabic spakers also confuse until with as far as. Until
. refers to time, as far as indicates distance. Arabic speak-

ers may say:

*He walked until the corner.
*He studied as far as 7 o'clock.

(See also as far as.)

.

up, up in, up on, upstairs
-Arabia has one word /fawq/ for all of_these Englistrwords,
(See also cheer,.pick out, tear.)

very -

Arabic speakers confuse very and too, both expressed in Ara-
bic by /kaeir/ very. It is very difficult to grasp the dif-
ference between them. The Arabic speakeretends to use too-
to mean a greater degree than very:
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view

*This coffee is too delicious.
(i.e. exceedingly delicious)

(See also also, so.)

(See scenk.a..)

voice
(See-noise:)

wait for

walk

want

Arabic speakers tend to omit the preposition:

*I waited him a long time.

In English, vehicles take Verbs of motion other than walk or
run. However, an Arabic speaker might say:

*The ship is walking fast.

instead of movira, going, or selling.

:(See like.)

watch
(See clock.)

wear clothes
.7-g175 put on clothes.)

weather
Arabic speakers confuse we.--ther and climate. The weather of
place is the state,of the air, whether dry, wethot,

cold, calm, or stormy, at-a particular time. The climate of
`a place is the average condition of the weather over a per-
iod of years.

well
Arabic speakers have trouble with the correct placement of
well in the sentence:

*He speaks well the English.

what + call
(See call.)

what...for
Arabic speakers say:

181
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win

*What for you did that?

, insteadOf What did you do that for?

The usage of win and beat is a difficult distinction for
Arabic speakers. We say win a game, but beat an opponent.
The Arabic-speaking student is likely to confuse these.

wish (hope)
Arabic speakers have difficulty in grasping the subtle dif-
ferences between the two words, which requires hope to be

--used ill-the future while wish is used in more general terms-
.

would
Arabic speakers have difficulty in understanding the differ
ent usages of would because some of them are lacking in

Arabic. They often substitute would for will.

would like
(See like.)

yesterday
(See last night..)

young
(See small.)

yours
Youfs has no direct equivalent in Arabic. Possessive-in Ara=
bic is expressed in a different way:

This book is for you.
(This book is yours.)

r-
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abstract nouns: see nouns
accusative case: see case
active participles: see

participles
active voice: see voice
adjective complements:

subject-verb 50
with nouns 32

agreement questions: see
question types

alphabet
Arabic 25-7

see complements (See also handwriting)
:adjective idafa 75 alveolar articulation 17,18
'adjectives 33,55-56,60,66 Parma/ (as for] 52,53,54

Arabic 129 Plan/ (that] 41
attributive 32 /tan/ clause: see clauses
base"Nadjective 128 anaphoric articles: see

_L.....

comparison -3-3,105,133-136- articles
149,170 and clause: See clauses

complement 65,67 aphorisms 60
derived 129,130,136,137,157 apposition 47,50
inflection 33 Arabic: literary vs.
noun phrase 116 colloquial i
with gerund 76 articles'
with infinitive' 75 anaphoric 121
with infinitive definite 122

complement 65 definite with compound
with that 75 noun phrase 122
(See also degree) generic 121

adverbial clause: see clauses indefinite 120
adverbial complements: see non-definite 120

complements aspect 84-87,96-99
adverbial expressions (forms) completed action 39,84,86

48,65 in future time 40
passive 42

65 continuous action 94-95
103-104 deseiption of

adverbs
Arabic (use of) .

----compar-ison
degree 105
derived from adjectives 100
derived from nouns
formation
frequency
interrogatives
location
manner
order
particles
predicate
prcblems (use of Arabic

adverbs) 66
verb modifier 50,56
with be 47 460

adversative conjunctions ,.48

101
100-102

102
45

105
109,110
101-102

44
47,50

\ affricates: see consonants
agent (performer of act): see

voice active
agreement

feminine singular
number 50

174

state or circumstance40
descriptive function45,49
earlierness 79
generalization 40
habitual action40,41,79,87
-imperfective 97
narration of events 39,49
narrative function 45,85
non-perfective and
perfective 96

past habitual 86-87
perfective 37,41,98
prediction 38,40,46,79

85,86,89
present perfect 37,98
priorness of action 40
progressive 37,94-96
progressive action40,79,87

aspiration 15
assimilation 5

-ate suffix 117
attributive adjective: see

adjectives



1.

auxiliary verbs
construction
lack of in Arabic
use

basic form: see verbs

9,58,83
9

58
83

be
equational sentences 46,47
equiValent 76
expression of to be 31,47,60

68
.infinitive . 65
passive-marker 49,99,100
progressive markeri, 94,95,98
with ing 94
with predicate 60

broken plural: see number,
plural

cardinal numbers: see numerals
case

accusative 30,31,32,44
accusative of specification

subordinate 141-142ff
word order 51,70-71

clear /1/ 19 ,

common gender:.see gender 1

comparison of adjectives:
see adjectives

complementary infinitive: see
infinitive

.cognate accusative 101
complements

adjective
adjective infinitive 65
adverbial 67
complement_o_f_obligation

67
gerundive object 63,64
indirect 61,62
infinitive as object 63
infinitive complement

62,110
nbminalL.verb 64_

nominal object 64.65
conTleted action: see

aspect
conditions 51-52,91-94

50 contrary to fact 51,90
cognate accusative 101 hypothetical 51,91,92
functions-of 30 possible 91

direct object 31 realizable 51
modification 31 unrealizable 51
object of preposition 31
second noun in noun

phrase
genitive 29,30,3
inflection
nominative
two accusatives

causative verbs 64

citation stress: see stress
classical Arabic writing

system 25
clause modifiers: See clause;

modifiers
clause structure:see clause
clause word order: see clause;

word order
clauses 46-56

adverbial 76

65

/ ?an/
If and clause

Arabic
functions
modifiers
norninalized

relative

conditional particles 45,51
conditional sentence51,52,94
conditional would: see would
conjunctions

han/
/? anna/
that

connecter
connectives
consonants

affricates
chart (English)
chart (Arabic)
clusters
flaps
fricatives
nasals
semivowels

75,83 stops
54,55 trills

45,48-51
38
38
38

47,48,50
76,77
14-20
17,18

12
13

24,25
15,19

14,15,16,17
18,19
14,19
14-16

19
46' consonant clusters: see
38 consonants

48,51,54,55,56 content questions: see
36,46-48,50 question types

73,112 continuous action: see aspect
54,137-141

175
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\

degree inflection' feminine morphemes
condparative 337a-7--feot-;--see-tone group

11.8

superlative 33 fractions: see prearticles
definite article:see articles' fric-5-tivel see consonant
definiteness 124 future modals: see modals

9 deletion of verb phrase:, see future perfect: see tense,
verb deletion

demonstrative pronouns:
pronouns

demonstratives
this
that

dental articulation
dental /1/: see /1/
derived forms

derived verb-form

see
gemination 25

128-129 gender 29,114
128 common gender 34,43
128 distinctions in singular

17,18 , and plural 114
feminine suff xba 29

38 \ inflection in verbs
105,106 7-im-vetbs

\chart 107 neuter 29,69
\derived adjectives 129 generalization: see aspect

noun forming derivational generic articles: see
morphemes 116 \ articles

description of current state or genitive,case: see case
circumstance: see aspect gerund constructions 64

descriptive 'funCtion: see 'gerund nominal _74
aspect gerundive objective comple-

determindkion 29 rent: see complements
determiners : 119 gerunds 33,38

indefi,nite determiners _ 120 gaal-,*(recipient of-act): see
4----, 121 14Oice, passive\
.nunation 29 ,greetings: see intonation
(see also articles) , /1 \

\
.dialeCt .13,14,16,17,20 . N

diminutives 118 habitual action: see aspect
diphthongal glide 24- /hal/ 57,81
diphthongs- . 20,22-24 handwriting \25
direct_commandUmperati-va42-,-41-! alphabet 25-27
direct object: see objects classical Arabic writing
dual: see number system 25

handwriting problems English)
27

hypothetical conditions: see
conditions

earlierness: see aspect
emphasiS 34
English commontense:see tense
epenthesis 14,16,25
epenthetic vowel: see vowel
equational sentences 30,46,47

e::istential sentence - 46
predicate in 31
subject in 31,38
verb to be

---,existential sentences: 'see
equational sentences

expletive it: see it
expletives 71
'expression of tc be: see be

176

/2i6a/ [if] 51,52,91
imperative: see direct

command
imperfective aspect: see

aspect °

imperfect tense: see tense
impersonal it: see it
impersonal you, we or they72
Ain/ [f] --42,51,52,91
ihdefinite d=ticle: see

articles
indefinite determiners: see

determiners



indicative: see mood
indirect command: see passive
indirect object: see objects
infinitive

complement of included
sentence
object
objective complement
phrase
purpose
subject
use
verbal nouns
with to

inflection
'adjectives
nouns .

past tense
pronouns

ing'form
intensifiers: see prearticles
interjections 44,45
internal vowel change 39
interrogative phrase: word order

se': word order
interrcqati.res 44-45,51

particle /hal/ 57,81
intonation 1-11

amazement' 10
Arabic- 6

attached questions 11
auxiliary verbs 9

be-
i

9_
commands j 10
echo questions 1:0

exclamations
greetings.

know vs., find out r. 41

110
63

62,64
67
74
73

72,74-75
33,38

63

33
29
80

33,34
. 98

10
8

/1/
clear 19
dental 19
velar 19
palatized 19

/Ia/ negative particle 82
-/lam/ [did not] 42
/lan/ [will not] 42
/law/ [if] 51,52,91
/1i/ [in order that] '41,42
limiters: see prearticles
linking verbs 65-66
lip rounding 21
locative adverb: see adverbs
locative prepositions:chart

44-45

modals 81,88-90
future modals 93
modal auxiliaries 87

93past modals
modifiers 47,49

clause modifiers 48,51,54
55,56

mood 39,41
indicative 41,43
jussive

indirect command 42
' negative imperative 42

subjunctive 41,43,83-84
morphology

interrogative word 9

matter-of-fact statements 8

requests 10
yes-no questions 10,57

intransitive verbs 60

inversion
it 69
questions 81
there 70-71

isoaFFiiism 5

it
expletive
impersonal it
it inversion
il7statement

it inversion: see it
it 'statement: see it

juncture
jussive: see mood

narration of events: see
aspect

narration of completed events:
see aspect

narrative function: see
aspect

nasals: see consonants
negation 81E3

negative particle /rd./ 82
negative particle not82 89
/lam/ [did not] 42

69 /lan/ [will not] 42

69,70 negative questions: see
69 question types
69 -- neater_ ender; see gender

nominative case: see case
nominal object complement:

see complements
nominalization 141

76,77 nominalized clauses: see
clauses

177
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1,

nominalized verb: see verbs
nominalized verb complement:

see complements
non-definite rticle: see

articles
-noun inflection: see case,

inflection second objects
noun phrase 111-142 off-glide

as modifier 49-50
as subject of equational
sentence 47
modification 13Eff

noun prepositionals' 44
noun replacement: that +

sentence: see that
nouns 29-33

abstract 75
adjective as noun 116
animate' 29
compound 115,116,122
concrete 37
constructions 115
count 123,128
definite
derived 116-119
human 32
inanimate 29
indefinite 29,68
mass 122-123,159,166
non - count) 128
non-human 32
plurals 32-33
proper 29
proper names 119,120

(See also: articles;case;
gender; definiteness; determina-
tion; number)
number 29

agreement 80
classes of nouns 113-115
dual 0

29
plural 29

broken plural 30,114
sound plural 30,113,114

singular 29
verbs 39,43

(see also: agreement; numerals)
numerals 33,36

Arabic .27

object of preposition: see
objects

objects 39,49,61
direct 31,37,61,64

_indirect 61,62
of preposition 31

49
22

cardinal 1 36,123-124
numeral one-a 36,123
ordinal 124
syntax of numerals 36,37

nunation: see determination

18'1 178

one: see numerals
ordinal numerals: see

numerals

palatized /1/: see /1/
participles 37-38,129-133

active 43,63,98-99
Arabic active 131
Arabic passive 131
English past 132
modifiers of subject or
object 50
passive 43,44
perfective aspect 133
word order (English).

130,132
particle /qad/: see particles
particles 29,44-45,109

conditional 45;51
verbal-, 45
vocative 45
/qad/ 79

partitives: see prearticles
parts of speech 29
passive voice: see voice
passive constructions: see

voice
passive participle: see

participles
past habitual: see aspect
past modals: see modals
past perfect:see tense
past perfect progressive:

see tense
past progressive: see tense
past tense: English: see

tense
past tense inflection: see

inflection; tense
past-tense modat-would:-see--

Would
pasE7arile marker /k. n/
perfect formative
perfect tense: see tense
perfective aspect: see

aspect

86
97



perfective meaning: see aspect
person 39,45,80,81,83
phoneme 21

phonology lff

pitch 1,2,3,8
plural:-see number
positions of the tongue .21

possessive forms 119
possible conditions: see

conditions
---prearticles 125

. fractions
intensifiers
liMiters
partitives

predicate
predicate adjective
prediction: see aspect
predictive. (future): see

aspect
prepositions

locative chart

question types ,

agreement questions ,57
attached' questions 11
content questions 57
negative questions 59

tag questions
wh- questions .57
yes-no questions 10,57 -59

question word 57,81

126,127 realizable conditions: see
125,136 conditions
125,136 reduction
127,128. vowel reduction

46,60 relative-clauses: see
65,66 clauses

relative pronouns: see
pronouns

requests: see intonation
143 rest (in a foot) --5

44-45 retroflexed vowel: see vOviel
rhythm 1'

stressed time 4

5

24'

prepositional phrase 47,49,50
56,77

present indicative verb: see
.tense

.preterit: sec tense secondary stress: see stress
prevetbs: see verbs second object: see objects
primary stress: see stress
priorness of action: see aspect
progressive action: see aspect
progressive meaning: see aspect
progressive constructions: see

verbs
pronouns 33-36,55 56

demonstrative 33,,34

(chart) 35

R

gender
independent

..Achart)
inflection
interrogative

'1-lumper
persbn
relative
--,(chart)

strets
suffWV.

proper names: see nouns
prosodic features
punctuation
punctuation marks

semantic features 32
human vs. non-human 32

semivowels "14

sentences 46-51
conditional 51,52
equational
exclamations
with it
with there.

46-48 60
'7-'11'-

69,76
68,70,71

33,34 with that 71

33,34 with WW7-Word 71-73
34 (see also: clauses;equational-

33,34 sentences;verbaLsentences)
33,35 singUlar: see numner

33 sound plural-: see number,
33 plural .

33,35 specification: see Cate,
35 accusative
10 stative meaning: qualitative

-34- verbs- 41

stops
1,6 . alveolar 14
27 bilabial

.

14
28 dental 14,15

glottal 16

179
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unreleased
velar

stress
citation
emphasis
patterns.
,primary
pronouns
secondary
sentence
weak
word

(see also: word stress)
,----stress timing

subjects
-01-1-°a14ational sentence 46

15 tonic .2,3,7
16 intonation:Arabic stress6

7

34
115

4,6,7,8
10
,6
6

8

6

G

of,,verb 39,49
subjunctive:: see mood
subordinate. clause: see clauses
subordinate phrase 55
syllabic-consonants 18
(See also: consonants,nasals).
syntax 46ff

-noun phrase 111-142
sentence structure 46-77
verb phrase 78-110.

tonic syllable 3,8
topic comment 5,21,52-54
transitive verbs 61,66
trill: see consonants
two accusatives 65

two /word verbs
intransitive 109
transitive 61,106

wirealizable conditions: see
conditions

velar /1/: see /1/
verb deletion 58,60
verb paradigm:chart. see

verbs .

verb phrase: syntax 78-79',88
with complement of
obligation 67 °

verbal Adjective: see
participles

verbal auxiliary: see
auxiliary verbs

verbal nouns
tag questions: see question b verbal particle: see

types .

.
particles'

tense: 39-41,84-87,96 verbal sentence

i8

30,46-49
English common tense 84 imperfect function =
future perfect 79,97 description 49
imperfect .39,40-41,43,45,49 perfect' function =

52,80 narration 49
past 41,86,92 subject 0 30
.past perfect-- . 79,96 verbs
past perfect progressive 95 Arabic 9,55-56
past progressive 87 attitude(verbs of) 63
past. tense inflection, 80 basic form 37
perfect 39-41,49,51,97 duration 64
present indicative 63,84 motion or remaining 38
preterit 87 narrative function 45

(See also: aspect) norainalized 64
that.as,demonstlative 128 paradigm, (chart) 43

proverbsthat with sentence: noun -103
---replacement )1071 ' progressive action

with sentence as object 71 -progreS"§TW-meaning 79
there . progressive constructions

with indefinite noun phrase 99

inversion
this as demonstrative,
tone

contrastive
wh- questi'on

tone gzour
foot in tone group

18t

68 subject-verb agreement 50
.70 (see also: aspect; auxiliary
128 verbs; causative verbs; derived,

l'=.5,8 forms; direct command;
3 earlierness; English ,common
9 tense; gender; intransitive;

26,8 linking verbs; modals; number;
4,5 person; tense; transitive;

180
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two-word veibs; voice;)
vocabulary
-vocative particle: see
voice

active
agent

passive
constructions
goal
in verbs
`indirect command

vowels
Arabic (chart)
English
.--(Chart)

epenthetic
length \
long
reduction
retroflexed
stressed.
unstressed

. 143ff
partiCles

39
39

39,99-100
97-100

39
42
42

11,20 -24
20_
24

. 20
14,25

0 23
21 /
24
19

23ff
24ff

/wa/ [and] 54

weak stress: see stress
wh- questions: see question

types
wh- word

with infinitive as object 72

with infinitive as-subject 72
with' sentence 71

would
conditional 87,89- 90,92 -93-

,past tense modal 92

word order 30,32,46,81
adjectives 31
adverbs 101,102
clause
English participles 130

132,133
interrogative phrase 36,51,57
pronouns and nouns 34

word stress 6,7

English : .7

placement 6,7

(See also: stress)

yes-no questions : see question
types
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WORD INDEX 'N . .. .

Items in this index are English words that are used in
the text to illustrate or explicate partiCular problems of
English pronunciation or grammar. Items listed as vocabulary
items in Part 6 are excluded from this list.

a
an
= one

act
. advise
again
all
always
am
and

and so
anyone
appear
apt;,.

/ are .s

as
' as for
at

! attempt

1

author
away from

24,29,120
121
36

16,65
110
24

125
102,103

A5,54,
47

,77
77

65
14

47,60
104,105
52,53;77

44,45
15
17

44,45

-bid. 15
bait 21
be-

equationll sentences 46,47
-\ equivalent 76
infinitive 65
omission of 31,47,60,68
passive marker 49,99,100
progressive marker 94,95,98

94
60
86
24
21
19
62
16
78
17
65
76
21
16
23
21
19

with -ing
with predicate

be going to
beautiful
`beet
beetle
beg
begged
begin
behind
believe

_ besides
bet
bids
bind
bit
bitten

191

blower
boat
both
bound
boy
brother
build
but Ne

24
21

126
23
23
17
67

21,45.77
butter 15;25
button 18

can 22,88,90,94
car
care

r 19
24

cat-tail 25
cattle 25,114
cause' 64
chasm 18
clasps 14 ,

clothes 114 /

come over 106',109 /

comfortable
comment on

7/

7g,
consider
continue to
cook
cot
could
cow
crumble
crumple
cut

degenerate
depth
designed to
digest (noun
do
dogs

182

each ,
either
eleven'
eleventh
engineering
every

& verb)

.91

8

22
21

8393
23
23
23 ,

22

117
14
74
1

81
16

125

7

123
student 115

125



express,

far
fate
'father
fear
feel
few,
fill
fire
fire fighter
first
five
for
foyer
from
fruit juice

get
give
gleam
glisten
goad
goat
going to
good for

hatf
have

(possession)
have to
I had him stay
perfect marker

25 in
indeed
information
insist
intend
into
is
it

24
22
22
24

'17,65,66
127,128

19,20
24

118
124
124

24,74
24

24,44,45
116

killed
kilt
know

0

44,41
4

1]l4

3

/63

44,45,
47,60
69,70 -

23
23

'72,73

64

25
19
23
23
86
76

ladder
law
lawn mower
least
leave
less
let
letter
lit
long
look
lose
lot, a
low /

126f1) /

! made to /
143 mak (=cause)
89 malted
64 man

79,95,96,97- many
he 33,34
health 19

hear 64,84
-hence. 76

--hidden --' 18

him 33

his '34
16

hofse 17

hour 24

how 45,47

however 76

how much 45

-hundred 124

may
Mayor
might
milk bottle
million
Monday
moon
more
most
must

never
,news

° *no-
::' not

33
.45,9.0,92,142

51,52,91
42,51,52,91

51,52,91 on

0,oh.
off

1;) 183 $

15
22
118

.134'
19

134
'64

15
19
'18
66
'19

128.
22

74
64
15
115
128
76
24
90

. 115
19.
24
22

134 .

128,114 ,

102,103
114.

57,58,59
59, 82 ;89-

45
44,45

t 44,45
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0

`once
. one

onto
or
Order
out of

/ pie-
pit
play
pleased4
poor

the,poor
potato
.pray
pure,
put away

s: put bn
. '

racks
rarely
rat
'rhythm
ringing
roommate
root out
rubbed

say:
schism
seat
see
seed
seem
seen
.selabm

_send
. serene, serenity.
series
shall
sheep
should ,
singer,
skate
Ame1le
so that
sqlace,
some
songs

,

songstress
sound
sow '-
subtle

4.

,.

u

'23
23,36,123,136

44,45
77
62

44,45

.

67
23
15
14
63
24

116
, 24

14
14

109
61

take in
taste
taught
telephone
tell
than
that

demonstrative
relative
Conjunction
with sentence:
replacement
with sentence

the
then
there

inversion
with 'infinitive NP

there is/are 46,47,6
therefore

, 66

22

110
103,104,135

34,128
139

45,71,75
,noun

71
as object .

71
24,29,122

77

these
16 they

102,1,03 thinnesS
.19 third
19 this
la those
7 to .

61 to.4:"infinitive
14 topmost

true.
twenty
twb67

18,19
23

63,84
.23

65
22

'102,103
62
117
114:

44
114
93
18
25
66

24
120,128

23
23

65,66
22
15

184

understand
used to .

usually

vacation
value
veal
very

want
watch
what

.interrogatiye
relative

when
whenever
where
wherever
whether
which

10
as

8,70,71
76,77
34,128

34
25

127
34,128
34,128
44,45

75
14
25
15

123

84
79,86,87

102

21
19
17
105

67
64

36,51,71
71,72,140'

45
76
17
76

142
17,35,139.



whichever . 140
who

interrogative 35,51
relative 35,54,138,140

whoever 35
whole 125
whom

interrogative /367-5-1-\
relative /54,138 \

wife ' ' 115
will 79,85,89,90,9,4
wish 93
with 145
would -,,_, _74-

conditional 87,69-90,92-93
past tense modal 92

writer 15,

yes 57,58.
yesterday 7
you 33
your 34

185 It

C.

194
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